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I. INTRODUCTION 

The HDTY Debate 

Several groups, including the SlAt the AEA, and DARPA, have proposed to 
use the advent of high definition television (HDTY) and/ or large-scale 
fiberoptic networking to re-establish. a U.S. consumer electronics industry. 
support the semiconductor industry, provide networking for research and 
military needs. and/ or to create a nationwide. public U.S. digital 
telecommunications infrastructure. This memorandum discusses the HDTV 
issue, including relevant technoloRY and market trends; the major policy 
areas involved; the potential effects of current proposals upon the U.S. 
computer industry and DEC in particular; and. finally. some potentially 
desirable alternatives. 

The HDTV issue offers major opportunJtles, but equal risks, for U.S. 
systems firms. particularly those (such as DEC) with strong CPU. networking, 
and software offerings but relative weakness in mass manufactured peripheral 
hardware. Several proposals allegedly intended to improve U.S. performance 
could actually harm DEC, the U.S. computer and office equipment industries, 
and/ or the economy as a whole. For example, the HDTV debate has thusfar 
concentrated uniquely upon consumer equipment and it! relation to displays 
and semiconductor componentS. While these are important, the debate has 
neglected growing Japanese penetration of digital business equipment markets 
(digital copiers. facsimile, laser printers, CCD imaging). which could 
affect DEC and other U.S. firms more rapidly and directly than Japanese 
dominance of HDTV per se. In short, ~HDTV" in fact sparu multiple marketS 
involving very different interests, competencies, and competitors, both 
domestic and foreign. 

And as in other cases (e.g. semiconductors), the fragmentation of U.S. 
industry renders American firms vulnerable to more coordinated competitors, 
who are often (though not always) foreign. Since the importance of HDTV 
derives primarily from the fact that universal digitization of information 
handling causes convergence and integration of previously independent 
technologies, companies, and industries, the formation of industrial and 
political coalitions will be critical to DECs interests and to effective 
U.s. policy. DEC must therefore build political coalitions suitable to ilS 
policy goals, and· obtain policy measures which support the industrial 
coalitions suitable to its business goab. 

The outcome of the HDTV debate will probably have large implications 
for DECs long run prosperity. For example, a modular. digital HDTV 
architecture with fiberoptic delivery could, under favorable policy 
conditions, assist in U.S. re-entry into consumer electronics, perhaps also 
providing much-needed support for U.S. semiconductor and display 
technologies. But under equally plausible alternative conditions. it could 
facilitate Japanese penetration of the personal computer and business 
networking industries via U.S. telecommunications companies and consumer 
distribution channels. 

In general, DECs interests appear quite consistent with an HDTV policy 
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that effectively strengthens U.S. high technology industries and, more 
generally. the U.s. economy. But in part this is because DECs position as 
a global computer, software, and networking vendor mirrors the complexity of 
the regulatory. standards. industrial policy. national security, and trade 
policy issues involved. In fact, television sets and U.s. entertainment 
broadcasting are, in themselves. the least of DECs -- and American 
industry's -- concerns in the HDTV debate. 

First, -HOT¥" involves many groups -- telephone companies offering 
public communications services. large corporations with internal networks, 
advertisers, information services firms, nearly the entire electronics 
industry, and millions of small businesses, individuals, and households. 
Some -- analog broadcasters, for example ~- will be severely damaged by 
digital technology. Second, HDTV will be global, though possibly involving 
regionally incompatible standards. and DEC must consider differences among 
U.S., European. and Japanese markets and competitors. Third. DEC must 
balance hardware markets against software, services, and systems 
integration. including the services and/or products offered by regional Bell 
operating companies (RBOCs). Fourth, RBOCs and large end-users will use 
large distributed internal systems. as distinct from consumer systems, which 
mayor may not employ similar hardware , software, and/ or architectures. 
These large internal systems will be a large, distinct market, one of great 
interest to DEC. 

But more importantly -HDTV: at least in conjunction with large digital 
networks, is just a special case, and not even the most important one, of 
the digitization of office and home information products (e.g. digital 
facsimile, scanners, copiers, displaY', printers, and electronic cameras). 
This gradual blending of the computer, office equipment, and imaging 
industries is likely to move far beyond television and graphics displays , 
and will also have a major effect upon services such as electronic design, 
publishing, advertising, and banking. The impact of HDTV policy upon this 
gradual conversion of many industries to a common. mass~manufactured digital 
technology base is likely to be critical for DEC and for several large 
industries. For example it is very unclear that if current trends continue, 
Xerox can compete with CanoD in digital reproduction equipment, whose future 
could be critical to DECs enterprise-wide network offerings. Thus although 
HDTV's impact on display markets and semiconductor demand are importaDt 
issues. they are not the only ones. 

It seems likely, though not certain, that U.s. consumer-level HDTV 
service will come in two phases: first an analog, NTSC-compatible system 
using conventional transmission, then a more advanced. probably incompatible 
digital system whose deployment might overlap with the first . European 
consumer HDTV policy, conversely, is still in flux, while Japan is already 
implementing its DBS-delivered, analog MUSE system. Large of nee/ industrial 
markets are less developed. although the U.S., Europe, and Japan all have 
some commitment to ISDN, and at least Europe and the U.S. are somewhat 
committed to 051. U.S. telecommunications firms and some Europeans are also 
finalizing a standard , upward compatible with LAN standards and also with 
ISDN, for fiber-based, 40-1 SO mega baud Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs). 
which will explicitly DOt be usable for consumer video. 
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Although DEC has some interest in whether and how U.S., consumer-level, 
NTSC-compatible systems are deployed, the stakes for DEC and for the U.S. 
electronics industry are much larger with respect to more advanced OOQ

compatible, and especially digital, equipment and delivery systems -- as 
architected and deployed both in the U.S. and abroad. And the stakes are 
even larger yet in the office, industrial, and professional markets 
(including the internal markets of RBOCs and large computer users). Large, 
integrated systems (combining computing, digital communications, scanoing, 
imaging, and printing) will probably evolve more rapidly in business than in 
consumer markets. owing to public services regulation, financial incentives, 
coordination issues, and market structure. 

Major "HDTV" Issues for DEC 

Given the above, the major areas of concern for DEC in the "HDTV" 
policy arena are as follows: 

1) potential U.S. policy towards HDTV hardware and markets to 
stimulate advanced display R&D, receiver production. and to provide markets 
for the U.S. semiconductor industry; 

2) the potential use of U.S. policy, whether under the auspices of 
HDTV or not, to promote advanced digital networking infrastructure in the 
United States, for home and/ or business use; 

3) the potential use of U.S. policy to stimulate U.S. R&D for, and/ or 
production of, digital office peripherals to supersede analog facsimile, 
copiers, and document handling systems; 

4) the optimal role of the RBOCs. including various possible 
deregulation policies and the RBOCs potential role as a digital "Panama 
Canal" between the business and home environments; 

5) the role of Europeans, including U.S.-European R&D cooperation. 
standardization. and market participation issues, particularly given that 
most HDTV markets will develop after 1992; and 

6) the role of the Japanese, given that they dominate the world 
consumer electronics industry. most of the digital electronics technology 
base, and many high volume segmenu of the office electronics sector. 

2. TECHNOLOGY, PRODUCT, AND COMPETITIVE TRENDS 

General Trends 

HDTV and related develop menU are the result of several product, 
industry, and technology trends which in turn are the result of continued 
progress in digital technologies -- e.g. semiconductors. chip- and board
level assembly and packaging, CCD imaging, very high bandwidth fiberoptic 
transmission systems, high resolution displays, laser and ink jet printing, 
mass storage, and CIM. Resulting HDTV -related trends include: 
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(1) the computer industry's shift towards mass-produced, increasingly 
networked personal systems relative to large. centralized systems, e.g. PCs 
and LANs as opposed to time-shared mainframes; 

(2) the gradual convergence of the computer, office equipment. consumer 
electronics, and telecommunications industries; and 

(3) the gradual conver~;ion of many established industries, products, 
and services from ana10g (electronic, mechanical. and/ or photochemical) 
technologies to digital (electronic. magnetic, and optical) technologies. 

Implications for DEC & U.S. Computer Vendors 

Taken together, these trends have several implications for the HDTV 
issue, the U.S. computer industry. and DEC. 

First, the technology base of computer hardware, which was once unique 
to the industry, is merging with that of other industries, particularly 
consumer electronics, and the relative sophistication of the two arenas is 
shifting. Computers are becoming mass-produced goods, while the consumer 
electronics industry is being digitized. Both are becoming reliant on high 
technology mass manufacturing and standard digital technologies: DRAMs and 
other semiconductors, CD ROMs, surface-mount technology, printed circuit 
boards, automated assembly, LCDs, CCDs, CRT displays, and so forth . 

Sim.i1arly, by the mid- 1990s telecommunications equipment and physical 
networking will be dominated by server-processors (computers, digital 
switches), fiberopric cabling (first narrOWband, then wide band), and 
optoelectronics. Virtually all computers will soon be nerworked in some 
way. and public telecommunications services are already now provided, in 
effect, by large networks of computers connected to telephones. PCs. 
facsimile machines, and other customer premises equipment (CPE). 

While computer hardware is gradually becoming more commoditized, 
consumer electronics -- formerly a labor-intensive assembly industry which 
used obsolete analog semiconductors -- is being digitized, and its 
technology level (in CD audio and video players, digital VCRs, HDTV. digital 
audio tape systems, etc.) is advancing. Soon, many consumer products will 
resemble personal computers and peripherals. VCRs already consume about 10% 
of world DRAM production; graphics displays resemble high quality 
televisions; both sectors require ASICs. printed circuit boards. surface 
mount technology, and even microprocessors. White the architectures and 
product technologies of personal computers and workstations remain somewhat 
more sophisticated than those of VCRs or CD systems. the difference is 
narrowing and the manufacturing technologies of consumer electronics are 
already more advanced , at lean in Japan. (Apple's Fremont plant requires 
only 900 people -- including plant management -- to assemble all Macintoshes 
sold jn North America; it uses a television assembly line imported from 
Japan.) 

When consumer electronics is fully digitized. and IO-SO MIPS 32-bit 
personal systems with graphics displays dominate the computer hardware 
market, the two industries will be very similar technologically. And jf a 
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national fiberoptics network becomes a reality, their transmISSion media 
will even be the same, and telecommuting could gradually merge their 
customer sets. After HDTV's commercial takeoff in the mjd-1990s. HDTV sets 
and associated VCRs would become a major segment of the U.S. consumer 
electronics market. In revenue terms, they would become perhaps half the 
size of the U.S. persooal computer market. The largest differences between 
PCs and HDTV boxes, probably. would be the greater price-sensitivity of 
consumer products and the higher processor speed of PCs. 

Thusfar, the U.S. HDTV debate has focussed on the large size of the 
HDTV receiver industry/ market. its commonality with personal computer 
technology. and its large demand for semiconductors, displays. and other 
components. But for DEC and other vendors of office equipment systems for 
industrial use, and even for the components industries, there are other 
issues related to "HDTV· and to fiberoptic networks which, in the end. will 
probably prove even more important. As the computer, office equipment, and 
consumer sectors begin to interpenetrate via hardware commonality and shared 
networking infrastructure. U.S. firms may have an opportunity to re-enter 
consumer markets. On the other hand. -HDTV- could be the means by which 
traditional office equipment firms. the RBOCs, and/ or (most likely) Japanese 
electronics firms can finally penetrate the U.S. computer industry. 

The Digitization of Office Equipment, Imaging, and Consumer Services 

The same conversion to digital technology which is transforming 
consumer electronics will also affect the office equipment. imaging, and 
home information industries: facsimile. photocopying, printing, publishing, 
image capture (photography. scanning. etc.), image archiving and retrieval, 
banking and other services. and both home and business information delivery 
(advertising, billing, database services, etc.). And, for a variety of 
technical and market reasons, it seems quite possible that the digitization 
of office equipment and imaging could move faster, and have an earlier 
impact upon the computer industry. than "HOTV"' (defined solely as consumer 
video). Thus office and home networking will start largely independently. 
but will eventually collide as office equipment overlaps with home equipment 
(HDTV, electronic cameras). and as metropolitan area networks overlap with 
consumer deHvery systems. 

Digital cameras, scannen. printers, facsimile machines, CD-ROM 
retrieval systems, and photocopiers (laser, ink-jet) are rapidly nearing 
commercialization or even, in some cases, mass-market takeoff. In time , 
they will surely use high speed (fiberoptic) transmission links and will be 
integrated into computer networks and lor establishment-sized distributed 
information systems. These technologies will also obsolete many existing 
mechanical, optical, thermal. and chemical processes -- sometimes quite 
rapidly. sometimes slowly. Furthermore. these markets are just as large as, 
or larger than, the HOTV market. Photography is a SIS billion market in the 
U.S.; the copier market is about S 10 billion; other office equipment markets 
(fax, answering machines. OCR equipment. microfiche/ microfilm systems. 
automated mail handling) add another several billion dollars. 

The digitization of these othe r sectors suggest at least two possible 
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developments. The first is that digital office equipment will become a 
large market. with new digital office systems becoming integrated into 
corporate information systems via private. Quite possibly unregulated, 
enterprise- wide or area-wide fiberoptic networks. For example, faxmail or 
electronic camera snapshots could be transmitted digitally. viewed on 
displays, edited, and then sent to either 3n:hival storage or a printer. 
(In fact. DEC recently announced several products aimed at these markets.) 
Because private office systems are both less price-sensitive and less 
regulated than the public systems that RBOCs would offer, they may reach 
commercial takeoff earlier. 

Secondly. with the spread of fiberoptic cabling to small businesses and 
homes for both HOTV and telephony, it will be possible for many firms (e.g. 
Kodak, copying services) to offer many business and consumer services over 
the public network. For example, centralized photographic printing services 
could accept data files generated by electronic cameras and transmitted 
digitally for processing. Such business and consumer markets could, again, 
prove much larger than HDTV strictly defined, and these service providers 
might be a major market for DEC systems. Sevenl experiments in this area, 
e.g. a GTE project for home film viewing on demand, are underway or planned. 
Standardization efforts for Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs), with regional 
contention networks offering 40 - 100 megabaud to local area network 
gateways, are already quite advanced, with AT&T and other major vendors 
beginning development efforts. 

Thus a wider consideration of the HDTV issue suggests that consumer 
video not the only, and possibly not the most important, market expected 
to follow from the combination of digitized information processing and high
speed fiberopdc networks. Nor is it the only area in which U.S. 
competitiveness is potentially at risk. Office systems and other consumer 
products and services will probably be as large or larger, and U.S. industry 
has an initially stronger, but seemingly eroding. position in these other 
areas. While U.S. reentry into consumer electronics via HDTV production 
might be feasible or desirable, these other markets deserve eQual or even 
stronger consideration in DEC strategy and U.S. policymaking. 

Competitive Positions: Hardware 

U.s. firms still have strong positions in most office equipment 
sectors, although the conversion to digital technology puts them at risk. 
Large Japanese electronics firms such as Canon and Toshiba have penetrated 
markets for personal laser printen, copiers, facsimile machines , and other 
mass-produced office products; Canon and Sony among others have large R&D 
efforts in digital imaging, copying, and image retrieval. A number of U.S. 
firms such as Xerox , Kodak, IBM. Polaroid, Apple, Hewlett-Packard. Wang. and 
Pitney-Bowes still have strong technical and/ or market positions, at least 
for now, and there are some promising startups (such as Iris Graphics in 
color inkjet printen). In general, U.s. firms retain the high-performance, 
low-volume portion of these markets, but Japanese firms hold the mass
production markets and are moving upward. Therefore DEC should be concerned 
with the U.S. technology base for U.S. office eQuipment vendors during and 
after the digitization of image capture. processing, display, hard copy 
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production, and mass reproduction. This concern should equal the degree of 
concern for preserving a consumer equipment production and technology base. 

And in fact, if current trends continue most of the components, 
manufacturing processes, and base technologies for these sectors are, or 
soon will be, dominated by Japan, and in particular by the roughly eight 
companies which dominate the Japanese semiconductor. consumer electronics, 
and computer industries. These firms already have dominant positions in the 
highest-volume. most cost-sensitive portions of the office electronics 
market - personal laser printers. facsimile machines, personal copiers, 
graphics displays, and so forth. Their commodity CMOS semiconductor 
processes, CCDs, surface mount assembly, CRT, LCD, and printed circuit board 
technologies are considerably ahead of those in the United States, with the 
possible exception of IBM. 

However, the United States still leads in many of the design-intensive, 
system-level technologies and high performance industrial markets specific 
to computers, networking, and digital telecommunications -- areas such as 
advanced microprocessors. software design, high speed laser printers, 
digital central switches, automated mail processing equipment. high 
performance disk drives, and computer architecture. By contrast, the 
Europeans are behind in both consumer and industrial electronics, but have 
maintained some presence in both (in part through government support), and a 
few European firms (Philips, Siemens, Thomson) have impressive products in 
some areas and substantial technological and financial resources. Moreover, 
most EUropean PITs are government-controlled, and favor domestic producers. 

Competitive Positions: Software and Services 

At least for the time being. the United States retains a definitive 
lead in software, consumer content (video programming, newspapers, 
publishing). and computer systems integration. Thil; ownership of content 
and leadership in software/ integration technology represents a substantial 
asset which could be used to competitive advantage by DEC and by U.S. 
policy. This lead, as in hardware, is more secure in office/ industrial 
software and services than in consumer entertainment content. The reason is 
that although the U.S. will still originate entertainment programming. 
entertainment distribution has high entry costs (discouraging startups), 
while control of rights can be purchased without long R&D efforts. (Sony 
recently purchased CBS Records for over $2 billion.) It is not yet clear 
whether Japanese or European firms will attempt to control distribution 
and/ or receiver markets by purchasing control of consumer entertainment 
content. but the possibility definitely exists. 

3. POLICY ISSUES AND COMMENTS ON RECENT PROPOSALS 

Given the above trends, the policy issues and proposals related to HDTV 
appear in a different light than when U.S. consumer and receiver markets are 
the only markets considered. Therefore the remainder of this document is 
composed of two sections: first, some brief comments on the two objectives 
of current HDTV discussion (receivers/displays and semiconductor demand), 
and then a broader discussion of DEC's policy interens. 
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1) Receiver Production and Display Markets 

From DECs point of view, HDTV receiver policies are an indi rect 
subsidy to displays, which are what DEC really cares about. The benefit of 
concentrating upon HDTV receivers is the volume of the consumer market. It 
would be equally useful. therefore, for U.S. policy to support R&D for 
advanced display technologies; and/ or to support manufacturing R&D as much 
as product R&D. In fact, even if HDTV receivers become the only focus of 
U.S. policy. any United States policy should include measures to improve 
U.S. manufacturing, particularly component processing and automated high 
volume assembly, Otherwise U.S. costs will remain high, and unprotected 
computer display markets will show it. 

2) Semiconductor Demand: Product Demand Versus R&D 

How much would a U.S. HDTV policy provide increased demand for U.S. 
semiconductor products? It depends upon the policy, but a highly effective 
policy would have a substantial effect. Receiver demand alone would not, 
however, be sufficient to change the long-term decline of the U.S. merchant 
indusrry unless the policy included R&D as well as product demand; other 
digital consumer electronics markets and industrial markets; and EUrope. 
The U.S. consumer receiver market alone is simply insufficient. Consider 
the following calculation. 

Suppose the semiconductor content of HDTV sets and VCRs would be 10%, 
U.S. firms held 70% of the U.S. HDTV/ VCR market, and U.S. semiconductor 
producers held 70% of the semiconductor market for those U.S. HDTV vendors. 
This quite optimistic scenario results in a S% U.S. semiconductor demand 
pull effect. A $20 billion U.S. HDTV and VCR market would therefore cause 
an incremental $1 billion in U.s. semiconductor production. In 1995, which 
is a very aggressive date for the existence of a S20 billion U.S. HDTV 
hardware market, this would be roughly S% of U.S. merchant semiconductor 
production, and only 3% of total U.S. semiconductor production (i.e. 
including captive production). There are two reasons for this small effect. 
The first is narrowness: as indicated before, U.S. HDTV per se is only a 
small portion of worldwide digital electronics. The second is time. Given 
the rate at which the U.S. merchant industry is decaying while the world 
semiconductor market is growing, the advent of HDTV demand cannot reasonably 
be expected to make a significant difference in the health of the U.S. 
semiconductor industry relative to Japan's. 

However, R&D funding could be a different story. If U.S. HDTV policy 
included significant injections of funding for semiconductor research, 
process development, and product design related to graphics, signal 
processing, optoelectronics, CCDs, packaging, and similar technologies. the 
result could be a substantial increase in the health of the U.S. technology 
base. This R&D funding could begin early enough to have an effect, tiding 
the industry over until large-scale HDTV commercial demand arrives in the 
mid- to late 19905. 

Finally, consider the set of issues confronting DEC, including the 
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optimal way to retain a U.S. display industry and to stimulate U.S. 
semiconductor demand, as well as other objectives for DEC and the U.S. high 
technology sector. 

4. ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS AND DEC RECOMMENDATIONS 

I) U.S. policy towards consumer HDTV hardware and markets 

Policy proposals now being discussed include DARPA R&D grants to U.S. 
universities and/ or companies, a Tethnology Corporation of America to 
perform R&D and serve as a patent pool for member firms. and a large 
demonstration project to test technology and use procurement to subsidize 
R&D in the area. In principle, all are potentially beneficial, but several 
independent issues are important to the success of any of these approaches. 
First. manufacturing should be explicitly addressed. Second, there should 
be some mechanism(s) for preventing undesired technology leakage to foreign 
fi.nru . Third, any patent pool should be open to U.S. startups, since the 
existing firms, e.g. Zenith, are not guaranteed to perform well. Fourth, 
R&D should focus upon digital, two-way systems rather than simply dumb 
receivers. Fifth, semiconductor technology and related industry support 
should be explicitly addressed through R&D, not simply by waiting for HDTV 
demand to appear. Sixth, there should be substantial funding for research 
in strategy analysis, policy analysis, and education. And seventh, very 
wide consortia with high coordination costs should be avoided in favor of 
smaller, more focussed consortia with a few firms each, and possibly with 
several competing consortia in each area selected. 

2) U.S. policy to promote advanced digital networking infrastructure 

DEC has a strong interest in the provision of large scale, public 
networking infrastructure because (a) RBOCs would require systems to manage 
their internal ne{Works and (b) networking would become easier, stimulating 
demand for network-oriented systems. There is a strong case to be made for 
large scale R&D support and/or demonstration projects in this area, both for 
consumer two-way services and for industrial/ office/ research applications 
such as the fiberoptic supercomputer network recently proposed by Senator 
Gore of Tennessee. High-performance research workstations with real time 
graphics connected to hosts and supercomputers are a likely, early 
application of many of the technologies which, at lower cost and later in 
their life cycles, would be used for two-way digital -HDTV.- DEC should 
support work in this area and its incorporation into the public policy 
agenda, particularly because of DEC's strong university presence. 

3) U.S. policy for digital facsimile. copiers, and imaging systems 

In some ways, it is very curious that consumer HDTV has acquired the 
political momentum that it has, given that the U.S. office equipment 
industry is larger, comparably important, and comparably affected by the 
advent of advanced digital systems. DEC should explore ways to form both 
private and political coalitions to re-orient the HDTV debate towards R&D 
and policy for industrial, office, and perhaps defense applications as well 
as consumer services. Demonstntion projects for research contexts might be 
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panicularly valuable here, fo r example one involving campus-wide networking 
with workstations, laser priDten, CD ROM archival systems, digital 
facsimile, and large databases. This generic area is one in which DEC has a 
stroDg position, EXCEPT in the hardware technologies of the peripheral 
devices, and there exists a problem comparable to that associated with the 
consumer sector. Canon, Sony. Ricoh. Toshiba, and Matsushita could well 
take tbis area from Xerox, Kodak, and other U.S. firms as digitization 
progresses. 

4) RBOCs and deregulation 

This is perhaps the most complicated and immediate issue facing DEC. 
The RBOCs are likely to be the organizations of choice for U.S. 
implementation of large-scale public fiberoptic delivery and network 
systems. In addition, the Federal Communications Act of 1934 limits foreign 
penetration of U.S. common carrier markets. No common carriers -- such as 
broadcasters or RBOCs -- may be over 20% foreign-owned. While it is in 
principle possible to evade this barrier, e.g. through leasing arrangements, 
it seems likely that regulators would react and tha.t, at least for now, u.s. 
common carriers will remain U.S.-controlled. Therefore any activities 
dominated by common carriers are to some extent sheltered from foreign 
control. 

However, RBOCs are currently severely restricted both by statutory 
regulators and by Judge Greene. It appears to be in DEC's, and the 
nation's, interest to partially deregulate them, and certainly to encourage 
them to provide public fiberoptic infrastructure. Howeve r, DEC should not 
seek full deregulation . 

In particular, RBOCs should not be permirted to sell consumer equipment 
untit and unless a U.S. industry is firmly re-established, by policy and/ or 
commercial success. Otherwise the RBOCs will almost certainly become 
distributot$ and integrators of Japanese equipment, not only for consumers 
but also, more dangerously, for businesses. This could easily include 
digital fax, printers, imaging equipment, and personal computers, as well as 
networking services related to them. Delaying RBOC deregulation in this 
area has the additional advantage that it gives the industrial market (DEC, 
for example) more time to establish its products and customer installed base 
in office systems before risking increased competition from low-end Asian 
hardware via the crossover between home and office markets the RBOCs could 
provide. 

On the other hand . the R80Cs should be permitted to perform R&D and 
software development, with US. parlnen and probably even fo reign partners, 
for the systems they buy and integrate in to their internal networks. They 
should also be permitted to offer conteat-free digital services such as 
protocal conversion, facsimi le mail. and so forth, as long as they are 
REQUIRED to offer digital dial tone -- i.e. generic d igital carrier services 
to customers wishing to process their data internally. This structure would 
give DEC valuable opportunities to ga in experience through joint efforts 
with RBOCs, and to sell both hardware aad software to a large domestic 
market, including both RBOCs th~mselves and other corporate accountS . DEC 
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might then be able to sell such packaged systems and software to foreign 
markets as well. If U.S. policy provides R&D funding for RBOCs and/ or 
Bellcate for establishment of digital standards and infrastructure, RBOCs 
should be permitted to license technology nonexelusively. but only to U.S. 
firms (or, jf co-standardization agreements are reached with Europe, with 
European firms). 

U.S. standardization is a major issue, however. The RBOCs have become 
quite independent of each other, and could easily progress towards 
incompatible systems. This would be far worse for business markets than for 
consumer markets, and should be avoided through policy at the Federal level. 

5) the role of Europeans and U.S.-European cooperation 

If at all possible. it would be highly desirable to create a joint 
U.S.-European common arena in not only consumer HDTV but advanced digital 
infrastructure and standards generally. Europe has significant consumer 
electronics assets and is a major market. while laCking a powerful computer 
industry with associated networking and software abilities. Hence it is in 
the U.S. interest. and in DECs, to secure European cooperation in building 
both consumer equipment and the large scale infrastructure necessary to 
support advanced digital services for both home and office use. However, 
such cooperation should be conditional upon reciprocal access to markets , 
whjch could become a far more substantial issue following 1992. Cooperation 
with Siemens and Philips, particularly in semiconductors and displays, could 
be very attractive for DEC. 

6) the role of the Japanese 

It is difficult to imagine a U.S. or European technology base for mass 
production of digital systems and peripherals comparable to that of Japan. 
However, it is equally difficult to imagine circumstances in which Japanese 
dominance of future digital equipment markets would not be exceedingly 
dangerous for DEC and for the U.S. computer and office equipment industries 
generally. The best way to obtain Japanese involvement with HDTV or related 
arenas seems quite similar to that used by Japan twenty to thirty years ago: 
effective market closure followed by bargaining for technology transfer to 
upgrade the technology level of local production. In general. this has 
proven difficult for U.S. firms to do. An explicit U.S. HDTV patent pool or 
other similar controls. i.e. the ability to exclude Japan from advanced 
equipment markets might be sufficient. But such negotiations should only be 
opened after a strong U .S. policy is put in place, and DECs first interest 
should be in obtaining such policies. 
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TO: HDTV INTEREST LIST 
JFS STAFF 
SRG STAFF 

SUBJECT: AEA'S NEW POSITION 

RECEIVED 

tlC'T S 0 \989 

S{lM FULLER 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 26 OCTOBER 1989 
FROM: PAUL J. CURTIN 
DEPT: NEW COMPUTING STRUCTURES 
EXT: 223-6596 
LOCATION: ML012B/ U10 
NET ADD: ASABET::CURTIN 

The AEA has moved from a position of wanting the U.S. to participate in an 
HDTV Consumer Business to a position of recogni~in9 High Definition Systems 
(HDS) as a key component of the Information Age. HOS are a major part of the 
infrastructure which will support Computers, Commercial Systems and Defense 
Systems. 

Attached is a paper presented by Pat Hubbard this week outlining AEA's 
position. 

Attachment 



"The Information Age--will the u.s. Be a Leader? 

High Definition Systems--a Key Part ot the Answer" 

Pat Hill HUbbard, Vice President 

The American Electronics Association 

Business and Technological Challenges in HDTV 

Washington, D.C. Conterence--Electronic Engineering Times 

October 25, 1989 
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Fifty year. ago thi. past April, television was officially "born" 
in this country. Few appreciated then what hind.ight shows today
-that televi.ion has played an instrumental role in fos~ering 
worldwide Globalization. Yet, the bi-contennial birthday ot this 
momentous technoloqy went largely unnoted in ita own American 
birthplace. The reason is that from a position in the 1970's ot 
virtual domination ot worldwide consumer electronica--with 
television at it. core--our country's market position haa 
declined to less than a 5 percent share. A party without the 
quest ot honor is a sober celebration indeed I 

Sut what's the big deal 'about a missad party? After all, the 
American consumer still buys and enjoys talevision. And "couch 
potatoes" in particular are looking forward to the advent ot this 
new technoloqy the press and trade journals are tull ot today-
hiqh detinition television (HDTV). HDTV promis •• to replace that 
blur on our screens with pictures as clear a. 35 mm movie-house 
tilm with compact disc sound to boot. 

The isaue i. that the U.S. government and industry need to torm a 
partnership to beqin buildinq a new hiqh detinition tochnloqy 
based industry. It they do not, 10 to 20 years from now our 
European and Japanese trading partners will likely be throwing 
parties and the u.s. will not be on their quest lists. 

Losing consumer electronics was a serious error tor the United 
States. Regaining it is a strategic necassity. 

Consumer electronics now accounts tor one-third or some $7 
billion ot the current U.S. electronics trade deficit with Japan. 
Furthermore, U.S. absence in consumer electronics is now used as 
an excuse by the Japanesa as to why it is ditticult tor them to 
increase Japanese imports ot U.S. semiconductors in spite ot 
their agreement under the Semiconductor Trade Agreement to do so. 

Hiqh detinition ~el.vision (HDTV) otters a qateway tor U.S. re
entry in~o consumer alectronics. Until a year or so ago most 
people looked at HOTV as simply a television technoloqy. Today 
most knowledgeable people recogniza that its real impor~ is that 
it ia a tundamental naw imaging technoloqy. 

They understand that HDTV will herald introduction ot tine new 
entertainment products. They appreciate even more, however, that 
eventually communications, computers, and entertainment will 
merge into inter-related high resolution digital technologies. 
This marriage will likely begin with televisions and VCRs because 
ot their larqe market potentials. Predictably it will quickly 
spin ott into military, commercial, and industrial markets where 
the market applications are countless--engineering work stations, 
computer assisted design, home marketing, air and command systems 
control, medical diagnostics, education and research, etc. Some 
31 poten~ial markets have already been identitied. 
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If thi. vere .i.ply a aarket opportunity, however, AEA wou14 not 
be in the picture. The 40vn.i4e i. that if we 4on't participate 
va atand to 10 •••• rioue .. rxat ahara over the next 20 year. 1n a 
ho.t of inter-relate4 electronic •• eaqent •• A8 technology 
a4vance. fro. Arv co.e about, they will "ripple" out an4 er04e 
aarkat ahara--firat ot ... iconductora, than ot other., luch .a 
coaputara, talaco .. unicatlona, t.at aquipaant, lottw.ra, 
autoaate4 aanufacturin9 equipment. Eventually, virtually all key 
electronic. in4u.try .e9ment. will be impacte4. 

The ... icon4uctor in4u.try pre4ictably will teel the new 
technology eftect. tir.t . Unlike t04ay'. rv .et, HDTV. will 
contain large number. ot computer m .. ory chip. (IC.). Only.ix 
percent ot u.s . ... iconductor unit. ara nov u •• d in conaumar 
product. worldwide comparld to 50 percent ot Japan' •• Follow!nq 
hi.torical practice of forei~ companie. to pr04uce an4 buy their 
own ICI, .a HDTV production by foralqn compani •• incra •••• , u.s • 
... iconductor producer. will •• 11 raver and rawer unit •• 

The ... lconductor iapact 1. tvo-toldt 10.. ot aarkat volume and 
10 •• ot tachnoloqical know-how. The latter co ••• bacau •• o.s. 
non-HDTV manufacturer. will not have benetit ot HDTV'I 
tachnoloqlcal laarninq curv.. .a product ratln ... nta advance cor. 
o .. icon4uctor technolQ9Y. It i. throu9h the unique tood-chain 
structure ot the inter-rele.ted .eqm.nta ot the electronics 
in4uotry that HDTV hao the capability over the next two 4eca4e. 
to impact aarket ahare in oth.r non-consumer are.a. 

Thoa. ~ho rebut the n.ed tor ne~ u.s. entrants in HDTV uaually 
point to the .trenqth ot today·. American electronic. indu.try . 
Ten y.ar. aqo .lectronic. ~a. tha aixth larq •• t industry .eqment. 
T04ay it i. number one, an in4uatry which--
o Employ. 2.6 million Americana 
o Has create4 more than one million jobs since 1976 
o Accounts tor on. out ot av.ry nina manutacturinq job. in the 

U.S. 
o Is thra. tim.. larqar in employment than automobil.. and 

nln. ti... that ot the baaic at.el induatry 

The 10n9-tera lea4eiohip ot the U.S. electronics in4ustry, 
ho~.ver, ia under a.rioua thr.at today. The down~ard tr.nd lin •• 
ara unmistakable. Th. United Stata. haa an uncertain re.pons. to 
the chan9in9 international environment, the hi9h coot ot capital , 
an4 4eclinin9 e4ucational stan4ar4 •• 

o Wor14wi4e pr04uction ot electronics pr04ucts ot the 
U.S . 4roppe4 tro. 50.4 percent in 1984 to 39.7 percent in 1987, 
while that ot Japan roae trom 21.3 percent to 27.1 percent in the 
sama tim.tram •• In 25 industry product araas, the U.S. share want 
40vn in all but two . 



o In 1983, the U. s. had 72.4 percent ot the world wide 
aarkat ahare in perlonal computer., by 1987 U.S. share 
had dropped to 69.1 percent. In 1988 Japan and Korea 
increa.ed their world wide market share by 3.4 percent 
at the expen.e ot O.S. IBM and Apple. 

o In 1984 O.S. had 50 percent ehare ot the worldwide 
semiconductor market and Japan had 33 percent: by 1988 
U.S. share had dropped to 31 percent and Japan's had 
increa.ed to 39 percent. 

o In 1975 O. S. had 95.8 percent ot world .hare ot DRAM. 
and Japan had 4.5 percent: 12 year. later, the U.S. has 
17.9 percent ot world share ot CRAM. but Japan has 73.0 
percent. 

Seventy-three percent ot world trade is NOT conducted by player. 
operating 1n economic system. si.ilar to our own. Our tree trade 
policy, carried out in Walhinqton and applauded by aost--tace. a 
Europe growing towardl "controlled trade· and Japan and Xorea 
with trade policies best deacribed al "targeted." 

Global economies ot scale--driven by end-u.e consumer products-
are becoming increasingly important. The challenge inherent in 
U.s. re-entry in consumer electronics is that traditional Itart
up practice. "do not apply . " In HOTV the U.S. tac •• not just 
giant multi-national firms, but multi-national company conlort!a 
al.isted by government tunding, lama with difficult-to-penetrate 
homa market. and with strategiea of targeting toreign markets. 

Advantages for those presently in today'. U.S. television market 
combine to kept out new HDTV entrants. With the exception ot 
Zenith, no Amarican ownad companies are yet able to participate 
in bringing HOTV into their own home market. Some, like Japan, 
with capital costs ona-fourth ours have tremendous advantages in 
HOTV--R'C funding ai.ed at breakthrough technology, state-of-art 
manufacturing capabilitie., and the luxury of pricing products 
without care for ahort-term profit return •. 

The Japane •• , working for so.e 24 years on HOTV, and Europe, tor 
some 5 year., are in various stage. of perfecting HOTV technolo
gie •• Europe has .pent lome $300 million via its Eureka Project 
95 for HDTV prototype sYltems and standards. Europe also expects 
to impact with hiqh definition technolqy non-consumer marKets as 
well--e.pecially automotive on-board naviqation systems and 
traffic control systems. 

One hour HOTV broadcasts are already takinq place in Japan. The 
Japanes. clearly se. HOTV as a blurring of products and a way to 
capture U.S. marketshare in semiconductors, computers, and 
telecommunications in particular. 
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Fujitsu!'. "1M Towns" •• ri •• ot 16-bit PC. can eaaily have an 
HDTV standard display added to make the. TV/computer •. HOTV •• t. 
them •• lv •• pack 80 much proce •• ing power and machine memory 
that they can ea.l1y be adaptable the other way--as pes. When 
this happen., O.S . PC and workstation manufacturers will t •• l the 
.ttects as they watch their markat ahare. dwindle. 

The Japan ••• Government's MITI i. ensuring Japan'. position aa a 
leader of the Intormation society ot the 21st Century. They have 
not only developed HOTV technology at a cost ot over $750 million 
to $1.5 billion over the last 24 years, but they continue to 
spending many ml11ions more: 

o Hi-Vision Citie. (14 model citi •• )--$lOO million to develop 
variou. HCTV applications) 

o T,l.topla and New Media Communities--Some 35 funded projects 
at about $5 million @ ot government money matched by 
indu.try) to develop multi-media applications ot advanced 
talecommunications technology. 

o Three New R&D Consortia: 

1. High Vision Technology Lab (KTC, NEC, Seiko-Ep.on,and 
Meitek)--goal is to develop LCD display technologi •• to 
support tlat panel screens . ($75 million over 4 years 
trom government with considerably more trom industry.) 

2. The Graphics Communications Technology Corporation-
goal is to develop algorithms tor processing 3-0 and 
other image data, etc. This is basically computer 
technology and points to merging ot TVs and computers. 
Applications will ba TV telephones, CAD/ CAD, tactory 
automation, education, publishing, environmental 
sensing and measuring. [Around $5 million a year tor 
tour years.] 

3. "Giant Electronics" (17 companies)--goal is to develop 
technologies tor producing high-density ICs over a 
larqe area (40\ diaqnonal aurtace. or "Giant" 
electronic. displays). Technoloqy will be us.tul in all 
major display technologies, [LCD, Plasma displays, and 
thin-fila transiators]--HOTV systems, photocopiers, 
touch panel acreens, solar batteries. (Upwards ot 90 
million over aeven years.) 

One ot the things this country s •• m8 to be missing--or at least 
the press seems to b. missing--is that HOTV is a complex set ot 
technologies. When people question whether the American consumer 
will spend the money to purchase an HOTV, their caution is 
essentiall right. But the caution does not lead to the typical 
conclusion that, theretore, the sal •• opportunities do not 
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warrant O.S. action. Unle •• a large .cale ettort i. made to make 
tha HDTV •• t. de.irable trom a TV programming as wall a. 
picture/sound quality view, make them cheap to buy, and make them 
s.en a. the "in" technology to hav., tew consumer will buy on 
their own--here or abroad. Japane •• and European governments have 
recognized this and, Japan, in particular i. "priming" its 
costomar pump--i ••• , ottering special bank accounts to encourage 
consum.rs to save money to purchas. sets, developing programming, 
and distribution techniques, "wiring" demonstration citie., etc . 

In spite ot the tact that toreiqn compani •• have well-e.tablished 
marketing, manutacturing, and distribution intrastructure already 
1n place in the U.S., we cannot attord to rollover without a 
strong ettort to become a player. For one thing, American QUALITY 
job. ara at .take. The Europeans do extanaive R'D, d •• iqn, and 
manutacturing in tha United State •. The Japanese, on tha other 
hand, hava many U.S. based "acrew-driver" tactorie. where they 
a •• embl. Japane •• -produced electronic. componentry into U.S. made 
TV receiver box •• • Many, are than aold down the .tre.t at Macy·., 
Circuit City, ate. with the notation "made in Amarica." 

Producing some 11-13 million TV tube. here doe. provide job. tor 
U.S. workers. Yet, in spite ot labor economists who count all 
job. gained or lost equally, manufacturing glas. tub •• raquires 
significantly less skills and talent and commands lower waga. 
than the engineering and technical skills required to desiqn and 
manutacture complex integrated circuit • • 

Only six percent ot U.S. semiconductor output is currently u.ed 
in consumer electronics products compared to 50 percent ot 
Japan'.. Large numbers ot consumer electronics technical "driver 
jobs" are clearly somewhere ott our shore.. HOTV i. at heart an 
issue ot these "driver jobs" tor Americana. 

AEA has studied the re-entry question tor over a year. Finally 
in February ot this year 36 member companies tunded the Boston 
Consulting Group (BCG) to develop a strategy tor U.S. 
participation in HDTV and it. "pin-ott technologies and products. 

BCG'. strategy is comprehen.ive. AEA haa reported it to Congress, 
beginning with Senate Science, Space, and Transportation 
Committe. on May 10. The premise ia that tinancial costs in this 
sta;e ot the game are too high tor a company or a consortia ot 
companie.. BeG calla tor creation ot a shared risk, industry and 
government partnership. This partnership would create a 
tinancially attractive environment where many companies--singly 
or in consortia--would be willing to match at minimum, dollar
tor-dollar government resources. Key elements ot the 
comprehensive strategy: 



o Zstablish an industry-manaqed industry-government 
Advanced Television CATV) Advisory Board to lead, 
coordinate, and monitor public and private actions 
needed to build a O.S. ATV industry (consumer, 
military, commercial marketa). 
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o Make lower-cost capital available to the ATV industry 
tor investment in research, intrastructure development, 
and business growth. 

o Plug key hole." in the U.S. t.chnology ba •• and pursue 
breakthrough technologies. 

o Auqment testing at prototype standards and select and 
administer the broadcast and proqram interchange 
standards in a way that tosters developmant of the U.S. 
industry. 

o Following tha laad of Japan, .ake inveatment. which 
simultaneously boost program sottware availability and 
generate customer demand. 

Ettorts the last three months have been to communicate this plan 
to members ot Congress and try to correct pre •• miatat •• enta 
describing it as a call tor a government "giveaway:" in tact, the 
partnership requires a dollar-tor-dollar match by industry, at 
minimum. To ensure that the U.S. tak •• the tirst-step ot plugging 
HOTV technology holes, our latest ettorts are directed at 
Congressional action to provide DARPA with $100 million in FY90. 

The importance ot HDTV to the U.S . technology base raises 
questions ot national security. The chilling quote from Morita 
and Ishihara's new book "A Japan that Can Say No" makes the 
point: 

•• • It one doesn't use Japanese semiconductors, one 
cannot quarantee precision (in targeting missles] . No 
matter" how much the Americana expand their military, 
they have come so tar that they could do nothing it 
Japan were one day to say, "We will no longer sell you 
chips." For example, it Japan were to say that it will 
.ell chips to the Soviet Union and not to America, that 
could instantly change the balance ot military power. 

No to iorY Nippon, Akio Morita 
(Sony) and Shintaro Ishihara 
(Liberal Democratic Party), 
Kobunsha, January 1989 , 4800. 

ALA is also working to ensure that NIST receives adequate tunding 
tor its AdVanced Technology Program." NIST acts in our strategy 
as a commercial counterpart to DARPA, ensuring the development of 
prototypes for HOTV COMMERCIAL manufacturing process technology. 



The cost ot capital iesue is at heart ot the ditticulty in re
establiahing U.S. aanutacturing intraatructure . BCG haa 
raco ... nded--tor want ot a fa.aibla altarnatlve--that the 
government querente. loans to the industry .a well .a provide 
low-coat loans directly. This i. a strategy foreign governments 
have provided their industries tor KDTV. 

U. S. televi.iona bring notoriously low protits ot 2-3 percent. 
Borrowing at U.S. inter.at rat •• of 10-13 percent mak •• an 
unattractive inve.tment package tor ventura capitalists and Wall 
Strest. This problem ia amplitied by the tact that HDTV market 
penetration will likely be aom. five to •• ven year. out . 

Neverthel ••• , inv •• tment must be made 1n HDTV 1n the 1990'. in 
order to position tor the real profits whiCh will co •• in the 
year 2,000 and beyond. 

Providing an R'D tax credit, reducing capital gains, and 
providing ao •• anti-trust relist ars all welcome actions by 
government to ••• ist HDTV efforts. In addition, however, 
availability ot capital at an attordabls coat tor aanutacturing 
HDTV products is critical in ordsr to jump-start a new ATV 
industry. 
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Today'. Computer Age 18 the backbone tor tomorrow's Information 
Age. Electronics, thereforl, is not just ANY industrial slqmln~, 
liks autos or steel. It is strategic. It will underlie and shape 
the World's economy and its political organizationa in the 21st 
century. And high detinition technologies will b. at the hub ot 
the Intormation Aqe's technological intraatructure. Evsry $1 
billion in trade deticit accounts tor 12 , 000 lost U.S. jobs. Loat 
marklt .hara translate. into trade deficits. u.s. needs to qain 
an industry to retain an industry. 

Am.rican Electronic. A •• ociation (AEAl 
AEA i. a 46 year old non-profit trade qroup repre.entinq 
electronics and intormation technoloqy companies. It, 3,500 
mlmber companies are located in 39 .tate., the Di.trict ot 
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and Canada. ALA hal 150 u.s .• ub,idiarie, 
attillated under its Tokyo trade ottics and until Tienemua Square 
had a beginning presence in China. In addition, 45 .ajor U. S. 
universities are associat. members ot AEA, a reflection ot AEA ' , 
longstanding ettort to strsnqthen our U.S. university-industry 
relationships. 
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u.s. WORLD MARKET SHARE 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 

1984 50.4% 

1987 39.7% 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

1983 72.4% 

1987 69.1% 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

1984 50% 

1988 31% 

1975 

1989 

DRAMS 

TELEVISIONS 

95.8% 

12% 

1970 98% 

1989 5% 



FIXED ASSETS COMMITTED AND RETURNS EARNED 

Major Consumer Electronics Companies, 1988 
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Japan's HDTV Technology : Not Just TV Sets 

Product Company Availability 

2000 x 2000 Pixel Workstation Sony Sold to U.S. 1989 
Oil Field HDTV Process Control N. Mining February 1986 
Optical Fiber HDTV Transmitter NEC June 1988 
3D 1920 x 1035 Imaging Unit Matsushita July 1989 
9-Processor MUSE Chip NHK July 1989 
1950 x 1950 Pixel CAD / CAM Hitachi April 1989 
1200-Line Video Camera Sony December 1988 
30MHz Digital Frame Recorder Sony September 1989 
HDTV Video Game Namco September 1988 
Digital Video Editor NEC April 1987 
Mouse / Video 'Videomat" NEC October 1988 
Graphic Memory Simulation Unit NEC June 1988 
HDTV Satellite Tuner NECH.E. November 1988 
Sequential Image Memory Unit Ikegami September 1988 
Ultrasensitive Portable Camera Ikegami August 1988 
Digital VTR Hitachi March 1989 
Digital Video Disk Player Sanyo December 1988 
32MHz Inwge Tralsmitter Toshiba February 1988 
Magnetic Disk Image Bank Toshiba October 1987 
35mm Laser Film Recorder NAC, Inc. January 1988 
TV Camera Lenses Fuji Optical April 1989 
230-lnch Projector Matsushita December 1988 

AEA Japan Office 
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AEA HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEMS TASK FORCE (HDS) 

AT&T 

ANADIGICS 

APPLE COMPUTER 

COHU, INC. 

COMPRESSION lABS 

CONT'l SATEllITE 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 

DOTRONIX, INC. 

1ST PAC. NETWORKS 

HARRIS SEMI. 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT 

IBM 

1.1.1. 

MCC 

MRS TECHNOLOGY 

MOTOROLA, INC. 

NVISION 

OMNISHORE 

OVONIC IMAGING 

PCO, INC. 

PLANAR SYSTEMS 

PROJECTAVISION 

PROMETRIX CORP. 

RAYCHEM CORPORATION 

REBO HD STUDIO 

SEATTLE SILICON 

TANDEM COMPUTERS 

TEKTRONIX, INC. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

THOMSON 

VARIAN ASSOCIATES 

VPl RESEARCH 

XEROX CORPORATION 



BOOZALLEN & HAM ILTON INC 
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To: AEA Board of Directors and 

APR 2 S 1990 

SAM FULLER 

High Definition System Taskforce Members 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Robert Lauridsen 
Vice President 
Booz, Allen & Hamilton 

February 21, 1990 

Final Report, Phase I of the 
High Definition Systems Taskforce 

After discussion with numerous taskfl~ "ce members, other AEA personnel 
and others outside of AEA, we have opted to prepare two distinct versions of 
our Phase I final report: 

• Final Report 

• Executi ve Briefing 

The Final Report is a detailed report and describes the economic and 
competitive impact of advanced displays on the U.s. electronics industry. It is 
a baseline from which the HDS Taskforce will prepare its recommendations 
and proposed initiatives. 

The second document found herein is a shorter Executive Briefing. We have 
prepared this document for use by you in educational efforts \vithin your o\\'n 
company and for any external educational and policy discussions that you 
might initiate. 

Sincerely, 

~d;:::;.;k 
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING 

PHASE ONE 
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COMPETITIVE AND ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HDS TECHNOLOGIES 
ON THE U.S. ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 

American EIectrOOicsAssociation AEA 

AEA HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEMS TASK FORCE 

FEBRUARY 21, 1990 

ThiS document Is confldenf,.'.nd Int.ndlJd .alsly for 
tM Infonn.tlon 01 the organization to whom" I. addr.JUd 

BOOZ -ALLEN & HAMll..TON INC. 
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PREFACE 

In support of a strong and viable electronics food chain for the United States. the AEA has 
convened a taskforce to focus on the issues of High Definition Systems (HDS). Advanced displays 
were selected as a focal pOint since they represent a critical element of any high definition system 
and of the overall set of issues faced by American firms in this dynamic high technology area. 

This report-prepared by Booz. Allen & Hamilton-is the final report for Phase I. The objective 
of the Phase I effort was to describe the likely economic and competitive impact of advanced 
displays on the U.S. electronics food chain. This report is intended to provide an analytical baseline 
for future recommendations by the AEA HDS Taskforce. 

A brief Phase II report is planned. The objective of Phase II is to collect explicit feedback on the 
findings of Phase I from key stakeholders and corporate policy-makers in the industries most 
affected. 

At the conclusion of Phase II. the AEA HDS Taskforce will publish under separate cover its 
recommendations and proposed initiatives for how the American electronics industry can ensure 
successful participation in this major technological area. 

• 

.. 



AEA MACROECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE 

To ensure a heallhy business environment for the U.S. electronics industry, AEA has long 
fostered macroeconomic remedies, such as: 

Improved availability of low cost, patient capital 
Permanence of the R&D tax credit 
Reduction in the capital gains tax 
Relaxation of antitrust legislation for joint manufacturing 
Strengthened funding of basic R&D 

Solutions within this macroeconomic environment are essential to the future well-being of the 
United States. At stake is not only the futu,re of the electronics industry itself, but the many basic 
U.S. industries, such as banking, steel, and autos, whose quality and productivity improvements 
are underpinned by electronics processes and technologies.. Ullimately, the quality of life for 
American citizens will be affected. Concomitant to the erosion of world markets is the loss not only 
of numbers but-more importantly-the quality of U.S. jobs. 

Within the framework of larger economic issues, attention is also merited in microeconomic 
situations when the issue is a critical, fundamental emerging technology, such as high definition 
systems, and where non-U.S. competitors have the advantage of industry structure, government 

support, time, and financial resources. 

AEA. rebwlIry 1990 
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CRTs CURRENTLY DOMINATE THE MARKET FOR HIGH INFORMATION CONTENT 
DISPLAYS, IN DOLLAR TERMS THE LARGEST SECTOR OF THE OVERALL DISPLAY 
MARKET 

$BILLIONS 

WORLDWIDE MARKET FOR HIGH 
INFORMATION CONTENT DISPLAYS 

$14 

TOTAL DISPLAY MARKET 
12 -I $11 .6B 

lOW INFORMATION 

10 I CONTENT DISPLAYS 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 
1989 

NOTE: High In(annat/on content /5 del/ned 85 > 100,000 pixels 

SOURCE: SIan ford Resources · 1 . 

TECHNOLOGY SHARE IN HIGH 
INFORMATION CONTENT DISPLAYS 

BASED ON DOLLAR SALES 

l00"k 

75 

50 

25 

o 
1989 
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HOWEVER, BY THE END OF THE DECADE FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS ARE EXPECTED 
TO COMPETE WITH CRTs IN EVERY MAJOR APPLICATION SEGMENT 

• CRT technology is approaching basic limitations in screen size and resolution . 

Larger screen sizes mean substantially heavier CRTs and exponentially 
increasing costs. 

Fabrication and alignment of CRTs becomes increasingly dillicult as pixel 
densities and pixel counts continue to climb. 

• While flat panel display technology is developing rapidly. 

Current trends suggest that flat panel displays will approach CRT 
performance levels within the next ten years . 

FPD technologies may ultimately allow the manufacture of larger displays 

than are economically viable with CRTs. 

Scale manufacture and yield improvements will reduce their cost 
disadvantage over CRTs in the medium term. 

FPDs have major intrinsic advantages over CRTs in both form factor and 

power consumption. 

-2-
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ONCE FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS HAVE ACHIEVED COMPARABLE SIZE AND 
PERFORMANCE TO CRTs. THEIR INTRINSIC ADVANTAGES WILL RESULT IN 
PENETRATION CONSTRAINED ONLY BY THEIR PRICE PREMIUM OVER CRTs 

UNIT PRICE 

.... 

.. 

.. 
".JUMUIII 

.. 
ecAIEa.mE 

,'NCHESI .. 
" 
• .... 

FAUIHQ PRICE PREMIUM ••• 

.... 
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•.• AND ~CREASlHO SCREEN saE .•. 
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em 

", , 
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.... 
YEA" 

.. " 

2010 

• 
... WILL DRIVE PEHETRATK>H OF FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS 

IN THE HIGH IHFOnMATK)H CONTENT SECTOR 

'" TI------------.:.~] 
TorALKCH ...... 

20 -l ~fORW'" T'IOH ...... 
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DISPLAYS '> .... 
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DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY WILL BE AN INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT FACTOR IN 
OVERALL COMPETITIVENESS FOR SEVERAL IMPORTANT U.S. MANUFACTURING 
SECTORS. WE WILL EXAMINE THREE- MILITARY, COMPUTERS, AND TELEVISION 

WORLDWIDE DISPLAY MARKET FORECAST 
FLAT PANEL TECHNOLOGIES· BY APPLICATION 

COMMUNICATION 

INDUSTRIAL 

TRANSPORTATION 

BUSINESS 

MILITARY 

1989 
$3.2 BILLION 

SOURCE: S'anford Resources, Jnc. 
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Military .... 

THE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED WEAPONS SYSTEMS WILL 
REQUIRE INFORMATION SYSTEMS MADE POSSIBLE ONLY THROUGH FLAT 

PANEL TECHNOLOGY 

• 
For advanced military systems, current CRT technology is seriousty inadequate . 

Limitations in brightness, definition, and screen size s'everely prejudice 
performance in key areas, including aircraft cockpit displays, shipboard and 

land-based command centers, and C'I systems. 

High power consumption, shorllife cycle, and fragility all limit systems 

reliability. 

• Advanced fiat panel technology has the potential to address all current display 
deficiencies, with considerable impact on overall weapons performance. 

High definition and large screen areas allow integration of multiple displays 

into a complete situation awareness system 

Advanced display technology can operate as a force multiplier on overall 

weapons performance 

-5-
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Computers .... 

ACCESS TO THE MOST ADVANCED FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS WILL BE NECESSARY 
IF U.S. PC AND WORKSTATION MANUFACTURERS ARE TO OFFER A COMPLETE 
AND COMPETITIVE RANGE OF PRODUCTS 

• The move 10 open systems makes product differentiation via processor and soltware 
increasingly difficult. 

• Other bases of competition will thus assume growing importance. 

Other forms of product differentiation 
Manufacturing costs and quality 
Design cycle time 

• Access to display technology will play an increasingly important role. 

In differentiation, via portable and small footprint products 
In manufacturing, as an important part of overall costs 
In time to market, through access to leading edge display technologies 

-6-
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Television .. .. 

COMPETITIVENESS IN FLAT PANEL WILL BE CRUCIAL IF THE U.S. IS TO RETAIN 
ITS STRONG MANUFACTURING BASE IN LARGE SCREEN RECEIVERS 

• The majorily 01 large screen receivers sold in the U.S. are manulactured domestically. 

Color TV technology and markets were pioneered in the U.S., by U.S. 
companies, resulting in a very strong manulacturing infrastructure. 

Transportation costs inhibit imports of large screen TVs. 

• FPDs pose a serious long-term challenge to CRT technology. 

The size and bulk of large screen CRTs is a substantial drawback. 
FPDs may eventually allow the construction of much larger screen monitors. 
FPDs allow a much smaller, lighter, and potentially cheaper, projection TV. 

• A TV manufacturer must be competitive in displays. 

The display is typically more than 50% of overall manufacturing costs. 
Display technology will be extremely important in overall product 

differentiation . 

-7 -
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ANY MERCHANT SUPPLY OF FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS WILL BE RESTRICTED AND 

UNCERTAIN 

• There will be few manufaclurers of advanced FPOs in the short term, and availability 

will be severely constrained. 

Enlry costs are high, and there are substantial technological barriers to entry. 
The risk of rapid process obsolescence will retard increases in plant scale. 
Manufacturing yields are still extremely low for larger screen size devices. 

• Demand for advanced FPOs is projected to substantially exceed supply for several 

years. 

Improvements in display size and performance are rapidly widening existing 

markets. 
Advances in yield and scale will directly lower unit costs. 

• The supply of Active Matrix LCOs is dominated by vertically integrated companies, 

with strong FPO demand for internal product lines 

Portable televisions and camcorders 

Portable pes 

-8-
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CURRENT FLAT PANEL SUPPLIERS ALSO COMPETE IN GLOBAL SYSTEMS 
MARKETS, AND CAN USE CONTROL OF DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY TO GAIN 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

VERTICAL INTEGRATION BY LCD PRODUCERS 
INTO END PRODUCT MARKETS 

lCD 
PRODUCER 

SHARP 

HITACHI 

OPTREX 

SEIKO EPSON 

TOSHIBA 

SAN YO 

SEIKO 
INSTRUMENTS 

MATSUSHITA 

SOURCE: BAH analysis 

PRESENCE IN END PRODUCT MARKET 

pc. I WORKSTATIONS I TElEVISIONS 
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SIMULTANEOUSLY, ANY INCREASE IN SYSTEM INTEGRATION ONTO THE 
DISPLAY ELEMENT WILL HOLLOW OUT THE U.S. ELECTRONICS FOOD CHAIN, BY 
REDUCING THE VALUE ADDED AVAILABLE TO U.S. SYSTEMS PRODUCERS 

POTENTIAL FOR INCREASED INTEGRATION INTO DISPLAY 

NETWORK 
INrERFACE - - KEYBOARD 
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Conditions For Success .. . 

A SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY FOR PARTICIPATION IN FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS MUST 
BUILD ON FOUR BROAD CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS 

• 

• 

Access to competitive technology. 

Sufficient financial resources to stay the course. 

Start-up investment is large ($50 to over $100 million, depending on tech
nology) but not prohibitive at current scale. However, expected rapid growth 
in scale will require sustained investment to remain competitive. 

Closing any competitive gap in yields will require the ability to accept lower 
profitability (and possibly losses), potentially over an extended period. 

Since both Japan and Korea have targeted FPDs as "strategic," current 
participants may be willing to accept low or negative returns in pursuit of 
long-term share. 

• Sustained access to volume markets. 

• Access to necessary engineering skills and to a world class industry infrastructure. 

OF THESE FACTORS, SUSTAINABLE ACCESS TO VOLUME IS PERHAPS THE MOST 
CRITICAL FOR A U.S. ENTRANT 

-11 -
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Conditions For Success .... ShM Term ... 

IN THE SHORT TERM ACCESS TO SUFFICIENT VOLUME FOR VIABLE 
MANUFACTURE CAN BE ACHIEVED IN THE COMPUTER MARKET 

• Manufacturing scale in the short term will be relatively small. 

Yield is the crucial cost driver and is broadly insensitive to scale. 

There will be few facilities and their maximum scale is limited by equipment 
technology and the rapid rate of change in manufacturing process. 

• Yielded output from an optimally sized facility will be a small fraction of overall 

computer demand. 

• The market for advanced FPDs will develop in computers well in advance of 

mainstream TV. 

The bulk of the TV market lies at substantially larger screen sizes than 

computers. 

The TV market is extremely price sensitive, particularly in the small and 
medium screen segments where flal panel displays will first appear. 

-12- , 
• 



YIELD CURVE FOR AMLCD 6X8 INCH PANELS 
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Condilions For Success .. Long Term ... 

HOWEVER THE HIGH ONGOING COST OF R&D WILL ADVANTAGE MARKET SHARE 
LEADERS 

EFFECT OF $15 MILLION R&D EXPENSE 
AT VARYING YIELDS AND MANUFACTURER VOLUMES 

$1,000 974 20% YIELD 80% YIELD 
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In Summary ... 

NONPARTICIPATION BY THE U.S. IN FLAT PANEL DISPLAY MANUFACTURING IS 
lIKEL Y TO SIGNIFICANTLY HOLLOW THE ElECTRONICS FOOD CHAIN 

• 
The U.S. may lose a substantial share of manufacturing value added, since FPO 
plants are likely to be clustered around overseas R&D centers, at least in the short 
term. 

• Higher levels of system integration onto the display will reduce the potential for U.S. 
manufacturing value-added and substantially reduce local component procurement. 

• Unlike CRTs, there will be few incentives toward local manufacture of FPOs, and 
therefore IiUle reason to source material or components locally. 

• U.S. systems companies may be substantially affected by restricted access to 
advanced FPO technology 

Merchant supply will be restricted or nonexistent. 

Systems companies may find themselves dependent on competitors for FPO 
supply. 

The inability to integrate systems onto the display module may lead to a 
substantial cost and performance disadvantage. 

-14 -
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HOWEVER THERE APPEARS TO BE A REAL AND CURRENT OPPORTUNITY FOR 
THE U.S. TO PARTICIPATE 

• 

• 

• 

Entry must occur soon, in order to minimize any deficit in process and product 

technology. 

The venture must have sufficient resources to sustain the ongoing investment 
required to remain competitive in R&D and overall scale. 

There are opportunities available in the U.S. to achieve viable production volumes 

In the short term, via the strong U.S. presence in PC and workstation 

manufacture 

And in the long term, via the strong U.S. manufacturing base in televisions 

· 15· 
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PREFACE 

In support of a strong and viable electronics food chain for the United States, the AEA has 
convened a taskforce to focus on the issues of High Definition Systems (HDS). Advanced displays 
were selected as a focal point since they represent a critical element of any high definition system 
and of the overall set of issues faced by American firms in this dynamic high technology area. 

This report-prepared by Booz, Allen & Hamilton-is the final report for Phase I. The objective 

of the Phase I effort was to describe the likely economic and competitive impact of advanced 
displays on the U.S. electronics food chain. This report is intended to provide an analytical baseline 

for future recommendations by the AEA HDS Taskforce. 

A brief Phase \I report is planned. The objective of Phase \I is to collect explicit feedback on the 

findings of Phase I from key stakeholders and corporate policy-makers in the industries most 

affected. 
At the conclusion of Phase \I, the AEA HDS Taskforce will publish under separate cover its 

recommendations and proposed initiatives for how the American electronics industry can ensure 

successful participation in this major technological area. 



AEA MACROECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE 

To ensure a healthy business environment for the U.S. electronics industry, AEA has long 

fostered macroeconomic remedies, such as: 

Improved availability of low cost, patient capital 
Permanence of the R&D tax credit 
Reduction in the capital gains tax 
Relaxation of antitrust legislation for joint manufacturing 
Strengthened funding of basic R&D 

Solutions within this macroeconomic environment are essential to the future well-being of the 
United States. At stake is not only the future of the electronics industry itself, but the many basic 
U.S. industries, such as banking, steel, and autos, whose quality and productivity improvements 
are underpinned by electronics processes and technologies .. Ultimately, the quality of life for 
American citizens will be affected. Concomitant to the erosion of world markets is the loss not only 

of numbers but- more importantly-the quality of U.S. jobs. 

Within the framework of larger economic issues, attention is also merited in microeconomic 
situations when the issue is a critical, fundamental emerging technology, such as high definition 
systems, and where non-U.S. competitors have the advantage of industry structure, government 

support, time, and financial resources. 

AEA, February 1990 
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THE CONTINUING EROSION OF U.S. SHARE IN THE WORLDWIDE ELECTRONICS 
MARKET IS A WELL DOCUMENTED THREAT TO U.S. GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS 

• Initial share losses at the component level are now being followed by losses at the 
systems level. 

• Emergence of HDS technology and flat panel displays (FPDs) in particular provides a 
new opportunity for U.S. firms. 

• If FPD manufacture is left to non-U.S. competitors, the U.S. market share in 
electronics, telecommunications, and computers will be affected. 
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THIS EROSION IN SHARE HAS BEEN PARTICULARLY DRAMATIC IN HIGH 
GROWTH, CAPITAL INTENSIVE SECTORS SUCH AS DRAMs, TARGETED AS 
STRATEGIC BY OUR MAJOR COMPETITORS 

WORLD DRAM MARKET SHARE 
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AS ONE MEANS TO ENSURE A STRONG U.S. ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY, THE AEA 
HAS CONVENED THE HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEMS TASKFORCE 

• 

• 

• 

High Definition Systems (HDS) involves an evolution and revolution in the importance 
of video technology to key industries and markets. While the consumer market will be 
affected in the long term (through IDTV, EDTV, and HDTV), the effects on industriall 
commercial/government markets will be fell much sooner. 

The taskforce has elected to focus initially on advanced displays, and particularly on 
the consequences for the U.S. electronics food chain of the shill from CRT to FPD 
technologies. 

Displays provide a powerful base on which to build a long·term HDS strategy. They 
are: 

A critical element in the development of HDS systems. 

Indicative of trends that are occurring throughout HDS. 

Representative of the lull set of issues faced by U.S. competitors in all high 
technology sectors, from components to systems. 

·3· 
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OVER THE NEXT 10--15 YEARS eRTs WILL BE REPLACED IN MOST APPLICATIONS 
BY FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS 

CRTs currently dominate the market lor high inlormation content displays, in dollar terms the 
targest sector of the overall display market. 

However, by the end of the decade flat panet displays are expected to compete with CRTs in every 

major application segment. 

• CRT technology is approaching basic limitations in key areas, particularly screen size 

and resolution. 

• While flat panel display technology is rapidly improving. 

Current trends suggest that flat panel displays will approach CRT 
performance levels at reasonable cost within the next ten years. 

FPD technologies may ultimately allow the manufacture of larger and higher 
resolution displays than are economically possible with CRTs. 

Once flat panel displays have achieved comparable size and performance to CRTs, their intrinsic 
advantages in both form factor and power consumption will result in penetration constrained only 

by their price premium over CRTs. 

-4 -
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ADVANCED DISPLAYS WILL BE IMPORTANT TO GLOBAL U.S. COMPETITIVENESS 

IN SEVERAL KEY INDUSTRIES 

Military 

The continued development of advanced weapons systems requires information systems made 

possible only through flat panel technology. 

• CRT displays are seriously inadequate for advanced military requirements . 

• Advanced display technology can operate as a force multiplier on overall weapons 

performance. 

Computers 

Access to the most advanced flat panel displays will be necessary if U.S. PC and workstation 
manufacturers are to offer a complete and competitive range of products. 

• As product differentiation via processor and software becomes more difficult, other 

bases of competition will assume greater importance. including 

Other forms of product differentiation 
Manufacturing costs and quality control 
Design cycle time and time to market 

·5· 
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• 

• 

Access to display technology will play an increasingly important role. 

In differentiation, via portable and small footprint products 
In manufacturing, as an important part of overall costs 
In time to market, through access to leading display technologies 

FPOs may allow the integration of major system elements onto the display, providing 
a substantial cost advantage to a systems producer with internal FPO capability. 

Television 

Competitiveness in flat panel display technology will be crucial if the U.S. is to retain its strong 
domestic manufacturing base in large screen receivers. 

• FPOs pose a strong long-term challenge to CRT televisions, by 

Revolutionizing form factor in direct view TVs 
Allowing smaller, lighter, and potentially cheaper projection TVs 

• Competitiveness in TV manufacture is strongly affected by position in displays. 

The display is typically more than 50% of total manufacturing cost. 
FPOs may allow major system integration onto the display element. 

-6 -
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ACCESS TO FLAT PANEL TECHNOLOGY MAY BE RESTRICTED RESULTING IN 
SERIOUS EROSION OF THE POSITION OF U.S. SYSTEMS MANUFACTURERS 

The availability of advanced flat panel displays will be constrained for several years. 

• 

• 
• 

High entry costs ($50 to over $100 million) and substantial technological barriers to 
entry will restrict the number of suppliers. 
The risk of rapid process obsolescence will retard increases in plant scale. 
Manufacturing yields are still exlremely low for larger screen size devices. 

Since the manufacture of flat panel displays is dominated by Japanese firms with large internal 
needs, any merchant supply will be restricted and uncertain. 

• Demand for advanced FPDs should substantially exceed supply for several years. 
• Internal demand for FPDs will remain strong. 
• Manufacturers are having difficulty in meeting even single customer requirements. 

These same companies also compete in global systems markets and can use control of display 

technology to gain competitive advantage. 

Simultaneously. any increase in system integration onto the display element will hollow out the U.S. 
electronics food chain, by reducing the value-added available to nonintegrated systems producers. 

-7-
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HOWEVER IF PROMPT ACTION IS TAKEN, SUCCESSFUL U.S. ENTRY INTO FLAT 
PANEL DISPLAY MANUFACTURE IS POSSIBLE 

A successful strategy for participation in flat panel displays must build on four broad critical success 
factors: 

• Access to competitive technology 
• Sufficient financial resources to stay the course 
• Access to sustained volume sufficient for scale manufacture 
• Appropripte skill base and supply infrastructure 

In the short term a competitive cost position will depend on achieving competitive yield at the facility 
level; in the long term it will depend on achieving competitive scale at the manufacturer level. 

Viable short-term volume is achievable within the U.S. computer markets; in the long term, viable 
scale will probably require access to the consumer electronics market. This suggests some form of 
strategic alliance for most U.S. players. 

A U.S. entrant must move rapidly if it is to be successful. 

• Late entrants will lag badly in process and product technology. 

• Manufacturers who secure high volume production will have a cost advantage in R&D 

·8 · 
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DIMENSIONS OF DISPLAY PERFORMANCE 

SCREEN SIZE RANGES FROM 1" OR LESS FOR SPECIAL PURPOSE APPLICATIONS TO GREATER THAN ' 
:woo FOR COLOR TV DISPLAYS I 

PIXEL COUNT AS LOW AS 7 FOR A SINGLE DIGIT DISPLAY, UP TO GREATER THAN 4 MILLION FOR A 
CAD DISPLAY 

PIXEL DENSITY :WO DPI WOULD BE NECESSARY TO MATCH THE DENSITY OF CURRENT LASER 
PRINTERS. CURRENT HIGH-END COLOR CRTs ACHIEVE AROUND 120 DPI 

GREY SCALE THE RANGE OF GRADATIONS IN BRIGHTNESS WHICH A PIXEL CAN ASSUME BETWEEN 
ITS FULLY ON AND ITS FULLY OFF STATE. IDEALLY SHOULD BE AT LEAST 3 BITS PER 
COLOR, WITH 8 BITS OR MORE REQUIRED FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC QUALITY. ANALOG CRT 
DISPLAYS ARE CAPABLE OF ESSENTIALLY INFINITE GREY SCALE. 

COLOR RANGES FROM ZERO (MONOCHROME) THROUGH 8-16 COLORS (CURRENT 
CAPABILITY GENERATION FLAT PANELS) TO FULL ANALOG COLOR CRT. 

FORM FACTOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A DISPLA Y'S DEPTH AND ITS SCREEN DIAGONAL SIZE. 
SHOULD BE AS LOW AS POSSIBLE IN ORDER TO PRODUCE A SLIM DISPLAY MODULE. 

CONTRAST THE BRIGHTNESS RATIO BETWEEN A PIXEL'S FULLY ON AND ITS FULLY OFF STATE. 
SHOULD BE AS GREAT AS POSSIBLE. CRT DISPLAYS HAVEA VALUE OF AROUND 70:1. 
ACTIVE MATRIX LCD DISPLAYS SHOULD ACHIEVE 40:1, WHICH IS ACCEPTABLE 

LONGEVITY AND CAN BE AN ISSUE IN CERTAIN APPLICATIONS. CRTs, FOR EXAMPLE, HAVE A LIFETIME 

RELIABILITY OF AROUND 10,000 HOURS, OR A LITTLE OVER ONE YEAR OF CONTINUOUS USE 

SOURCES: Inls",!ews, BAH sns'y,'s 225·3681' .1T 



AT MATURITY THE HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEMS MARKET WILL ALLOW THE 
DISPLAY OF LARGE AMOUNTS OF INFORMATION IN FULL COLOR OVER A WIDE 
RANGE OF SCREEN SIZES 

'" 

10 

BITSIPUCEl 

WHAT IS HIGH DEFINITION? 

CIRCLE SIZE REflECTS 
1HO MARKET SIZE 

:~ 
.~ 

" 
" 
~ 
;; 

,~ 

\ 
" 

7 Gr5.£;.""tmOH 
TV COlOR 

MONITORS 

--Z/"---- LOW 
... O...,no. 

COLO" 
MONfTOAS 

\ • HIGH DEFINITION 
~ SYSTEMS , 
, 
" 

" 

> 
" 

" EJlISTW«l M£l)fl* REaOt.IInON 
11HOM€HT AUtOMOnvE ~ ~IE MONTOR' I 

LIED LCD 'O--c:{ , , i 
~ . 

10 '''' .. ,.K 'OOK 'M 10M 

PlXElCOUHT 

SOURCE: BAH _trll. 225-36&80.38 

PARTICIPATION IN THIS HIGH GROWTH MARKET WILL REQUIRE PRESENCE IN 
TODAY'S DEVELOPING DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES, AND PARTICULARLY IN FLAT 

PANEL 
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THE TOTAL DISPLAY INDUSTRY IS LARGE AND RAPIDLY GROWING, AND THE 
HIGH INFORMATION CONTENT SECTOR IS ALREADY THE MAJORITY OF ITS 
TOTAL VALUE 

WORLDWIDE MARKET FOR HIGH INFORMATION 
CONTENT DISPLAYS 

(> 100,000 PIXELS) 

$30 ,----------------------------------------, 

DOLLARS 
(BILUONS) 

20 

10 

o I 

.. ...... ---
.. .- ... ,. ...... 

TOTAL DISPLAY INDUSTRY 
CAGR 12.8% 

~--

----- .... , ..... 

~ .... , 
~ ~~ 

---'\---------
HIGH INFORMATION CONTENT 

DISPLAYS 
CAGR 14.0% 

1989 1996 

SOURCE: Sfanford Resources 
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HIGH INFORMATION 
CONTENT SHARE OF 

DISPLAY MARKET 

1989 1996 

83% 90% 
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THE HIGH INFORMATION CONTENT DISPLAY MARKET IS CURRENTLY 
DOMINATED BY CRT TECHNOLOGY 

TECHNOLOGY SHARE IN HIGH INFORMATION CONTENT DISPLAYS 
(> 100,000 PIXELS) 

100"4 

75 

50 

25 

BASED ON DOLLAR SALES 

r==:::PDP'=="'1 
LCD 

CRT 

o ~I ____ ~ ____________ ~ __ __ 

1989 

TOTAL HIGH INFORMATION CONTENT DISPLAY 
MARKET = $9.6 BILLION 

SOURCE: Stanford Resources 225-36841 .1 T 
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HOWEVER FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS ARE EXPECTED TO COMPETE WITH CRTs IN 
EVERY MAJOR APPLICATION SEGMENT BY THE END OF THE DECADE 

• CRT technology is approaching basic limitations in screen size and resolution . 

Larger screen sizes mean substantially heavier CRTs and exponentially 

increasing costs. 

Fabrication and alignment of CRTs becomes increasingly difficult as pixel 
densities and pixel counts continue to climb. 

• Flat panel display technology is developing rapidly. 

Current trends suggest that flat panel displays will approach CRT 
performance levels within the next ten years. 

Scale manufacture and yield improvements will reduce FPD cost 
disadvantage over CRTs in the medium term. 

FPD technologies may ultimately allow the manufacture of larger displays 

than are economically viable with CRTs. 

FPDs have major intrinsic advantages over CRTs in both form factor and 

power consumption . 

-12· 
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IN FACT, FLAT PANEL DISPLA YS (PRINCIPALLY LCDs) ALREADY DOMINATE THE 
DISPLAY MARKETS IN PORTABLE COMPUTERS AND PORTABLE TELEVISIONS 

DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY UNIT SHARES 
IN PORTABLE COMPUTERS 

PDP 

15 

50 

25 

o 
,gag 

SOURCE: S,.nlOrd R •• ouru. 

DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY UNIT SHARES 
IN PORTABLE TELEVISIONS 

, .... 

15 

50 

25 

o , ... 
22S':J66A2 28 
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SCREEN SIZE EMERGES AS AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN THE FUTURE 
PENETRATION RATE OF FPDs INTO THE DISPLAY MARKET 

• 

• 

• 

The move to large scale manufacture of small screen FPDs is primarily one of driving 
down process experience curves on existing technologies. 

The move to competitive scale manufacture of large screen FPDs will, however, 
require breakthroughs in a number of critical process technologies. 

As a consequence, the penetration rates of FPDs into the consumer and computer 
markets may differ widely because of the differing screen size distributions in the two 
markets. 

1988 U.S. TELEVISION SCREEN SIZE DISTRIBUTION 1988 APPLE MACINTOSH SCREEN SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

100% 
(UNITS) 

eo eo 

60 60 

20"·2 

40 .0 

20 2. 

I <12 
o W AfW44 0-1-1--

10" 20" 30" 40" 10" 20" 30" <D" 

SOURCES: D.t~I.M.', J'hom_on EI.c.roolc:. 22S-369OSI50 
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ONCE FPDs HAVE ACHIEVED COMPARABLE SIZE AND PERFORMANCE TO CRTs, 
THEIR INTRINSIC ADVANTAGES WILL RESULT IN PENETRATION CONSTRAINED 
ONLY BY THEIR RELATIVE PRICE PREMIUM VERSUS CRTs 

UNIT 'RICE 

.. AJ. ...... 
SCAIEEH lin 

IINCHES) 

FALLING PRICE PREMIUM ... 

,HO ,.,. 
YEAR 

... AND INCREASINQ SCREEN SIZE .. . 
50 • • 

~ 
• ... 

• • • • 

"1 
• • • • • • .. 

I / fPD .. 

.... • 
... WilL DRIVE PENETRATION OF fLAT PANEL DISPLA.V5 

IN lt1E HlGH INFORMATlON CONTENT SECTOR 

125 J 

lOTALHIOH " .... 
.. .. ... fOAM AT"IOH ....... 

CototTEHT .... 
OISPlA 'I'S "> .... 

15 ~ ............ ........ 
• BILUOHS J ........ .. . 

• 
FPO~ 

• 
o r== , 
,.. lItO '"' '"2 '"' ,.... 1_ , ... 

fun r ..... lu • • ARKET SKAR£ ... 
'" 

, ... ... "'-'" 

, ... o I 2010 .... 
YEAR 

SOURCE; $Un'" Rot.~ .. 
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Structure Of The Display Industry ... 

IN SUMMARY ... 

• 

• 

While the flat panel display market is already substantial and rapidly growing, the 
longevity of CRTs in the marketplace should not be underestimaled. 

FPDs will gain significant share of the high information content display market within 
the next decade, particularly in applications that require small to medium size 
screens-. including the bulk of the computer market and the small screen TV market. 

- 1 6-
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THIS PROGRESS REPORT PROVIDES AN OVERVIEW OF THREE KEY APPLICATION 
SEGMENTS FOR FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS- MILITARY, COMPUTERS, AND 
TELEVISION 

WORLDWIDE DISPLAY MARKET FORECAST 
FLAT PANEL TECHNOLOGIES· BY APPLICATION 

COMMUNICATION 

TRANSPORTATION 

MIUTARY 

1989 
$3.2 BILLION 

SOURCE: Stanford Resource~. Inc. 

-1 7-
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CURRENT CRT PERFORMANCE IN MILITARY APPLICATIONS 

BRtGHTNESS SCREEN 
& CONTRAST AREA 

COCKPIT ~ • 
SHIPBOARD 0 ~ 

GROUND 0 ~ VEHICLES 

PORTABLE ~ ~ COMMUNICATIONS 

SOURCES: Frost & Sullivan, BAH analysis 
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DISPLAY PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES 

DEANITlON 

~ 

~ 
~ 
G 

l I .~ 

MEANTIME 
BElWEEN WEIGHTI POWER 

DURABIUTY FAILURES VOLUME CONSUMPTION 
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... .. ~ ,....-
to.. • • • 

G ~ ~ 
G ~ ~ 
G ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 

KEY: 

o ~. 
IncreJJslng perfonnanctJ 
gap re/.,lvB 1o m/5slon 
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CRT TECHNOLOGY IS SERIOUSLY INADEQUATE FOR ADVANCED MILITARY 
SYSTEMS 

• Limilations in brightness. definition. and screen size severely constrain performance 
in key areas: 

Aircraft cockpit displays 
Shipboard and land-based command centers 
Command. Control. Communication and Intelligence (C31) systems 

• High power consumption. short life cycle. and fragility limit systems' reliability_ 

• WeighVVolume is a disadvantage in many applications_ 

-18-
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BUT THE LACK OF VIABLE ALTERNATIVES HAS ALLOWED CRTs TO REMAIN 
DOMINANT IN THE MILITARY MARKET 

ESTIMATED 1989 U.S. MILITARY DISPLAY MARKET BY TECHNOLOGY 
(DISPLAY COMPONENT VALUE ONLY) 

$500 ~--------------------------________________ ~ 

400 

300 

200 

100 

o I V//////////////fi/////J 
TOTAL MARKET SIZE - $436 MILLION 

SOURCE: Frost & !XIlllvan 

KEY: 

• Others 

~ LCD 

~ VFD 

fi~~fl ELD .,., . 

~ LED 

= L28 PDP 

~ CRr 

225-37676.1 X 

AND THE WIDE RANGE OF MILITARY OPERATING REQUIREMENTS HAS 
RESULTED IN FRAGMENTATION AMONG FLAT PANEL TECHNOLOGIES 
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CURRENT FIGHTER COCKPIT 

CD 
'" 

SOURCE: lIcDonnMI Doug". 

TACTICAL 
INFORMATlON 

'" 

NOT INTEGRATED 

otSPlAYS TOO SMAll 

FUTURE FIGHTER COCKPIT 
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DNElAAGE INTEGAATEO~~I / / / I I I \ \ \ \ \ 'I 
otSPlAYOF100 - 300 ~r r r r \ \0 \,""1 
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ADVANCED FLAT PANEL TECHNOLOGY HAS THE POTENTIAL TO ADDRESS ALL 
CURRENT DISPLAY DEFICIENCIES, WITH CONSIDERABLE IMPACT ON OVERALL 
WEAPONS PERFORMANCE 

• High delinition and large screen areas allow integration of multiple displays into a 

complete situation awareness system which 

Improves tactical decision making_ 
Shifts processing burden from personnel to support systems. 
Reduces potential for operator error. 

• By improving operator effectiveness advanced display technology can operate as a 

force multiplier lor the entire weapons system. 

-20-
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A VIABLE DOMESTIC SUPPLY FOR ADVANCED FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS MAY NOT 
ARISE SOLELY TO SERVICE MILITARY REQUIREMENTS 

• Mililary demand alone may be inadequate to drive a viable flat panel display venture. 

Although unit costs are high, typical production volumes for the more 
advanced devices are very low. 

Varied operating requirements will limit quantities demanded for a number of 

FPO technologies. 

• Military cannot wait for the militarization of commercial displays, as their performance 
requirements far outstrip those of mainstream commercial markets. 

-21 -
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Computers ... Overview 

FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS WILL aE OF GREAT STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE TO THE PC 
AND WORKSTATION SEGMENTS OF THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY 

• The display will be an important element of overall value-added, and therefore a basis 

for competitive cost differentiation. 

• The dispfay will increasingly be a basis for product differentiation, and thereby greater 

profit capture. 

• Display supply is increasingly uncertain, as the market moves from merchant supply 
(for CRTs) to supply from systems competitors that are vertically integra~ed into 

displays (for FPDs). 

-22-
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PCS AND WORKSTATIONS ARE THE FASTEST GROWING SEGMENTS OF THE 
COMPUTER INDUSTRY, AND WHILE THE U.S. HAS LOST SHARE, THEY REMAIN AN 
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT MARKET 

u.s. SHARE OF WORLDWIDE PC MARKET REVENUES 

'-r-----
eo 

.. 
.'" 

'" 
20 

.+I------------------------------~ 
HII3 1 ....... RKETSllE . $51 .7BIUtoN 11 .. 

SOURCE: o.r.qu •• , 
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ESTIMATED 1988 WORLDWIDE MARKET 
SHARES IN TECHNICAL WORKSTATIONS 

(BASED ON DOLLAR SALES) 

• 
Oll-lER 

SlUCONI GRAPHICS 
IHTERGRAPH 

DEC 

SUN 

HP'APOLlO 

, 
TOTAL "ARKET - $4.2 BilLION 

SOURCE: o.tlq"'''' Inc. 22$.376810 
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THE BASES OF COMPETITION IN THE PC AND WORKSTATION MARKETS ARE 
SHIFTING ... WITH DISPLAYS EXPECTED TO PLAY A MORE SIGNIFICANT ROLE 

• Product differentiation via processor and software is increaSingly difficult. 

The CPUs come Irom independent semiconductor companies or can be 
licensed Irom the system companies. 

The operating systems are increasingly standard. 

The great bulk of application software comes from independent suppliers. 

• Other bases of competition will thus assume growing importance, including: 

Other forms of product differentiation. 
Design cycle time. 
Manufacturing costs and quality. 

• Access to display technology will play an increasingly important role. 

In differentiation, via portable and small footprint products. 
In manufacturing, as an important part of overall costs. 
In time to market, through access to leading·edge display technologies. 

·24· 
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MOREOVER, THE PERFORMANCE OF PC AND WORKSTATION DISPLAYS IS 
CONTINUALLY INCREASING 

• Color is increasingly important. 

Sun now sells 70% of its machines with color displays, and this percentage is 
increasing. 

DEC now sells more than 60% of its screens with color displays. 

• Resolution (both pixel count and density) is continually increasing. 

Apple, which initially standardized on medium resolution displays for its 
Macintosh product, is moving increasingly to high resolution color 
technology. 

In the IBM compatible market, the medium resolution VGA standard is 
superseding the older and less powerful CGA and EGA standards. 

, 

• Average screen size in pes is likely to increase as windowing software becomes more 
common. 

-25· 
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FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS ARE PROJECTED TO MAKE SIGNIFICANT INROADS INTO 
THE COMPUTER MARKET 

• The portable section of the marketplace will continue to grow, as their performance 
deficit diminishes. 

• FPDs will begin to encroach into the mainstream market, initially in those sectors 
where transportability, footprint, and lifetime are of particular importance. 

WORLDWIDE MARKET FOR DISPLAYS IN COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

~ooor-----------------------------------~ 

3500 

3000 

2!5OD 

DOLLARS 2000 
(MILLIONS, 

1500 

1000 

... 
o 
"06 "" 11192 1995 

YEARS 

FLAT PANEL 
DISPLAY 

CAGR 21'11. 

CRT 
CAGRI"" 

SOURCE: St.nford R .. ourr.s 225 36776 20 
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POTENTIAL FOR INCREASED INTEGRATION INTO DISPLAY 
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IN ADDITION, FLAT PANEL DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY MAY PERMIT THE 
INTEGRATION OF SOME OR ALL MAJOR SYSTEM ELECTRONICS INTO THE 
DISPLAY MODULE ITSELF, POSSIBLY ONTO THE SAME SUBSTRATE 

• This level of integration could confer a substantial cost advantage over the system 
manufacturer who must buy the display as a component. 

• If this cost advantage emerges, a manufacturer will be faced with two alternatives: 

Competing with an ongoing disadvantage in manufacturing cost. 

Shifting system unit fabrication over to the plant of the display supplier. 

-27 -
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CURRENTLY THE MANUFACTURE OF COMPUTER MONITORS IS DOMINATED BY 
JAPANESE AND FAR EAST SUPPLIERS THAT ARE ALSO ACTIVE IN THE 
CONSUMER VIDEO MARKET 

REGIONAL SHARES OF HIGH RESOLUTION 
COLOR MONITOR PRODUCTION 

NORm 
"MERICA .. " 

(IN UNITS) 

EUROPE 
,2" 

FAR EAST 

2'" 

JAPAN .. " 

TOTAL MARKET 1989 = 10 MILLION UNITS 

SOURCE: S, .. lord If .. oUrf>>. 

REGIONAL SHARES OF MONOCHROME AND 
LOW RESOLUTION COLOR MONITOR PRODUCTION 

<IN UNITS) 
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HPRTl1 AMERICA -1% 

EUAOPE-l% 

FAR EAST .. " 
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A SIMILAR POSITION IS EMERGING IN THE SUPPLY OF HIGH INFORMATION 
CONTENT LCD DISPLAYS 

WORLD SHARE IN HIGH INFORMATION CONTENT 
LCD MARKETS BY 1989 DOLLAR SALES 

SHARP 

ornER HITACHI 

OPTREX 

MATSUStUTA 

SEIK~IHSTRUMEHTS .,,: , \--
SANYO q 

SOURCE: Slanlord Resources 
225-36803_20 
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FLAT PANEL SUPPLIERS ARE ALREADY ACTIVE IN PCs ... AND INCREASINGLY IN 
WORKSTA TlONS 

VERTICAL INTEGRATION BY LCD PRODUCERS 
INTO END PRODUCT MARKETS 

LCD 
PRODUCER 

SHARP 

HITACHI 

OPTREX 

SEIKO EPSON 

TOSHIBA 

SANYO 

SEIKO 
INSTRUMENTS 

MATSUSHITA 

PRESENCE IN END PRODUCT MARKET 

PC. I WORKSTATIONS 

SOURCE: BAH analysis 
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U.S. Computer Companies .. . Major Implications ... 

DEPENDENCE ON COMPETITORS FOR DISPLAYS COULD BE A MAJOR THREAT TO 
US SYSTEMS COMPANIES 

• In rapidly evolving sectors, the bulk of product earnings typically comes in the first six 
to nine months. Thus, any delay in access to critical component technologies such as 
displays will have a crucial effect on product profitability. 

• Early access to internally developed technologies allows a head start in the design 
process, conferring a substantial time-to-market advantage for the company in the 

systems marketplace. 

• The expected slow ramp-up in yield for FPOs will mean that supply for merchant 
customers from vertically integrated competitors will be severely constrained, if 

available at all. 

• Early in the product life cycle of any given subsystem, prices are at a premium level. 
These premiums, when paid to competitors for supply of subsystems, enhance 

competitors' profitability. 
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Televisions ... Overview 

THE CONSUMER TV MARKET IS OF GREAT STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE FOR 
ADVANCED DISPLAYS 

• Eventually a high proportion 01 advanced displays will be used in the consumer TV 
market, potentially resulting in a major decline in demand lor the U.S. electronics food 

chain. 

• The large production volumes in television will critically inlluence: 

Delinition of worldwide scale for FPD manufacturing 
Competitive cost dynamics of the industry 

·32-
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WORLDWIDE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS 
MANUFACTURING REVENUE 

PERSONAL 
ELECTRONICS 

16% 

AUDIO 
20% 

OTHER-2% 

CONSUMER VIDEO 
62% 

1989 TOTAL SIZE (EXCLUDING APPLIANCES) 
$ U.S. 85 BILLION 

NOTE: Chan_ only IncJud. J~MJ. U.S., and Eura". 

SOURCE: DafMluUf 

WORLDWIDE CONSUMER VIDEO SALES 
BY PRODUCT 

CAMERAS 
21% 

OTHER 
4% 

VCR 
35% 

1989 TOTAL SIZE; $U.S. 52.8 BILLION 

225·37697.3J 
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UNLIKE VCRs AND CAMCORDERS (pRIMARILY SOURCED IN JAPAN AND THE FAR 
EAST), THE UNITED STATES HAS A SIGNIFICANT DOMESTIC MANUFACTURING 
BASE IN LARGER SCREEN TVs 

1988 VCR PRODUCTION BY REGION 
(IN UNITS) 

A.O.W. 

FAR EAST 

JAPAN 

PERCENT OF U.S. TELEVISION RECEIVERS MANUFACTURED 
DOMESTICALLY IN EACH SCREEN SIZE SEGMENT 

OVERAll DOMESTlC PERCENT . 60 ... 

l00~ V 77 >7 7 ] .. .. 
,. .. .. .. .. 
" .. 

. 'T ' '''.~ 
1 .. :M-

SOURCE: ~ EIKtnWW. 
SOURCE: .U ... .. ,.,1oM 22S l7113 1Q 
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THE STRONG U.S_ PRESENCE IN TELEVISION MANUFACTURE IS BASED ON BOTH 
HISTORY AND ECONOMICS 

• U.S. manulacturers developed color TV and its associated technologies, resulting in 
today's large domestic inlrastructure, an inlrastructure maintained by high and 
ongoing levels of capital investment. 

• Transportation is a substantial cost for CRTs, thereby inhibiting imports, particularly in 
the large screen sizes which make up over half of the market in dollar terms. 

• Uncertainty over possible trade restrictions is an incentive to local manufacture. 
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CRT TECHNOLOGY IS EXPECTED TO REMAIN DOMINANT IN CONSUMER 
ELECTRONICS FOR AT LEAST THE NEXT TEN YEARS, DUE TO ITS STRONG COST 
ADVANTAGE 

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY SHARES (UNITS) 

100% FPD V///~FPD7///// 

80 

60 
CRT 

CRT 

40 

20 

o -

1989 1996 

SOURCE: Stanford Resourcu 22S-36897.1X 
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HOWEVER, FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS POSE A LONG-TERM CHALLENGE TO 
CONVENTIONAL CRT RECEIVERS 

• 

• 

• 

A flat panel display allows the construction of a much thinner and lighter receiver. The 
size and bulk of conventional TVs is a major drawback, particularly in large screen 

sets. 

A flat panel display may eventually allow the construction of larger screen sets. The 
large screen market, both direct view and projection, is relatively small in unit volumes 

but makes up more than 50% of total video sales. 

Flat panel allows the construction of a much smaller, lighter, and potentially cheaper, 
projection TV. This may redefine the role of projection in the overall TV marketplace. 

·36· 
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Projection ' .. 

CRT PROJECTION RECEIVERS CURRENTLY REMAIN A LOW-GROWTH NICHE IN 
THE TELEVISION MARKET 

- The receivers are bulky and expensive. 

• Picture quality-particutarly brightness and resolution-is relatively poor. 
• The low resolution of the NTSC standard limits the appeal of very large screen 

disptays. 

10 

10 

70 

PERCEHT OF 10 
TV RECEIVER 

SALES 50 

40 

30 

20 

, . 
• 

PROJECTION TV AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 
U.S. TV SALES IN DOLLAAS 

(U.S. MARKET) 

, .. , 1985 , ... 
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ESTIMATED PENETRATION INTO U.S. 
HOUSEHOLDS RELATIVE TO YEAR OF 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN ADVANCED VIDEO STANDARDS AND FLAT PANEL 
TECHNOLOGY HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASE THE 
IMPORTANCE OF PROJECTION TV 

• Advanced video standards-IDTV, EDTV and HDTV-

Considerably improve the appeal of large screen displays. 

Front projection avoids "dead glass" problems with differing aspect ratio 

standards. 

• Flat panel projection technology 

Considerably reduces footprint and weight, and improves reliability. 

Has strong potential to reduce cost and to improve overall picture quality. 

Will be commercialized well in advance of comparable large area direct view 

screens. 
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HOWEVER, THE POTENTIAL DISRUPTION TO THE U.S. ELECTRONICS FOOD 
CHAIN BY PROJECTION DEVICES IS LIKELY TO BE LESS THAN BY DIRECT VIEW 

• 

• 

• 

• 

While the fundamentat technology is similar to direct view. supply of projection 

devices is likely to be less restricted. 

Device areas are small. thereby easing fabrication. increasing throughput 

and improving yield. 

Current technologies allow monochrome flat panel elements. simplifying 

design and fabrication. 

Merchant availability of projection LCDs is likely to improve as plant capacities and 

yields increase. 

The potential for systems integration onto a projection display element is substantially 

lower than in direct view. 

The LCD elements in a projection system form a much smaller part of overall value 

added. 
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Direct View .. _ 

PENETRATION OF FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS INTO THE MAINSTREAM DIRECT VIEW 
TV MARKET WILL BE RELATIVELY SLOW TO DEVELOP 

• The cost premium for FPDs is expected to remain high through the 1990s. 

• The medium and small screen size segments of the receiver market, where flat panel 
displays can first compete, are particularly price sensitive. 

• Since the display represents a large cost element in the receiver, the resulting large 
differential in total set cost will inhibit overall penetration. 
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POTENTIAL THREAT TO U.S. VALUE-ADDED IN 
TELEVISION RECEIVERS 

CABlNET \ I liZtYY2SNMyiA ~ "% 
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HOWEVER, LARGE SCREEN SETS, THE MOST PROFITABLE SEGMENT OF THE 
DOMESTIC TV INDUSTRY, WILL EVENTUALLY BE THREATENED BY FOREIGN 
SUPPLY 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Advanced displays will be a strong element in product differentiation. 

Form factor 
Image quality 

Japanese companies currently have a substantial lead in the commercialization of 
FPD technology. 

Japan currently holds 85% of the world's flat panel display market (by value), 
with the Far East in second place at approximately 8% worldwide share. 
Share in the low information·content LCD display market confers valuable 
process experience for large screen monolithic FPDs. 

Any merchant market in FPDs will be dominated by companies that produce primarily 
for their own receiver lines. 

The change to FPD technology will seriously threaten the U.S. electronics food chain, 

including components. 

Much higher value to weight ratio of FPDs will make international production 
attractive, even in large screen sizes. 
For the foreseeable future, production facilities are likely to remain near R&D 
centers, thus denying significant manufacturing value·added to the U.S. 
The potential for integration of support electronics onto the display elements 
will pose a substantial threat to local component sourcing. 
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U.S. TV Industry .. . Major Implications 

, .• r . I , . .l - :-1 

IN THE LONG TERM, THE THREAT TO THE U.S. ELECTRONICS FOOD CHAIN MAY 
BE EVEN GREATER IN TV MANUFACTURING THAN IN COMPUTERS 

• A large. healthy portion of the U.S. electronics food chain-the manufacture and 
assembly of large screen TVs-is under threat. 

• The display and its associated electronics. forming over 50 percent of the overall 
product cost of a TV. is subject to production outside the U.S. 

• While a merchant market for advanced television displays may continue to exist. 
nonvertically integrated companies may be forced to source their displays from 

competitors . 
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Conditions For Success _._ 

A SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY FOR PARTICIPATION IN FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS MUST 
BUILD ON FOUR BROAD CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS 

• Access to competitive technology. 

• Sufficient financial resources to stay the course. 

• 

• 

Start-up investment is large ($50 to over $100 million, depending on tech
nology) but not prohibitive at current scale. However, expected rapid growth 
in scale will require sustained investment to remain competitive. 

Closing any competitive gap in yields will require the ability to accept lower 
profitability (and possibly losses), potentially over an extended period. 

Since both Japan and Korea have targeted FPDs as "strategic", current 
participants may be willing to accept low or negative returns in pursuit of 
long-term share. 

Sustained access to volume markets . 

Access to necessary engineering skills and to a world -class industry infrastructure. 

OF THESE FACTORS, SUSTAINABLE ACCESS TO VOLUME IS PERHAPS THE MOST 
CRITICAL FOR A U.S. ENTRANT 

-43 -
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Condilions For Success .... Short Term ... 

SCALE WILL NOT BE A MAJOR COMPETITIVE FACTOR IN FLAT PANEL 
MANUFACTURE IN THE SHORT TERM 

• Yield is the crucial cost driver, but is broadly insensitive to scale. 
• There will be few facilities and their maximum scale is limited by equipment 

technology and the rapid rate of change in manufacturing process. 

" ,600 

800 

UNIT COST 
IN DOLLARS 400 

IlOOI 

200 

YIELD CURVE FOR AMLCD 6X8 INCH PANELS 
(200,000 START FACILITY) 

l00+-__________________ --__ --__________ ~ 

10 20 40 ..... 
PERCENTAGE YIELD (LOG) 

SOURCES: BAH .""'Y.'" S..nlord R .. oura. 
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MILLIONS 
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ACCESS TO SUFFICIENT VOLUME FOR VIABLE MANUFACTURE IN THE SHORT 
TERM CAN BE ACHIEVED IN THE COMPUTER MARKET ALONE 

• The market for advanced FPDs will develop in computers well in advance 01 

mainstream TV. 
• Yielded output from an optimally sized lacility will be a small fraction of overall 

computer demand. 

WORLDWIDE 
COMPUTER FLAT 
PANEL DEIlAND 

( .. L.UOHS Of UNO) 

SHARE OF WORLDWIDE COMPUTER FLAT PANEL 
DEMAND REQUIRED BY AN EFFECTIVE SCALE FACILITY 
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Conditions For Success ... Long Term 

AS YIELD PROBLEMS ARE RESOLVED, SCALE AT THE FACILITY LEVEL MAY 
INCREASE IN COMPETITIVE IMPORTANCE 

• Fixed costs may increase. 

New deposition and stepper equipment, developed specifically for the FPD 
market, may change capital requirements. 

A switch from amorphous to polysilicon technology increases capital 
equipment needs. 

• Variable costs may fall. 

Material costs will fall with improving yield . 

Glass prices may fall as new suppliers enter the market. 

A switch from amorphous to polysilicon or cadmium selenide technology 
eliminates the need for separate drivers, representing around 30% of total 
variable costs. 

• Stabilizing process technology will diminish the risks of larger plants. 
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HOWEVER THE HIGH ONGOING COST OF R&D WILL ADVANTAGE MARKET SHARE 

LEADERS 

EFFECT OF $15 MILLION R&D EXPENSE 
AT VARYING YIELDS AND MANUFACTURER VOLUMES 

$1,000 974 20% YIELD 80% YIELD 

800 
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In Summary ... 

NONPARTICIPATION BY THE U.S. IN FLAT PANEL DISPLAY MANUFACTURING IS 
UKEL Y TO SIGNIFICANTLY HOLLOW THE ELECTRONICS FOOD CHAIN 

• The U.S. may lose a substantial share of manufacturing value added. since FPO 
plants are likely to be clustered around overseas R&D centers. at least in the short 

term. 

• Higher levels of system integration onto the display will reduce the potential for U.S. 
manufacturing value-added and substantially reduce local component procurement. 

• Unlike CRTs. there will be few incentives toward local manufacture of FPOs. and 
therefore little reason to source material or components locally. 

• U.S. systems companies may be substantially affected by restricted access to 

advanced FPO technology 

Merchant supply will be restricted or nonexistent. 

Systems companies may find themselves dependent on competitors for FPO 

supply. 

The inability to integrate systems onto the display module may lead to a 

substantial cost and performance disadvantage. 
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HOWEVER THERE APPEARS TO BE A REAL AND CURRENT OPPORTUNITY FOR 
THE U_S_ TO PARTICIPATE 

• 

• 

• 

Entry must occur soon, in order to minimize any delicit in process and product 

technology. 

The venture must have suflicient resources to sustain the ongoing investment 
required to remain competitive in R&D and overall scale. 

There are opportunities available in the U.S. to achieve viable production volume. 

In the short term, via the strong U.S. presence in PC and workstation 

manufacture. 

And in the long term, via the strong U.S. manufacturing base in televisions. 
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THERE ARE A LARGE NUMBER OF POTENTIAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE 
FABRICATION OF ADVANCED FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS 

WORLDWIDE DISPLAY MARKET FORECAST 
FLAT PANEL TECHNOLOGIES 

1989 
$3.2 BILLION 

SOURCE: Stanford R.sourc.s, Inc . 

1996 
$11 .7 BILLION 

22s..36785.2T 

.. . OF THESE, THREE ARE PROJECTED TO BE OF GREATEST IMPORTANCE
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS (LCDs), ELECTROLUMINESCENT DISPLAYS (ELDs) , 

AND PLASMA DISPLAY PANELS (POPs) 
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WORLDWIDE PDP DISPLAY MARKET 
BY APPLICATION 
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW-POPs 

Strengths 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Simple manulacture and construction 
Highly reliable 
Large screen size possible (currently up to 1.5M diagonal) 
High inlormation content possible (currently up to 4M pixels) 

Weaknesses 

• 

• 

Expensive to manulacture, especially in high inlormation content lorms, due to the 
large number of high voltage driver ICs required 

Full color diflicult to achieve, due to problems with phosphor brightness and discharge 

spreading effects 

Recent Developments 

• Independent Sustain and Address (a new design technique developed at the 
University 01 Illinois) has the potential to reduce the number 01 IC drivers and thus 

manulacturing costs 
• Multicolor displays are under development for the military by Magnavox and 

Photonics Technology 
• Fujitsu has demonstrated a 15", eight color computer display 

Source: Stanford Resources Inc. 
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WORLDWIDE ELD DISPLAY MARKET 
BY APPLICATION 

MIUTARY 
13% 

COMPUTER 
19% 

COMMUNICATION 
2% 

1989 

INDUSTRIAL 
59% 

TOTAL SIZE = $U.S .• 1 BILLION 

SOURCE: Stanford Resources 
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PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW-ELDs 

Strengths 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Extremely thin and compact 
Extremely good contrast; gray scale capability 
Thick lilm technology simplifies manufacturing 
Large screen sizes possible (currently up to 19" diagonal) 
High information content possible (currently 900K pixels) 

Weaknesses 

• 

• 

Expensive to manulacture, especially in large information content forms, due to the 
large number of high voltage driver les required 
Full color difficult to achieve, largely due to problems with blue phosphor brightness 

Recent Developments 

• Planar Systems has developed a 19" ELD 
• Matsushita has demonstrated a 10" multicolor (yellow, orange, green) ELD 
• Planar has developed techniques to reduce ELD power consumption by more than 

50% 
• LohjaiFinlux has demonstrated a 7" monochrome ELD TV display; a color version is 

under development 
• Nippon Sheet Glass and Phosphor Products have jointly demonstrated a 640x400 

pixel display 

Source: Stanford Resources Inc 
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WORLDWIDE LCD DISPLAY MARKET 
BY APPLICATION 

COMMUNICATION 

INDUSTRIAL ~1% 

BUSINESS 
13% 

COMPUTER 
26% 
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CONSUMER 
50% 
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PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW-LCDs 

Strengths 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Extremely low power consumption 
Low voltage requirement lowers driver costs 
Full color technology already available 
Active matrix designs have good contrast and viewing angle performance 

Weaknesses 

• 

• 
• 

Yield problems and high capital requirements mean that active matrix devices are 

currently expensive to manufacture 
Manufacturability of large screen sizes (20" and greater) has yet to be demonstrated 
Color displays require backlighting thus increasing power consumption 

Recent Developments 

• Sharp has demonstrated a 14" full color, active matrix panel for TV 
• A number of firms have shown full color, active matrix panel suitable for computers 

and avionics, up to 10" in size 
• Full color, Active Matrix TV panels with 5" and 6" screens are now in commercial 

production 

Source: Stanford Resources Inc. 
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• AMERICAN ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION 
1225 EV, STREET, NW 
SUITE 950 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20005 
202 -682-9110 
FAX: 202-682- 9111 

TO: REA High Definition Systems Task Force 

FROM: Denise Michel 

RE: DARPA HOS Funding -- Good News! 

RECEIVED 

1115 " t9M 

SAM FULLER 

In response to efforts of AEA's High Definition Systems Task 
Force , the $20M approlJriated by Congress for FV90 DARPA high 
definitlon display R&D has been released. 

The Conference Report accompanying H.R. 4404, the supplemental 
approprl.l lLOns blll , s tates : 

"The Conferees are di sappointed that the Administration 
ha s nul l'esponc1ed to the Appropriations Conference 
report requlrement for submission of a government wide 
plan t o develop fn gh definltion dlsplay technology. 
The conferees agree with the Senate report which 
reiter ates the need for such a policy and program. The 
conferees further agree that there are no longer any 
l'es trlctions on DARPA from obligating the additional 
$20 ,000, 000 which Congress appropriated in fiscal year 
1990 for research of this technology." 

H.R . 4404 was s igned into law on May 25 and DARPA is proceeding 
wlth the eX fJe-ndlture of these funds. 

This acti on demonstratps Congress' continued support for HOS R&D 
and the impact of UDS Tas k Force members' Congressional uisits. 
Now that we succeeded in releasing the FV90 money, we must turn 
our attention to FV91 --

• Meetings are being scheduled with Administration 
off lc lals and MembelQ of Congress on June 12 to lobby for 
continued funding. Please call me at 202-682-9110 if you will be 
able to particlpate. 

• Next week you will receiue a letter (for your signature) 
to il key Membel' of Congress in support of FV 1991 DARPFI funding . 
Please s ign (or draft your own letter) and mail ASAP. Congress 
wlll soon begln the rv 1991 appropriations process and, as you 
haue s~en , industry contact helps get results. 



American Electronics Assodiltic:1 
5201 Great Amer:ca Parkway Santa Clara. Cali fornia 95054 Te'eonooe (408) 98 7-4200 
'225 E\'e Street \ \V SUite 950 w asnlngl0n 0 C 20005 Te1ecnone 1202) 682-9110 

May 23. 1990 

To: AEA HDS Task Force 

From: Pat Hubbard 

Re: Various and Sundry 

AE/\ 

Enclosed are twO papers presented by task force members. a new article announcing Korea's 
positioning in HDTV, and various and sundry other background materials that may be of 
interest to you. 

Also enclosed is a list of the -Interim Recommendarions of the AEA HDS Task Force- [latest 
version dated Ma y I). This list has now been reviewed by the three public affairs committees 
of AEA . We will spend the next three months trying 10 determine the level of SUPPOr! for 
this list from computer systems companies. with the intent of taking rinal recommendations 
back to the three public affairs steering commitlees and then to the Board on September 13 for 
approval. 

The process we will follow over the next several months is the one we previously laid out: 

From a tlrget list of computer systems companies. we will first pilot-test the waters 
by going to these companies locally: Hewlett-Packard. Sun. Apple. Tandem. As the 
meeting dates are set UP. we will contact one or more members of the flat panel 
display working group and ask that person to accompany a BAH person 10 the meeting. 

Paul low. Chairman of the Education and Science Policy (ESP) Committee [the committee to 
whom the AEA HOS Task Force reports 10 the AEA Board of Directors) emphasized the need 
fo r the HOS Task Force to educate all members of ESP prior to their September 12 meeting. 
Towards this end and the additional necessity of having as many of the AEA Board members 
as possible · up to speed- by the September 13 Board meeting. I will contact you in early 
A ugust and ask you 10 contact 3 to 5 either ESP or Board directors and discuss the role of flat 
panels. the role of AEA and its HDS Task Force. and the proposed actions that will be 
recommended for Board approval. 

Will you also consider how many of the BAH Executive Summary Reports you would like (up 
to 5 each) and make your request known on the attached form and mail to Sue Weir. If you 
would like to duplicate yourself. feel free to do 50. Ir anyone wants the larger report. the 
charge is S75 and can be ordered through Sue. 

Denise may also be contacting you regarding lobbying over the next few months as well. 
Hope you have sent your comments to NIST on the A TP regulations. with copies 10 Jim Hurd . 
lim will compile and frame into a combined AEA position. 

Call if you have questions. Regards! 



May 1, 1990* 

AEA High Definition systems (HDS) Task Fore. 
INTERIM Recommendations tor HDS Flat Panel Displays 

GOAL ror U.S. ELECTRONICS COMPANIES 

TO MANUFACTURE IN THE O.S. BY 1996 
GREATER THAN 20% or THB WORLDWIDB 

REQUIREMENTS rOR LARGE AREA DOT MATRIX DISPLAYS 

PRIYATE SECTOR INITIATIVES 
A. Continue to articulate and educate our membership and public 

officials [using Booz-Allen Hamilton report) with respec~ ~o 
the strategic importance or high definition rlat panel 
displays as a critical link in the HOS tlfoodchain" impacting 
an increasing number of electronics systems. 

CEO level Lobbying 
AEA Public Arrairs Committees--IPASC, DPASC, ESP 
Board of Directors 

5. Promote a high level dialogue via a series or high level 
briefings and intormation gathering meetings with major co~
puter systems companies and other large users ot displays. 

Explore and encourage the tormation ot a high volume 
production consortium 
Include results in final report to AEA Board of 
Directors September 1990 

C. Encourage the formation of a working group of flat panel 
manufacturers/developers to: 

Support/participate in the tormation of a high volume 
production consortium 
Develop proposals of joint government-industry 
initiatives such as NIST's Advanced Technology Program 

D. Encourage start-up of new companies and existing co~panies 
to davelop/manutacture tlat panel - displays, critical 
subcomponents, and equipment u.ed in the development/ 
manufacture of flat panel displays. 

puBLIC/PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVES 
A. Actively participate, with the support of the U.S. 

government, in foreign government-industry technology 
consortiums in related area •• 

Provide the necessary industry personnel 
[Note: AEA initiative underway to send industrial 
researchers to Japan, dependent on DoC's ability to 
secure positions in key industrial consortia related to 
tlat panel R&D and with NSF tinancial support.) 
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B. Encourage the purchase of U.S. made displays and sub-
components. 

Federal purchases 
commercial purchases 
Display manufacturers 

C. Encourage foreign manufacturers who will manufacture in the 
United States to do so with the formation of jOint ventures 
with U.S. display manufacturers and provide reciprocity of 
market access in their home markets. 

puBLIC SECTOR INITIATIVES 
A. Fund critical federal programs in the area of high 

definition display technology. 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency - $IOOM 
National Institute for Standards and Technology - $I OOM 

B. Establish a national center for Electronics Display 
Research. 

Increase the availability of qualified re.earchers 

C. Monitor foreign trade practices of displays. Enforce and 
strengthen anti-dumping laws where violations are found. 

Propose changes in tariff classifications to more 
accurately monitor trade practice. 

D. Remove all foreign tariffs on U.S. made displays or ask U.S. 
Department of Commerce to monitor dumping. 

Place flat panel display. on the agenda of the current 
Uruguay Round 
Include flat panel displaye on retaliation list of any 
other trade dispute. 

*Review processj 
IPASC: AEA HOS Task Force document reviewed by IPASC on 
April 26; reached consensus with HOS Task Force recom
mendations and strengthened .everal trade related 
items. 
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l. TIlE HDTV DISPLAY, SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY 

The cos[ and performance requirementS for the high definition display to be used in future computer productS 
and High Definition Television (HOTV) are difficult hardware challenges. They are some of the most 
difficult and imponant technological challenges in the set of technologies which comprise the funn high 
definition system (}IDS). The display element in future high definition systems will most likely be the most 
expensive single coSt item. Because aCthe competitive advantage the display will provide the manufacturer 
of the high defmition system. the competition to establish a proprietary position in high definition displays 
has become the sO"atcgic topic of a wide set of companies. industry associations and even governments. The 
high deflIlition display will nO[ only have application in HDTV productS for consumer and communication 
productS. but will also be a key building block for fUMe military, indusDiai and computer-based productS 
which will use HDS technologies. The resolution and optical requiIementS for these non-HDTV applications 
will require many of the same performance features as the HDTV display, but not necessarily the same size 
requiremenL For maximum viewing benefit. the size and resolution of the HDTV display must more than 
double that of today's typical NTSC display, as illustrated in Figure 1. independent of the standards debate 
for format. it can be assumed that the format required for HDTV will have a minimum of 2000 addressable 
columns and 1000 addressable rows; for maximum viewing benefit it will be greater than 40" diagonally. 
The exact fonnat or size does nOt substantially alter the technological challenge to display developers and! 
or manufacturers. 

Figurol 

., urger .In 
t/ DIn-rent upect mlo 
w' Larger viewing .ngt .. 

There are three general approaches shown in Figure 2 which are being pursued in order to satisfy the need 
for an HDlV display: 1) The conventional direct-view cathode "'y tube (CRn; 2) The projection display, 
and 3) Thedirttt-view flat panel display. None of these approaches totally satisfies the cost and performance 
requirement today for an HDTV display. The future success of any of these a.pproaches is heavily dependent 
on the inherent chan.cteristics of each approach and the developer's ability to enhance the perfonnance and 
decrease the cost in order to satisfy all, or a portion, of the marltet driven requirements for a high definition 
display. 
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HIGH DEFINmON DISPLAY 
TECHNOLOGIES 

I I 
DIRECT VIEW CRT I I DIRECT VIEW FLAT PANEL I PRO~ECTION I 

- Mo.t mature r Lea.t mature - Matur. 

_ .. 40" diagonal r SIz. IImltationa unknown _ ae.t I.rge are. 
aolutlon tod.y 

- Inherently bulky - Inherently thin - Inherently bulky 

_ ae.t .... ort term _ ae.t long term HDTV _ B •• t auper larga 
dlaplay aolutlon aolutlon aolutlon 

Figure 2 

DIREct· VIEW CRr DISPLAY 

Direct-view CRT technology, with which most consumers are familiar, is used in the vast majority of 
displays for television entenainmc:nt. computer graphics, and high resolution imaging applications. 
Conventional CRT technology, when extended to the size and resolution requirements of furore HDTV 
systems. encounters unresolvable disadvantages. most notable of which arc physical size limitations. Figure 
3 shows some of the physical attributes of conventional CRT technology when used in a 4Q" diagonal class 
display. As the display diagonal increases with conventional CRT technology. the depth also increases 
proportionally. The inability to move a 40" plus diagonal CRT through astandard 30" door opening willlimi, 
its usability in many HDTV applications for home and office. Due to this inherent limitation, the direct-view 
CRT will not be able to satisfy the large areaHDTV requirement; however, because of its dominant position 
as Ihe IDOS! marure ,echnology, i, will satisfy Ihe Deed for high definitioD displays ofless Ihan 40" diagonal. 
Competitive pressure on direct-view CRTs will increase from the dim:t-view flat panel displays as they 
progn:ss toward satisfying Ihe HDTV r<quiremenL 

~ Company Diagonal Depth Weight 

Matsushita 40" 25" 170Ibs. 

Sony 42" 26" 2301bs. 

Figure 3 

, 
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PROJECTION DISPLAY 

Today, none of the direct-view technologies, CRT nor flat panel- based. are producing a full color display 
with a diagonal viewing dimension of greater than the required 40"; however. projection displays are 
available with that size capability . Various rypes of technologies have been used to demonstrate large arc:! 
projection TV capabilities using approaches based on Jasen. CR Ts. LCDs, etc. All aCtbe projection systems 
on the market today or currenuy in development. tend to be space consuming and heavy. Additionally. cOStS 
have not come down as originally projected. Current development efforts in projection systems for HDTV 
is focused at increasing the capabiliry oftoday's technology to address the increased resolution requirement 
for HDTV. having already achieved the diagonal requirement while increasing brightness and viewing 
angle. Opponunities for significant size reduction for projection-based systems seems improbable when 
competing against the potcntiallargc sized direct-view flat panels. Likewise. the inherent bulk. of the 
projection system provides no advantage in the area of high definition displays in applications that can be 
satisfied with displays less than 40" in diagonal with the direct-view CRT. 

DIRECT-VIEW aAT PANEL 

The ~at advantage of the newer flat panel display technologies is that they offer solutions 10 the inherent 
space and bulk problems which characterize the direct·view CRT and projection sYStems in all diagonal 
sizes. There are several candidate flat panel display technologies being pursued; these technologies have 
made impressive progress in the last ten years. In the early 19805. flat panel electrOnic displays accounted 
for only a few percentage points of the overall market for eleCU'Onic displays: today flat panel displays 
account for over 25% of worldwide display sales. We now see flat panel displays in a wide variety of 
products from ain:raft cockpits to pocket TVs. Flat panel display sales are growing at nearly twice the rate 
of CRTs in vinually every application sector of displays, indicating the transition from a CRT technology 
dominated martel. During the 1980s_ various types of flat panel display technologies demonstrated 
sufficient market acceptance to drive significant manufacturing volumes which, in rum, allowed manufac
turing economies to reduce costs. Currently, flat panel displays in volume production are limited to 
monochrome up to 20" in diagonal and color to 6". The abilicy to project when any or all of the candidate 
flat panel display technologies will be capable of progressing from the size and perfonnancilevels of today, 
to where they must be in onier to produce an HDTV display at an acceptable cost. is difficult to judge and 
is filled with technological, manufacturing and market risks. The cwrent status of each of these technologies 
represents somewhat different positions in terms of the level and r:ypes of risk involved to achieve high 
definition display performance as depicted in Figure 4. 

High 
C 
0 
S ACTlVE MATRIX 
T , .. .. 
R ~TCAT P\.ASMA 
K • T 

R ELECTROLUMINRSCaHCe: , 
S Low K 

High 
TECHNOLOGICAL RISK 

Figure 4 
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The active matrix liquid cryslal display (LCD) technology has been the source of a ~at deal of publicity 
and seems to be the "display of choice" for Japan. Inc. Of all the display technologies being considered for 
HDTV applications. active matrix liquid crystal has the least technological risk having already demonstrated 
fuJI color capability in the laboratoty. but it also has the highest level of risk associated with it from a 
manufacturing COSt standpoint due to itS inherent high level of complexity. This manufacturing risk is 
common to both monochrome and color and increases with size. 

Plasma display technology. one of the oldest flat panel display technologies. originaJly the "display of 
choice" of Japan. Inc., has apparently fallen from favor with a large Japanese consortia now focusing on 
active matrix technology. Large area plasma panels have been demonstrated and today are available in small 
volume monochrome up to 40" in diagonal. Nearly ten years ago. full color plasma displays were 
demonstrated in the laboratory but have yet to emerge in volume production. due to difficult production and 
performance problems. 

AC thin film Electroluminescence (EL) is a relatively new technology, first emerging in volume production 
during the mid·1980s and rapidly offering products up to workstation sizes: however. EL has yet to 
demonstrate a level offull color performance to indicate thata practical commercial product is feasible . . EL' s 
comparatively simple manufacturing process suggestS the potential of being one of the lowest cost HDTV 
displays to produce. Although significant progress in EL technology has been in monochrome displays in 
a relatively short period of time. that now must be translated intO full color. 

Although the most significant progress in flat panel display technology in the past ten yean has been in EL. 
L(J) and plasma. it is much too early to rule out alternatives in the face of the significant HDTV technical 
challenge. Various flat panel configurations of CRT technology have been evaluated over the last 20 years. 
The potential advantage of a viable flat CRT would be its ability to leverage extensively off the large existing 
technology base in CRT phosphor and screen processing technology. 

Even with this set of challenges in front of the flat panel developers and manufacturers. most agree that it 
iJ not a question of whether or not a flat panel display for HDTV can be produced successfully. It is more 
aquestion of when and by whom and whicb markets will be targeted as vehicles ID be used to build economies 
of scale along the developmentroadto HDTV. ThesimpleextrapOlationoftheenOt1DOUSamountofpro~ss 
seen in all the flat panel technologies in the last 10 yean, not only in = of technology but also in market 
acceptance and manufacruring. have clearly shown that flat panels can and will compete effectively for use 
in all high defurition systems. including HDTV. If the same amount of progress is made in any or all of the 
flat panel technologies in the next ten years. as was made in the last ten years. we are assured of an HDTV 
flat display in this decade. 

n. TIiREAT AND OPPORTUNITY FOR TIlE U.S. ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 

The imponance of HDTV and high definition displays for HDTV goes far deeper and is much broader than 
just the next generation of television products. The vast majoriry of electronic products that we usc for 
military. communication. industrial. business. computer or consumer products have an electronic display 
associated with them. At one time. the U.S. pioneered the iieveiopment of CRT for television applications. 
Many of those early pioneers rumed funher development and manufacturing of the CRT over to foreign 
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companies due to its labor intensity and their lack of vision that the CRT would be not only a critical 
component for television, but also a critical component for the then emerging computer revolution. As a 
result, most U.S. companies are totally dependent upon foreign supplier.; of CRTs (Figure 5) 
as a commodity componenet for our non-consumer products. Although there are now CODU'OUed captive 
operations which have moved back to the U.S. as labor cost became less advantageous for foreign 
manufacturerS and larger tubes increased aansportation costs. Overall. due to the abandonment of the CRT 
business years ago. the U.S. is not a factor in the very large electronic display business wlticb in 1990 will 
produce nearly S15 billion worth afproducl 

CURRENT OEM DISPLAY 
COMPONENT SUPPLY STRUCTURE 
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SYSTEM 
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SHORE 
DISPLAY 
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MATERIAL AND SUB-COMPONENT INFRASTRUCTURE 

Figure 5 

It is clear from cun-ent marke. trends. and over the last ten y ..... that f1a. panel displays are competing 
effectively and will continue to compete in markets which ltistorically have been dominated by the CRT. 
The fact that the large electronic display industry is transitioningfrom a basis in CRT technology to the newer 
flat panel technologies creates an opportunity for the U.S. to re-enter the business and establish a presence 
as a major tranSition is taking place within the display industry based on new flat panel technology 
developments and automated manufacturing. 

Parallel with the transition in the electronic display market from CRT-based to flat pane~ is the tranSition 
in the television industry from NTSC to an HDTV standard. This has now supercharged the interest in flat 
panels in two ways: I) The need for an HDIV display larger than CRT technology has accelerated the need 
and investment interes. for a flat panel solution for the future HDIV indUStry; 2) The level of display 
performance ~uired for HDIV use will satisfy most future display ~uimnents for electronic displays. 
not only in HDIV markets. bu. in many if no. all of the nan-<:ansumer markets including computers. These 
high definition display markets will become the target inanets for the flat panel manufacturerS as they 
develop their technologies and build production volume. 

In the face oflhis transition in display technology and TV standards. the threat to the U.S. electronics industry 
is simply: Can the U.S. display user (military. computer. consumer. etc.) expect to be able to soun:e these 
new generations of flat panel displays as they have for the CRn 
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Given the large level of development and new plant and equipment costs requiIed by foreign manufacturers 
for flat panel technology and the ability to integrate a wide variety of system functions onto the display at 
low cost., why would a foreign manufacturer be interested in supplying a low margin display component to 

U.S. electronics manufacturers? In order to get the maximum renun of that large invesanent. the foreign 
manufacturer will likely choose to integrate that display into its own workstation or HDTV production 
system arrecciver. We have already $Ccn this typeofverrical integration in the consumer TV industty based 
on CRTs and with the advent of high definition displays we can expect to see that same trend inothermarlcets . 
particularly computers (Figure 6). An early example of that is the portable laptop marltet for which foreign 
display manufacturers originally supplied displays and now are competing with their own flat panel-based 
computers. It would be naive to think the Japanese and European mega-doUar consortia now developing 
displays are driven by a need to better serve the U.S. electronics system manufactUr'eTS with state-of-the-an 
low cost display components. 

COMPETITIVE SUPPLY STRUCTURE OF THE EMERGING 
HIGH DEFINITION DISPLAY INDUSTRY 
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Figure 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The new generation of high definition displays is indeed the "missing Iink." not only to HDIY products. but 
is also a critical link in the electronic component "food chain" which we now have an opponunity to relink: 
by creating a U.S. supply base of me new generation of high definition tlat panel displays thatwili be critical 
to a wide range of products. Our actions in the private and public sectOr over the next few years are critical 
in order to create an environment in terms of the technologies. invesanent dollm and fait market practices 
that are conducive to building an industry from the small entrepreneurial StanlS that now charactcri.zes the 
U.S. position in high defInition display development and manufacturing. 
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leav. th.ir money in the bank. Th. Wlderlyin, .IIWDpuon 
is that .U invlltmlntl are .qll.llly .ttracuv . . .. ctpt (or 
thllr fin.nc ia l return. . • 0 one ,hould chooll the bi,hnt 
return Invlltm.nt. The 1000c.1 CO.I is to muimiza ... e.lth 
over ume. Since the USA .pp .. ra to be aaJDbDla:iJI, It, 
..... lth . incilldlnr , .hol ... 11 .. 1101t of itt tlm'lnin, 
.... tI ' .""nll ... hlch PrMuce ••• Ilh). the USA dKi.ion 
m.kin, NIlS appa.r to btl .W~ and ahoWd be N'V1.wed. 
But r-eProcnllllDllll 500.000 MBA', II bay-ond the ICOpe o( 

thi' p.per. ---COrlUtuction o( the nat pan.1 bu.inell mod.1 
yillded aipitieant.. .urpn'I'" inaiptl into &ha o~ratlon 
of thl buontl, lUll{. Prior to thi. work it ... a common ly 
(,It that J.pan ... the only place to make mem.,- in thll 
bu,ine"; the bUllnell ... ju.t Iilte the DRAM bulinl": 
burt voNm .. of product ahipmmu MNld be D.-ded jwt too 
competa. It .ppear.d that thl J'p&neM TV pane. would.oon 
rull the display and C01lllPIIl.l' .orldl. We And that thi. 
need Dot be N . W. flDd. dl.atthe·· , . ...udelfJIl:be flat 
pa.11 boai.e .. will provide eipitleaDt Itnltal'ie 
opp:a twlidel b-tIIU)' DOD·1V pIaytn 111 all ~ fJI the 
iadUltrial world. 

------== ---
~--------

Firure 3. The Modll ev.rv1e ... · 

The "Model" 

~--

Fi(llre 3 . ho ..... mon d.t.a lled flow ch. n o( Ihe 
mode l. Thll "'111 be di t Clisud in h mlu d detail u the 
con(er.net. A dlt&llad ~ok I. ev. iI.bl. fro m MRS 

A 1 :5 y.ar t im . ho rll.on 11 lI u d In the mode l 
S.veral itlm. chanp by • {.ctor o{ 10 over thl . tlm, frame 
A on. y"r · . liu" at the economIc' . wl'll t. ,i mpl • . mllu. 
the Impon.ant dynamJ.c' o( thi. bullnl .. completely 

All co.tI that ITt fiud (do not vw,ry With OlltPllt) are 
i,ol.tld and entered into the mod,1 directly as . blolu te 
.mollntl (not ra tios). Thi, mun (or ... i.r ilOl. t ion o( 
v'TI.bln .• rld provld .. (or the cornu mathem atIC' . 
Norm.lIy ulld tv. l .. o{ thllmb (or deprecI.tlon do not 
provide .ccurau rllu.lu. panJeularly it'the N ln are tak.n 
from th. DRAM bllllne ... 

Tb, hOUri o( factory operation .holild bl 
mallimilld. Comp.tition and ,conomics d icta te t hit. 
Ho ........ r. it ... {oWld that ,.mpulr the (.ctory too npidly 
ahead o{ yi. ld produc .. hUll 10 .... and not much UII(III 
product.. Yil ld ,Ill'll will lit the pace o( tbn industry' , 
1'I'0wth . 

I • 
I 

r-'~I --

-
----

L----------lYIE~ --
Firutl • . Factory Output 



Th •• ctUlI outpu~ of the f.ctory .hown in f'icur." i. 
not only hmlud by .ch.dul.d houTI .• quipm.nt e'p.my. 
.nd Yield. A m.rket pric •• Iuticity -d.m.nd mod. l
provldll fudb.ek on m.rk.t (To ... th II prietl d.er ..... 
F.ctory output i. liaut«!. to the nnaller of yi.ld.d output or 
muk.t demand. Thi. {litur. nl1e«.l th, ben.tlt o{ Iart.r 
.ul • . 

M.ttrlil. COlt. incrult with inl1.tion. d.creau 
II )'I.ld. Improve, and d'er .... II • rllult o{ • learnln, 
curv. mod.l. AI rul:lluiuive unit volumes improv., eOlu 
.rt lo .... rtd Thi. il"U .dded Idvantain o{ I(al • . 

Onte Clobal '''umptionl hlv, been !Jet, unit prieu 
Irt IdjulI..d ·on ·lin .· to Optlm.i:r.e the bUlin .... AltAr much 
trill .nd .rror, centr.lized pncin, rul ...... ,.. d.v.lop.d, 
In the .t&m.Ip phew, pnetl abould be wt to ~.r out of 
pocket m.t.n.I. ' COIU and to ,.In market duim'ln ro.I •. 
Th. k.y in thi. fir.t ph ... i. to kHp ftlpplJllow .nd 
maximize pricn within dllirn ·in ro.l •. AI the bUlinll' 
comll on lin. , pricmc .hin. iu {ocu. to ... ard. lo_trin, 
pric., driY1nC mark.t .Iuucity to fill the fletoory and 'IJn 
J .. mln, curv. b.n.fiu. Fin.lIy, II the bUlin ... m.turu 
pncln, ,hiJh to COlt pIal pricirlC, driv.n by competition. In' 
thl' ph .... th, d.mand mod.l .ho .... the m.rket IIp.nd. 
rlpldly beyond th. c,p,clty {or this on. {lctOry, and it it 
tim. too Idd In .... flctoory 

_ ...... -
-. -

I 
! --

'------------- ro:n€ --FiCW'.5. Unit Pl'ltIn, 

f'irw".5 .ho .... the rewl pnciftc that .... uJu {or the 
mltli{lb mod. I. 5.10':\ .nnual iDtladoa it iDdwitld ill the 
prien i.D Fiaun 6. In con.tant dollal' tl;rm •• the 1 .. " HDTV 
I'.C.IV,I' uNd In the mod.1 will hlv, • f.ctory pric. o( only 
&200 UI 2005. 

For .om. Ullft, the I1lt pan.1 bUlin ... provid" 
lunctiv. retums, lven in the USA, 'Yln .t the CUTTlIU bich 
COlt o( cepH.I . Th • • ,y to thi. i. to h.v. I Itl'u'(lc 
Ttlation.hip that off.,.. IoOtII. pnc. proteeUon. ComputeI' 
IYnams mai.n hey. thll opponuruty. 

G.o,l'Iphic loc.tion (USA 01' Jlpln) dOtl not 
'Irn1fiC:lntiy .Ittl' the rlluh. Th. ,Iobal ... umptions on 
inn.tion, inter .. t I'ltel .nd COrPOI'I" t.,; I'It ...... Tt 
chanpd from thOIt ofth. USA to thON {or Japan. Th. actual 
op.nunc rtlu!t ..... 1'1 t1i,htly pOOl'll' In Jap.n. Th. 

diff.rencli found , ho .... v.r, 'Tt I.u th.n the ICCUI'ICy of 
WI mod.1. luuII tuch U IZIfr.nTUCtU" 'Uppo"" Itnes or 
.upp ly, .nd inurn.l company polttic. ml Y make • 
ditrer.ncI, but the .conoll1JCI COtll. out too clo .. to call 'fbi • 
...... total ~ AI othen haYl, _. Ulumtd th. con o( 
caplt.1 ... ould make a .imlficant dlff.renc, 'Ib.e 0051: 01 
capitallmpacca the boUom J..iDe .. thaD 2'lrr. Not I (Ictor 
thlt can bot irnol'td in .uch • competltlv. bu.in.u. but 
h.rdly the abo ... ltoppel' It I' all."d to be In the eSA. 

It il commonly b.liev.d th.t nit p.n.1 pl'oduct 
pncII .... 11 r.maln .... ll .bov. CRT product pnctl ror the 
n.n d.c.ade or loncel'. Th. mo-d.1 tho ..... much dlff.rent 
I'liult. w. l!Dcl b.ich rHOludoa tLat paDel product prioel 
will match hich re.olutioa CRT pnMIucc price. w;thin 8 
)'an., CYU if )'ielela are auumed to be oDly 45~ on the 
acDw magi:l:pc.-tioa alth.1V. MincIa~ DOt required. 

Matlrtal. COIU drive the COlt .lructur. o{ the 
bulltl ... UI all ytln. In the DRA.M b\l.lJn.u It II the eaplta.1 
COlt thlt dOmln.tt. the bWIZI.II co.t nTUctul'l and maku 
th.t bu.ine .. inh.r.ntly unll.bl. . DRAM', are tiny; 50 
mlt'I'I.I. COlt. Ire .m.1I in com pinion This ..... the 
up.c:tation (or di.plaYI. But die ~cioo. ill WI'VDI' Th. 
illu. II not .ven clolt. Mlttn.l, co.t. m.k. up nearly 80~ 
o(th. (.ctory COlt UI all 15 yell" o(th. mod.l. 

Thi. findln, hll UCnl(ltlnt bUlln.U 
Implication I . Fil'.t, IIInovation In the procell. to Improv. 
yi.ldl and reduct CO.lI, .... 11 hav. the IUClit plyoff So 
mana,t,.. ...,11 focu. I'e.ouren on proc.,. Innovauon . Th ll 
conc.pt II the k.y to .ucc .... Th. bustn .... hould . 110 b. 
Inh'l'.ntly mol'l lubl., 'Inct • hieh mlufl.h cont.n~ 
Inlbl .. man.,.u UI adjult to volum, chan,,, dll'lct!)!. 
without haVine too .hift pncl1I, to UlCflm.ntal co.u too kHp 
the (actory full. 

FinaUy, it ..... dil(ov,nd that the production bne 
can b. b.lanctd It on.·qu.rter the onl1n.lly allum.d 
lup.rl.b.iu o( 2.250,000 .tan. per Y"l'. A mlnl(ab of 
550,000 ItlN per yllr pl'OVldu • balanotd (act.ory. In ract. 
bteaull o{ yi, ld hmlU, the .uperflb tIIUIl be buill over j 
Ylln. Lo ... )'I.ld, IDd hi,h m.tlTIII, COIU prev.nt Iny 
( .. t.1' nmp·up. Combin.d .... th the ImmatUf •• tll. of 
Pl'oc ..... In the n.t pinel blilln.lI, and the ntld (OT 
conltAnt proc.1I innov.tlon, the .u~"ab'qwckly btcomll I 
liability . SrI.,..1 .maUer I.b. built over time. elch 
optimfad. far 1M ~ at that lime, wiD he the ..-.y thia 
bUilD ...... " bl,lUt. Thit II, in (.U, the plttel'n no ... 
• lD'l"f'IrlI in JlplUI . 

Thi. bUlin ... will not ramp a. {lit a. n .... DRA..\1 
capacity dotl today. All (OI'UIiU .bow d.m.nd faT 
IJ:c .. din, Itlpplill (or many ylll'l. SYlt.1:II1 hou," "'11] 
nNd t.o h.ve control of their own IUpply. lD-..J. mpti~ 
a:IPPO' will be ... cmIy 1Uft...,. to haw ~ IUppI;y 01 
CXMB&Ndd .. ~ In (act the wuqu. proctu Iltilll built 
by .uppli.n, coupltd. with IIIlppl, abort., .. , will tIIov. pl'ofit 
in the IyIteml buin"l from the .,..t.lm bol to the displlY 
eomponeat. Today th. syftI:m boll ia the hiCh 1II.IJ"(\n It.m, 
and the CRT di.play i. \hI commodJty. Ihia atu.atioD will 
IOOA I'e¥a'W itMlf. To protect profit., elilpl.y 1,l .. 1'1 WIll 
want t.o lIeU,. eaptiYl .upply now. 
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Firure 6 .nd Fieure 7 summlrUf OUf find!n,. 
Th. n.t panel display bUIIn.n II not the DRA..\f bunn.fS 
M.t,nal, COIU, not capltll COItI, .re the dominant con 
iuu,. Procill innovation . not brute (Ort. clplta l 
invlltn:lent strlte,IU will b. the key to futur. con 
ttductlonl, product .nhanc.m.nt .nd profiu WIth the 
procell conltantly ch.nelne , .nd c,plu l COHI leu 
"mllicant, the opUmum f.b lIZ. II QUIte Im.U fb} DR. ..... '! 
ltAnd.nb). An opumum su.. of 550,000 ltaru per yur ",' U 

found to be optimum. ~ )'Ieldl lmpro\" ..... d f.ClOT)- outP;:~ 
r.mpl, product eolU 'WIll buom. COlt eompetluv, With CRT 
b ... d products. Miracl ... tt not nuded, JUst norm. I 
d.v.lopm.", o( thll bUlln .. l . Investm.nt In • mln lf.b 
budn ... will be .pproJam.uly 580,000.000 Thll II not 
Im.U in abaolute Urms, but IS much ImaUu than the $1 000 
million now nlld.d (or. DRA.\1 f.b. 

Th. mini(.b bu.in .. s il an .ttractlve Investment , 
wh.n judeed on its own m.nu, ... h.ttv" th. Investor ', 
nrauric inur .. u proV1d. a ,."on.bl. chance of achl.V1ni 
profit • . Thll il panlcularly tN' for Invutors who do not 
op.rau by USA blud Invutm.nt d.clSlon maillne rults. 
but the bUlln.1I II .Iso attTletlv. (or I f.w USA b.ud 
Invutorl . Suppllu w,1I b. ilmlted by Y\lld. and 
invtstm.nt for the nut dec.d. or mor • . M'Jor I,..um. 
hoults ... ho h.v. th. n.e .... 1')' unn volum .. abould bUlla 
captlv. luppli... Smalltr .ystem. houl .. Will need 1.0 t.eam 
to II.Ufl .uppun and profits 

In th. USA, the model .ho ... s that dlrttt R&D 
IUPport by rov.mm.nt ",,11 h.", the but abort t.erm Impaet. 
Ch.nell In antl·tNst I ..... to en.bl. =anu.!lttunne tllml 
WIll h.lp the Im.Uer .y.teml hOuI" .nd dllpl.,. m.ke" to 
JOIn (orcII and rllch the minimum UlIlt volumes nlld.d 
Rlltonne the Invlltment tu ereci.lt Will have the ITtateSt 
impact on the f.ctory ,nvlltm.nu: .tau. Irt "pect.d to 
h.lp. Th. IIIIXC impcrtaztt iaN. iii pric:tq. M antl·tnllt 
I ..... Itt b'lne revi ..... d. m •• n. 1.0 prev.nt bruu foru 
financIal taCUCI (rom dutroYlne our entreprenurll l 
indult".l b.1I nlld to b. found, without nduclne fa ir 
tOmplllUon. Thil il a \.OuCh problem m.d. tourher by 
in.cuon in Washinrton . 

-
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

OVERVIEW 

High-definition television (HDTV), as it enters the 

· .... orldwide market in the 1990s, will be a new market for 

electronic components. The new technology will require 

considerably more electronic co:nponents than conventional 

television sets: memory devices, digital signal processors, 

analog/ digit.al and digital / analog convert.ers, and 

microprocessors, as well as more sophisticated electronic 

displays. 

The focus of this study is high-definition television and 

the electronic components markets created by the manufacture of 

HDTV receivers. 

WORLD MARKET 

The major markets for high-definition television, for 

purposes of this study, are considered to be Japan, i-lestern 

Europe, and the United Stat.es. Television Il"ll.rkets are well 

developed in these regions and present the most likely areas for 

the successful introduction of a new, sophisticated, and 

relatively costly technology. 
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Unit sales of color television sets in Japan, the United 

States, and Western Europe totaled nearly 42 million in 1986, and 

more than 400 million color television sets were in use in the 

same year. Sales of large-screen sets (over 20 inches) are 

increasing, and it is anticipated that high-definition television 

sets will take a portion of those sales. 

Estimates of the worldwide market for high-definition 

television vary greatly; therefore, the estimates in this study 

are based on conservative assumptions of the television market, 

the HOTV market, and consequently. the market for HDTV electronic 

components. 

Total sales of HOTV receivers could grow to more than 

900,000 units by 1996, with revenues exceeding $3 billion. By 

2003, unit sales could reach 4.8 billion, with revenues of $7.1 

billion. 

Electronic components, tor purposes ot this study, are 

defined as the circuitry required by HDTV which is not used in 

conventional television sets (memory and logic devices, digital 

signal processors, analog/digital and digital/analog converters, 

microprocessors) and the display. 

Worldwide revenues tor circuitry and displays are estimated 

to reach $1.4 billion by 1996 and $7.9 billion by 2003. 

JAPAN 

3apan is a mature market for television sets, with at least 

one in most households and substantial a.nnual sales of large

screen sets. Although the market tor HOTV in Japan, where high

definition television was developed, is the smallest of the three 

2 
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areas under discussion, i1: .... ill prol:::ably be the first in ',;hic!1 

· ... ide use of the technology is attained. 

Because Japanese consurters are being prepared for HOTV so 

thoroughly, it is anticipated that .... hen the first sets reach the 

consumer ;:Iarket in about 1991, they ..... ill be well received even 

though the cost will be high. 

Based on an early introduction of HOTV in Japan, revenues 

for display devices could be expected to reach $936.3 million by 

1996. 

EUR.OPE 

\o.'eSi:ern Europe is less developed in terms of television 

=roadcasting, but it is a potentially lucrative market for ~igh-

cefinit:on television. Through Eu:-eka 95, the Europeans are 

ceveloping their o~n HOTV system. 

Due to the fact that satellite broadcasting ..... ill inc:.-ease 

accessibility to television prograr.lming, where previously 

;=ogra::-:.ling · ... as li:nited in tiLle as · ... ell as variety, it can be 

expected that demand for i:elevision sets in Europe ..... ill grc· .... and 

~~at the ne ..... technology ..... ill be accepted readily. 

The narket for HDTV circuitry in Europe could be expected to 

:-each $15 . 1 ;:lillian by 1996 . 

. 
uNITED STATES 

The United States provides the largest market for color 

television receivers at present, ..... ith the largest number in use 

and the largest number of units sold annually. consequently, it 

provides the largest potential marKet for HDTV. 

3 



Because of the uncertainties as to the type of system which 

will be adopted in the U.S. I and the timetable involved in the 

setting of standards, it is likely that the introduction ot HOTV 

in the U.S. will start relatively slowly. Consequently, the 

market will probably lag behind the other two regions. 

With a delayed introduction of HDTV I the market tor HDTV 

electronic components (circuitry and displays) could attain 

$121.5 million in the u.s. by 1996. 

MARKET TRENDS 

The availability of high-quality programming for HOTV is 

crucial. HOTV offers superior picture and sound, with a wider 

screen. Programming material which showcases these qualities is 

vital to the success of HOTV in the consumer market. 

Another factor which could affect the rate at which HOTV is 

accepted is compatibility. The Europeans and the Americans are 

adopting systems which are compatible with existing television 

receivers, so the switch to HOTV will parallel the switch from 

black-and-white sets to color--a process which was quite slow. 

The Japanese, on the other hand, are adopting a system which is 

not compatible with existing equipment, which means that an HOTV 

set can receive only HOTV broadcasts--and that HDTV broadcasts 

are available only on the new equipment. 

MARKET PARTICIPANTS 

The major participants in the high-definition television 

market: share several characteristics: they are committed to 

global operations, they are committed to long-term research and 
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development activities, and they are prepared to delay profitable 

returns for some time. 

Major Japanese participants in the market are also major 

players in the world market, and leaders in the development and 

successful marketing of consumer electronics technologies. They 

include Mitsubishi, Matsushita, Sony, Hitachi, and Toshiba. 

The major television manufacturers in Europe, Philips and 

Thomson, are not only committed to the promotion of HDTV in 

their home markets, but they are important participants in the 

global marketplace as well. Thomson and Philips control a 

sizable share of the American television market. 

While U.S. manufacturers have abandoned the TV business, 

with the exception of Zenith, American companies operating 

globall y are an important factor in the area of electronic 

components. ITT, Texas Instruments, and Motorola operate in many 

parts of the world, supplying local markets. 

Many of the participants are involved in joint ventures or 

some other sort of cooperative activity to develop components 

needed for HDTV: Eureka 95, involving some 30 European 

companies in research: Toshiba and Motorola, manufacturing 

semiconductors: NHK and Texas Instruments, designing components 

for HOTV. 
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FIG:JRE IV-: 

HOTV RECEIVER MARKET: 
UNIT SHIPMENT AND REVENUE FORECASTS (U. S. ) , 

1993-2003 

(In Thousands of Units and Millions of Dollars) 

Uni t Shiptlents Revenues 
Year ( 000) ($Millions) 

1993 9.0 40.0 

1994 17.2 72.3 

1995 37.9 143.1 

1996 83.4 283.4 

1997 191. 7 580.2 

1998 450.6 1,213.5 

1999 878.6 2,106.0 

2000 1,537.6 3,280.1 

2001 2,383.3 4,524.9 

2002 3,455.8 5,773.7 

2003 4,838.1 7,113.2 

compound Annual Growth Rate, 1993-2003: 58.5\ 

Note: All fiqures are rounded. 

Source: Marxet Intelligence Research Company 
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HDTV project confronts knotty issues i 
Including manpou:er slwrtage, desirable skills . 

FoliowinJ ~ the fowrn in II suiu 0/ 
stOflU on Int t1ectro,ua indwtI"Y in 
Karla. II drals wI/I! HDTVwhich ·u /0 
be dcvrloptd. - Ed. 

By (hoi :o-Iam-hyun 
SlaIT nponlT 

The dom esllc consumer·e1ectronlcs 
Industry looks 10 high-definition te!e..,
sion for ItS fumre growlh. 

HDTV !elS wonn:O Inllion won are 
esum3ted to be sold In Ihe world In 

:000. :he Kore3 AC3demvof Indusrnal 
Technolol:v saV1. . 

Samsurij. Goldstar. Daewoo con
sumer·electronlcs comoanles WIsh [0 

If30 .I large chunk of worldwtde sales 
to ge!lerue trowth . 

Hvundai ElectroniCS Industries Co .. 
whose ma jo r businus line has been lA
duslflal e lectronics . Wishes 10 jump 
into consumer electronics wilh' the de· 
Yelooment of HDTV, 

It is not the consumer·electronlCS in
dustry alone Ihal Will benefit from 
HOTV' devc!opmenl . 

Domesl\c semiconductor makers lag 
f3r behind their U.S. and Japanese nv
als In ueas other th3n the manufacture 
of memorv chips. 

.,., But HOTV development will pro
vide them with an opponunity 10 catch 
up WIth thelf forei," rivals in the pro
duction of customized ASIC chips :and 
microprocessors. 

The technology needed 10 condense 
data for HDTV WIll be applicable to~ 
Inlegrated 5eMCeS diptai networit of 
lelephones, faCSimiles. Iclues and 
other media . 

HOT\' deve!opmenl wil\ also affect 
. medic31.equlpmenl. enler· 

and olher induSlrie!. "'",."", 
~~~;!:'~ of the Korea 

i~~;~~~:;:, It of Science and S3)'S the project requires 
m.2.npower moblliUllon on a national 
sClle. 

"It is like Ihc U.S. Manhattan pro
ject (of developing Ulltomic bomb}," 
says Cho. who coortlin.llcs the HDTV 
project on behalf of ttlc Korea 
Audemy of InduSiriai Technology 
affiliated ""lIh the Ministry of Trade 
and Industry. 

AI the ministry " prodding. 13 cam
panles. nine unlVCl"SltlcS and two goy· 
ernment rcsc:uch institutes. including 
the KAtTECH, Irc involved in the 
proJect. ---' 

The !ovcmmcnl wtll proY1dc.&O bll· i 
lion won of the 100 billion won needed I 
to deve lop an HDTV prototype biJ. . 
1993 with the rest althe money coming 
from Ihc companlcs involved. 

The Minislty of Trade and Industry 
plans 10 allow SC1enlJSts dOing researeh 
on digilal signal processing. display 
.J.nd semiconductors - Ihe Ihree are:u 
of reseucR on HOTV - 10 draw 
money from the project fund be~nrunl 
nUl monlh. 

Wilh Korean HOTV SI:andards nOI 
delermlned yet. Cho oE the KAIST 
s.J.yl. joinl research will remilln at the 
basiC level. at leut unul Ihe United 
SI3teS comes up WIth its st.J.ndardJ In 
Seplember 1992. 

"During Ihe period. we wililry PUI
ting tnto design whal remillns concep
tual." he says . " It is like solVlng exer
cise problems." 

The basic research will cover the 
three HOTV Iypes underdevelopment 
- MUSE of Japan. HO-MAC o( the 
European Communitv and A TV 01 the 
United St3les. he say,. 

The Japanese an'd EC types use 
salellites (or broadcutlng wtule Ihe 
U.S. type docs nol. 

No one Iype dominating the others 
prOVides Korea WIth an opportunity to 

_ C31th up with JaPL"l. Ihe Uniled States 
and the Europnn Community, 00 
says. 

"It is a God-pven opportunity," he 
says. 

SUI the project does not appear to be 
all Ihll awpiaow. 

Wilh Ihe project not launched yel, 
scientiSts heading reseueh te3ms are 
worried aboul a shortage of man-

power. 
The project needs 918 ,Clennns and 

lechnology experu. 5;0 more than 
Ihose now aV&llable . 

Prof. Park Son!·bal of Ihe KAIST 
says whallS imponanl in Ihe develop
menl of cuslomlZed ASIC c!'ups IS de· 
"Inln! ,kill. 

" Where ue we !oing to gel :dlthose 
peoole skllied in desuznlng I" he 'us. 

Prof. Jang Jin o( -Kvun lhe~ Vnl' 
verslly. who IS responSible {or th e de· 
velopmenl of .I proJectton L(O dlSola\ 
monllor. 3JsO finds fault .. ,th Ihe shor· 
tage of manpower nOI onlv In Ius arn 
of research but in olher re'!ated ue:u . 

"It needs people u&lned In vanou, 
areas of 'C'lence to produce an Item, " 
he says . 

Cho of the KAIST proposn to solve 
Ihc manpower problem by havin! 
,raduate·school Slude:us and thbse 
1J0ini doctoriltn get Involved IA hiJh. 
tech resc:lKh. 

Anolher problem is the low leYei of 
technolor. supponlng Industnes haye 

Prof . (ho (huJ-hyun, of the 
KAITE(H says It need"s the submlc, 
ron· level processing skill to produce a 
mold tor lenses used in HDlV 

But Ihe mach.tnery industry hu not 
come up to Ihat Jevel yet, he say! . 

Others voice concern aboul shannl 
technololY among busineu nvals par· 
tiapaunlln the project . 

They qunuon If Samsunl. "",hIC:h IS 

more advancedinanalo,-to-di l1taland 
diJltal·lo-analo! conveners than other 
companies. WIll be willinlto ,hare LIS 

lechnoloJY WIth Ihem . 
The most 5enous problem. howe\ er . 

appears to be antlcipaled COSI oyer· 
runs. 

"11 is upected Ihat ""'e Will ned 
more money Ihan is alloted In the 
second and third )'e:m of resealch."· 
00 of the KAIST says. "The loyern· 
ment may have to spend Iwice as much 
u the allOled -40 billion .... on." 

More money IS needed to buy Ie" 
inSlrumenls, .fabrieating facthues: pro
cessing equlpmenl and corr.puters. 
m~1 o( them from the Unlled Slatn , 
he says. 
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Own technology stressed in IIDTV 
• 

Wi 00 bi!. development project to start next m onth 
Follo""n~ LS Ihe rhlrd in d una 0/ 

Slones on the deC/roflles indwlN in 
KorefJ. /I dew .... lIh H DTV wiuch 'u 10 

be deve/o.oed. -- Ed. 

Ry Choi ~;m-hyun 
Sun "poncr 

Rese:arch Will st:an ne~t month on 
th e devdopment of hlgh·definltlon 
teleVISion. which scie:lIIsts say Will 
bnna about :a media revolullon . 

Hbn' to be de\'eioped Will have an 
im3!e whose quality WI[[ match that of 
a color pIcture pnnt. and LIS sound WIll 
be as distortion-free lIS that of a com· 
pact dISk player. 

To J:'roduce an HOT\' prototype in 
1993. 3.S IS schedu led . WI[[ need the 
manpower of more than 9QJ iC\enttsts. 
most of them holding doctorates In 
e ! ec:~onICS and othe r diSCIplines. 

The task of deve lopln!! an HDTV 
prototype is comparable to that of 
SQueezing 100 bl:lck·and·white TV ielS 
or.:! ~ color TV se:s Into the protot~e ' s 
sp:ace . says Cho Z:an~-hee . professor of 
the Kore 3 Advanceo Insutute of SClen· 
ce lnd Technology . 

To develop an HDTV sel requires 
new tech nolo ales (or procesSing si!!
nals. displaYln·1 Images and manufac· 
tunna semiconductors whIch Will make 
all these poSSible . 

The proceSSln!! of sicna!s for HOTV 
alone WIll pose a formidable problem 
... hich K1entlSts WIll h,,'e to soh'e. 

It would require larger bands of the 
u~ect!"Um than the SIX meuhertz used 
for convenltonal color TV 10 send the 
amount of ;nfo rmauon needed for 
HD'TV if;t were not for the frequency
mulllcle'Cina ledlnoloev . 0.0 hVS. 

The HO'rv rese:arch 'te3m has to de· 
ve!op the technolog to compress the 
:amount of Information. which would 
otherWISe need more than 30 
me!!aheru.. so th:lt 11 c3n fit in the band 
width ran§ing from six to 13 
mell3hertz. Cho says. 

eho C'oordinates the whole 100 b il· 
lion ""on HOTV pro ject on behalf of 

the Korea AcademY ot Indusmal 
Technology wh,le heading a leam of 
researchen worbnl on signal proces
slnl under the proJect. 

Korea will be able to deve lop the 
frequency-mult iplexing and other 
technolo~es ..... lIhout mucn help from 
abroad . he says. 

The basic approach to HDTV de
velopment . he saY1. IS " to develop our 
own onglnal tcchnoloiY." 

He sns. "Our concern IS to develop 
an HDTV SCI which wtll be competlllve 
in price In the world market. nOI 
whether or not we WIll be able to de
velop onc." 

Prof. eho Chul·hvunl of the Kern 
Academy of Industinl "'Technology IS 
as optimistic about technolollc:!.1 de
vdopmcnt as eha ~n!·hcc of the 
KAIST. 

Cho of the KAITECH nys. " We 
.... ill have to detour most patented tech
nologIes and develop our own tech· 
nologlcS. We WIll be able to do II : ' 

But it WI[[ be imooulble for Koru to 
devW all technologIes needed (or 
HD , he sa~. 

Kore:a. he sa~, will be able to swap 
some core technolOlues of its o .... n de
velopment with those developed bv 
Japan or the United States. . 

His miSSion is to develop I c:athode· 
ray tube for the projecuon of imues 
on a 'TV screen. one of the three dIS' 
play monilcrs to be deVeloped . Wlth 
other saentists. 

Another type (or imlle displav is 
similar to the convenuonaT Braun tube. 

The third type is a projection liqUId 
crystal displlY (LCD) monllor which 
Prof. Janl Jin of Kyunghee UnIversIty 
and his fe low rese:archers :lIe assIgned 
to develop. 

Janl and his team will have 10 de
velop a 40mm x 7lmm pinel with 
more than I million color dots on II. the 
number of color dots the convenllon:ai· 
[ookin! or projection CRTs for HDTV 
will have. A ~onvenllonal color 'TV set 
hu a quarter Of the color dots on the 
HOTV p:anel. 

Re2ud less of its type . be It ccn\'e:'l
lIonal or LCD . an HOTV disp lay 
monllo r WIll have 1.0~0 or mote ic:an· 
nlft!! lines for hlgh-<leiinilion Ima!es . 
twice as many as conyenuona l cotor 
TV sets have. 

c:acn dot on the LCD panel WIll be 
made to re!;ulate its brIghtn ess tn 
accordance Wllh changing yoltages, 
Jan!! says . . 

The challenll:e c!'Icount ered In Ihe 
developme:'1I olan LCD panel mav be 
dwarfed when \I comes to the manuiac· 
lure of semIconductors . 

An ASIC chip tailored to speClfic 
functtons IS needed 10 replace many 
memory chips for general use and thus 
reduce the size of an HOTV set. SiI\" 
Prof. Park Song·bat of the t<AIST.· 

"A laDanese ASIC C'hlo "'ould /'1::' 
place more than J() PCBs (on which 
manv memory chips were placed ) 
whicn Goldstar Co. would use If it had 
10 produce :an HOTV ie t." Park says. 

EYen memorY chips used for HOTV 
must haYe huth saeed to handle tn · 
formation as [ast as IS requited. Park 
says. 

But m210r chIps used for HDTV are 
analo!!·to.dlgll:al and digllal·to·analog 
converters. whICh make It poulble to 
store s'lnals received through th e 
antenna In dirn:al memo~ and process 
them for display, he says. 

Microprocessors are needed to pr:;:· 
cess Slinals by means of the di!!ltal 
technology - the one-or·zero C'odln, 
of computers - father than the analoll: 
technolo,~ of iendln~ or n:ccl\'lng SI,: 
nals In the form of waves. Cho of the 
KAIST says. 

.. Bec:ause of the limited band Width 
for HDTV. you ha\'e to Intentionally 
degrad: the resolution for I fan mo\,· 
inJ Imale Ind mUlmlle thc resoiullon 
for I SIalIC Imue with the: use of mlc, 
roproccssors," ne S:lVS . 

Oir:it:al silnal processors are Ilso im· 
potl:anl chips to be deve loped for 
HDTV, sus Prof. Lim In·chtl of 
HanYln!! L'niverslty. 
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Pat Hubbard 
VP Education , Sc,ence and Technology 
AmerIcan Electromcs Assoclation 
5201 Great AmerIca Parkwer San,. Clara, CA 95054 

Dear Ms Hubbard , 

MS¥ 8, 1990 

Your colleagues at AEA said yru are the tbcal pomt fur quenes on High 
Definition TV and suggested I conteet yru directly. My company, 
TechSesrch, fullows R&D d ..... lopments in Japan and has prepared reports 
on Japanese Developments in HDTV and Flat-Panel Displays which shOJJd be 
of interest to the AEA These tOP'CS are especIally timely given the recent 
prcblems at DARPA. 

The High Definition TV report is based on Tech Search 's unique 
access to the Japanese HDTV industry. Detailed mfbrmatlon IS mcluded on 
technical d ..... lopments in HDTV both on a component and on a company 
basis. A detailed TobIe of Contents IS enclosed. 

The Japanese believe that HDTV, wh,ch involves a WIde variety of 
disclplines, is a mOjor technology drIver fur the 1990',. Most of the 
Japanese HDTV technolegleo currently under development WIll be fully 
commercllw%ed by 1995. Opportunities do exist fur U.s. companies to 
acquire Japanese technology tlIroogh lJcetlSlIlg and cooperatIVe ogreements. 
These possIbilitieo are detailed in the report. 

The Flat-Panel Displays in Jopm Report is a compendium of an eets 
of published arncles on Jopm ..... deYelopments in tlat-pmel displays. The 
fullOWlng areas are "",,"red: 

• Market Trends and Manufactures' Strategies 
• Lo.teot Technology Trends from Jopm Displ~ '89 Conference 
• Applicatitm Trends 
.I'romising TechnoJogies fur the future 
• Panel TecbDol~eo 
• Common TechnoIogieo/Peripheral TechnoIogieo 

The tlat-pmel clisp10r technology hoo an impect on applications ranging from 
HDTV to high resolution comPlter cIisplors to portoble and notoboak""", 
comPlters. The Jopm ..... industry is fbolsing on thin ftlm tramistor and 
simple matrix LCD" 

Both '"!Xl' ts are Im!iIoble fur ...,.;...... I om in SmnyoaIe. 

~¥ (408)73~~~ 
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• EARCH 

9430 Research Blvd. 
Building 4, Suite 400 
Auslln, Texas 78759 
512·343-4508 

INC. 

TECHSEARCH NTER.'1A TIONAL, INC., founded in 1987, specializes in moni toring and 
anal yzin gin ternational semiconductor and computer research and developmen t actit'j ::es. 
TECHSEARCH INTERNATIONAL, INC. arranges licensing agreements between Japa· 
nese, C.S. and European companies and conducts market surveys in the electronics 
industry. 

literature and Analysis 

TECHSEARCH INTER.'1ATIONAL, INC. is engaged in the search for and analysis of 
technical literature pertaining to semiconductor materials and manufacturing equipment, 
and semiconductor design, production, testing and packaging/ interconnect. Additional 
topics include superconductivity, optoelectronics, computers and communications. 
TECHSEARCH INTERN ATION AL, INC. conducts technology market surveys upon 
request. TECHSEARCH INTERNATIONAL, INC. maintains a proprietary database of 
Japanese tec..J,.nical magazines and conference proceedings. A translation service is also 
available. 

Technology Acquisition 

TECHSEARCHINTERNA TIONAL, INC. arranges for Japanese and European technology 
to be licensed to U.s. companies. TEOiSEARCH INTERNATIONAL, INC. will also locate 
U.S. companies for joint ventures, acquisition, or licensing agreements. Technology areas 
include: semiconductor clean room developments, semiconductor materials and manufac
turing equipment, semiconductor devices, semiconductor packaging/ interconnect, com
puters. and telecommunications. 

MJliling Address: 
Box 200295 

Austin, Texas 78720-0295 
Fax: 512-343-4509 

Washington , D.C. Office: 
Great Falls, Virginia 

Tel: 703-759-3560 
Fax: 703·759·9778 



T?:CHSE,,;-,CH i:-lTER:-IA TIONAL, INC. offers: 

Licensing 

Technical Assistance in Semiconductor Packaging/ Interconnect 

~arket Surveys 

Single Client and :V!ulticlient Reports 

Technical Literature Searches in English and Japanese 

Customized Installation of Our Japanese Technical Database 

Digitized Infonnation's Japanese Newspaper Abstracting Service 
via Electronics ~ail 

Translation and Interpretation 
Japanese to English 
English to Japanese 

TECHSEARCH INTER.'JATIONAL, INC:s tralned staff is fluent In Japanese and can 
assist in providing licensing and market information in the following areas: . 

Semiconductors 

Computers 

Optoelectronics 

Telecommunications 

Clean Room Technology 
Equipment and Materials 
Automation and Manufacturing 
Packaging/Interconnect 

Personal Computers 
Mid-Range Computers 
Malnframes 
Supercomputers 

Devices 
Systems 

Recent Multiclient Reports include: aean Room Technology 
High Definition Television 
Tape Automated Bonding 

TECHSEARCH Jl'ITI!:RNAnONAL. INC. 
9430 Research Blvd .• BuUding 4. Suite 400 • Austin. Texas 78759 • 512-343·4508 
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JAPANESE DEVELOPYfENTS IN 
HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION 

Hi~h definitlon fClevlslon (HOn') is an enti rely new medium, according to the Japanese. not simply a better T\' 
CJ.lled Hi·Vislon In Japan, HDT\' n.as been under development there fo r the last 19 years, and Japanese rcscatch~rs 
nJ\'c been publishIng papers descnbing various developments In HD1V fo r more than 10 years. The development 
of HOlY' technology In Japan I S not limited to one Industnal seg ment but ra ther spanslhe enhre eieclromcs Industry. 
HOW com bmes telecommunications. computers. and all forms o( medIa entertainment with technologies includmg 
,;.:rruconductors and displays to create something more than just another consumer electronics p roduct. H D1Y 
.l pplicallon areas Include broadcasti ng. computers a nd workstations, telecommunications, motion piCtures, eJucJ 
tlon, medical equIpment, and pnnting and publiShing. 

The HOTV system 1O\"ol\'es many technologies: digital signal procesS1OSt high resistance ma gnetIc tape, " pll c.,1 
reco rding. laser technology. electrode processing, photoconducnve film, o plical design, compu ter aIded dcslI:;n, 
" ptlcal fibe r transmiSSIon, sa tellite transmissio n, la rge-size displays, shadow mask processing. and Image quality 
cva luatlon methods. 

HDTV Technologies 

Sou.e.: /'4l. v.._ r«MI:IlIIW, HH K 11 l1li1 

The report highlights the efforts of the Mi nl strvol POSt 
and Teleco mmUnications (MPT) as well as the gUid· 
ance prOVided by the Ministry of International Trade 
a nd Industry (f-,.UTI>. The role 01 Japan' s Key Technol
ogy Center. (a joint effort of these rival government 
agencIes), in the promoting HOTV resea rch isalsodis· 
cussed. Fund mg and research goalsof the recently es· 
tablished proJeCt to develop HDTV LCD pro,ecllon 
displays and improved graphicS capabIlities are pro
VIded. 

The s rudy exa mines the Ja panese prod uctlo n stan· 
dards fo r HOTV and compares them wuh those pro· 
posed in the United Sta tes and Europe. Both Impron!d 
defini tion TV (I0TV) and enhanced defi ninon TV 
(EOTV) are d iscussed . 

According 10 U.S. press reports, Japanese Indus try ex· 
ecutIVes say Ihat US effo rts 10 initiate an HOTV indus
try are "surpnslngly late and far tcosma ll'·. This study 
explains this reasoning and details some of the map r 
industrY research efforts and technological develop
ments that have been underway in Japan fo r a penod 
of years. The report focuses on efforts by industry In 

developments that lower the cost of HDlV systems. 
Developments in a teaS ind uding multi ·processor a rehi-
lectures for HDTV signals, receiven for satellite net
work transmission, optical transmission. and video 
RAMs are discussed. A detailed outline C2 ~ companies 
involved in the Japanese HD'IV industry IS proVIded 
in the appendix to the report, 

The report aJso examines HDTV technolOgies that are available for licensing. These technologies IOclude technol~ 
gl'" developed for NHK's MUSE system. as well as technologies developed by other Japanese companies. Potential 
coopera tive agreements are also discussed. 

The authors. J. G. Parker and E. 1. Vardaman, have visited Japan numerous times over the last five years. The fi rst 
author is nuenl in Japanese and most of the sources for the report are Japanese language documents a~d inten'lews 
WIth Japanese oflic.ials. Report reviewers indude Sheridan Tatsuno. a noted author on Japa~ Industry and 
government affairs. and Andrew Donoho, a physicst and graphics software developer. The report IS pnced at 51800. 

TECHSEAROi INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
9430 Research Blvd . • Building 4, Suite 400 • Austin, Texas 78759 • 512-3434508 
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• Flat Panel Display 1990 
Articles published by Nikkei Business Publications Electronics Group, November 1989 

Abstracted by James G. Parker, TechSearch Intemational. Inc .. April 1990 

PART 1. MARKET TRENDS AND MANUFACTURERS' 
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LOC/MAIL STOP: ML012-2/T8l 

SUBJECT: Digital TV Whit. Pap.r 

DIGITAL INTERNAL USE ONLY Document 

The way individuals use technology in 2020 will create 
substantial opportunities! Our challenge is to understand how changes 
in technology will enable new uses and position our Company to take 
advantage of those opportunities where we can provide competitive 
advantage. These opportunities are likely to require us to learn new 
skills and operate differently as an organization, both internally and 
as we deal with other companies regarding distribution and technology 
capabili ty. 

Many of these opportunities will be extensions of the capability 
of existing business units. Many others, however, will develop only 
with the cooperation of multiple business units or the creation of new 
business units. As part of the architecture of business development, 
therefore, opportunities can arise from the business units or from the 
core corporation. An example of the latter is the potential to 
participate in the market for HDTV and specifically in its digital 
application. 

The Executive Committee has asked that a white paper be developed 
that will aid the Committee in the formulation of a corporate strategy 
toward the digital TV opportunity. An outline of the paper is 
attached. The objective is to combine (a) the work initiated by 
multiple groups concerning segments of the issue with (b) other 
potential opportunities that have been identified. I assume the 
outline is not complete and that I have botched a few of the 
responsibilities. The first name is an attempt to define 
organizational responsibility; the second is who I guess will do the 
work. 

What we'd like for sections III to VIII is a ONE-PAGE position 
from your group on the opportunity/ set of issues. We shall combine 
them for presentation. In my absence from November 4-15, Bill 
styslinger can answer any questions. Please feel free to have others 
help or do the work; I shall assume, however, that someone is doing it 
if I or Bill do not hear from you. 



We are aggressively trying to review this with the Executive 
Committee on 25 November. I'd appreciate your input by 20 November. 
Please also accept my apologies for not being able to speak to each of 
you personally prior to this note. 

RJF:fc 
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DIGITAL TELEVISION AND COMMUNICATION 

A white paper recognizing the emergence of digital television 
(circa 1995) and broadband digital public networks, and their 
implications for Digital, as global provider and user of 
information technologies. 
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white paper introduction and objective 
(Dick Fishburn) 
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III. Status of digital HDTV and other HOTV initiatives 
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Attached is a copy of the my section for the White Paper that Dick 
Fishburn is pulling together. It will look familiar -- it is an update 
of the memo for the Jerry Heller meeting several weeks ago. 

/Branko 



HDTV: Not Just About Television 
Status of Digital Television 

Branko J. Gerovac 
Corporate Research and Architecture 
Technology Planning and Development 

High-definition television (HDTV) is not just about television. For the 
past few years, it has been realized that derivative technologies from 
HDTV (e.g., displays, VLSI) would be useful to computing. However in 
the past 6-12 months, the situation has changed dramatically -- the 
desired move from an analog to a digital basis for HDTV. Digital 
processing and digital communication for HDTV are now widely accepted 
the 4 leading proponents to the FCC HDTV trials are digital systems . 
Imaging, television, video, telecommunication, and computer industries 
are increasingly based on the same set of digital technologies. The 
acceptance of the inevitable merging of computing, communications, and 
video technologies is growing rapidly. 

FCC HDTV Trials 

In 1988, the FCC formally began the process of selecting a U.S . HDTV 
standard. An initial selection will be reported in June of 1992 . Six 
proposals are now entering the testing phase of the FCC trials. Two of 
them don't count because they are analog (Sarnoff ACTV and NHK/Sony 
Muse) - - everyone agrees that the result will be digital. Sarnoff hopes 
to make ACTV a backward/forward compatible extension to current 
television transmissions (NTSC), regardless of the HDTV trials outcome. 
NHK/Sony has invested so much in developing their analog Muse systems 
that it is too late to pullout -- they may hope that the digital 
systems fail altogether. NHK is winding down their Muse project and 
reassigning researchers to other activities. 

The attached table summarizes some of the numerical parameters of the 4 
digital proposals. Since the proposals address the same requirements, 
they are somewhat similar. Looking at picture parameters, shows two 
general approaches: AT&T/Zenith and MIT are similar, and Sarnoff and GI 
are similar. The 4 proposals do differ in the corporate strengths that 
they bring to the process. 

AT&T / Zenith 

zenith is the only U.S.-owned consumer electronics manufacture of 
television sets -- much of their manufacturing occurs in Mexico, though. 
Zenith, being a small company with stretched resources, joined with AT&T 
to get big company backing. AT&T brings digital communications and VLSI 
experience with a large company infrastructure and manufacturing . AT&T 
gains a foothold in information content delivery. 

The AT&T/Zenith proposal was derived from early MIT work . Therefore, 
many of the picture parameters are the same. AT&T added their 
compression, codec, and VLSI technology . 

AT&T has capitalized on their strong Washington DC lobbying skills to 
bring the AT&T/Zenith proposal to a perceived leading position. 

Sarnoff / Philips / Thomson / NBC / Compression Labs (ADTV) 

Sarnoff Labs (nee RCA) was the 
television system we now use. 

source (in the 50s) of the NTSC color 
Sarnoff has a strong background in 



terrest'rial broadcast technology. Philips and Thomson bring consumer 
electronics experience with televisions, cameras, VCRs, etc. -- it is 
their U.S. subsidiaries that are involved. They call themselves "all 
American", though some people point out the European connection. 

The Sarnoff proposal can be thought of as a digital version of the NHK 
Muse proposal. Sarnoff certainly would not want to characterize it that 
way, but when looking at a few of the picture parameters (interlace 
scan, non-square pixels, etc.), it is not too inappropriate. However, 
Sarnoff is the only proponent that has a packetization scheme that would 
be somewhat recognizable as a computer network protocol -- it could be 
much better, but is beyond what the other proponents attempt. Sarnoff 
derives their compression scheme from MPEG (the ISO standards activity 
for compression of motion pictures), which gives them support from the 
MPEG community. 

General Instrument (ATVA-Interlace) 

GI is a dominant supplier for satellite and cable transmission systems 
and cable converter boxes. They have used digital encrypted video 
satellite transmission for some time. They use DEC computers to control 
their satellite uplink/downlink equipment. A little over a year ago, GI 
was bought by the venture capital firm Forestman & Little. 

GI's picture parameters are similar to Sarnoff's. GI was the first 
proponent to offer an all-digital HDTV system. (MIT's system was a 
hybrid digital/analog for a long t~e.) In many respects, GI broke the 
ice by going digital that led the other proponents reevaluate their 
analog approaches and go all digital as well. 

GI is planning to use their digital compression scheme to place 4-5 NTSC 
program channels in a single 6 MHz cable channel, thereby increasing the 
number of cable channels from -60 to -300. The cable TV industry is 
very interested in this, as evidenced by a recent RFP. Other proponents 
are beginning to look at this approach as well. 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (ATVA-Progressive) 

Last spring MIT joined with GI to form the American Television Alliance 
(ATVA). MIT continues to develop their own system distinct from GI's. 
Of course, they are sharing a lot of technology. MIT essentially has 
adopted GI/s digital modulation scheme. MIT has the last FCC testing 
slot (Spring 1992); thus, they have a longer time to develop the 
equipment for the test, and can benefit from seeing the other 
proponents' systems. GI will build the equipment for the test. 

MIT is the source of much of the digital video technology that appears 
in the other proponents' systems. Many of the principal developers at 
the other proponents were educated at MIT. MIT likely will receive some 
royalty payments regardless of the outcome of the FCC trials. 

In main respects, MIT's system is technically superior to the others. 

COHRS Agenda 

In the last couple of years, the loosely organized Committee on High 
Resolution Systems (COHRS) has been extremely successful in establishing 
the new agenda for HDTV. A year and half ago, there were no digital 
proposals, and COHRS was considered a technical fringe group. Now, the 
FCC is asking COHRS for advice on how to proceed in the testing process. 

A few of the COHRS objectives are: 



o merger of television, communications, and computing 

In other words, interactive information services. None of the 
proponents bring this to the full extent. Though, all are 
positioning themselves as compliant to some extent. 

o all digital systems 

Now, a done deal. 

o architectural goodness criteria 

Interoperability, extensibility, scalability, open systems, etc. 
The proponents are just beginning to try to understand this. 

interoperability means the optimal sharing of data streams 
across generation, carrier, and equipment technologies, and 
services and applications 

extensibility means the ability to incorporate future 
technological advances in encoding and services without 
obsoleting then existing components and infrastructure 

scalability permits encodings whereby uniform generation, 
transmission, and display characteristics can support a range 
of product quality and cost 

o header / descriptor 

Proper attention to a self identifying data stream protocol 
is critical to provide interoperability, extensibility, etc. 
Key here is accommodating a variety of data stream encodings to 
permit adjusting signal characteristics to meet application needs. 
In essence, this is a computer network presentation level protocol. 

o square pixels (as opposed to rectangular pixels) 

Best for computer generated images. AT&T/Zenith and MIT 
square pixels. Sarnoff and GI have rectangular pixels. 
generally agreed to go with square pixels. 

o progressive scan (as opposed to interlace scan) 

have 
It is 

Ten/fifteen years ago, computer displays started out with interlace 
scan, but quickly found it to be inadequate. Now all computer 
displays are progressive scan. AT&T/Zenith and MIT are 
progressive. Sarnoff and GI are interlace. This is still a hot 
issue of debate. 

o compliance with film / >60 Hz refresh / source flexibility 

Currently, television is 59.94 Hz refresh. Film is 24 frames per 
second. Computer displays are 66 to 72 Hz refresh. 72 - 3 * 24. 
All proponents are 59.94 Hz. MIT's and GI's compression algorithm 
recognize 24 fps source material and alter operation for better 
picture quality. What's wanted are a separation/independence of 
source image rate and display fresh rate. 

AT&T/Zenith recently are describing how they address the COHRS criteria. 
In some respects, they do. They are saying -- pick them, they're 
extensible and can evolve to the right system. Reading between the 
lines (here and above), AT&T/Zenith is thought by many to be the leading 
contender at this time. 

How does Digital benefit? What does Digital offer? 



Still difficult questions to answer. A few items present themselves: 

o VLSI 

Hudson is ready to apply their skills to new areas. Digital HDTV 
compression is computationally intensive (-1 Bips) that is uniquely 
suited to Hudson's design and fabrication technology. Very few 
other semiconductor manufacturers are as well suited. 

o Cable TV / Ethernet on Cable (ETV) 

With ETV, Digital has an entree to and advantage with the cable 
television industry . ETV provides ethernet communications service 
on existing community cable systems. Cable TV is looking for new 
services (e.g., data and telephone bypass) to provide new revenue 
sources. The cable industry is moving rapidly to install fiber 
optic cable backbones and spurs. Cable is more like a computer 
network topology than is proposed telephone fiber optics. (General 
Instruments is a key cable industry equipment provider and major 
Digital customer.) 

o Video Networking 

~l of the proponents are coming to realize that digital HDTV 
transmission is actually a network protocol and telecommunications 
problem. Of course, networking and interactivity is one of our 
strengths. Note however, that we have not done much with realtime 
delivery guarantees . 

At a recent gigabit networking conference, it was agreed that a 
primary use of gigabit networks would be video. However, they also 
acknowledged that they didn't know very much about it and that a 
lot of work needs to be done to address video needs in computer/ 
communications networks. (CCITT is beginning inquiries into 
networking/telecomm requirements for video.) 

o Big Computer Company Backing and Influence 

The merger of computing, communications, and television gives us 
influence on the technical direction of HDTV. It can become 
s omething that is easy or difficult for us to incorporate. Apple's 
public position that they are pursuing consumer information 
services equipment (i.e., televisions as personal computers, or vis 
a versa) has given them already some influence to direct toward 
their interests. 

o Merger of the proponents 

The preferred outcome of the FCC trials is still a merger of the 
proponent systems with added new technology. Though the FCC 
process is moving forward, people are torn between the charter to 
select one versus the desire to take the real advantage that 
digital communications provides. We have valuable experience in 
creating and working in consortia that is missing in the television 
industry. Can Digital provide the impetus to get the proponents 
together? 

There is a broad and a narrow question to consider: Broadly, how is 
Digital going to participate in the coming development of HDTV, media 
technology, and computing/information access. Narrowly, how does 
Digital better prepare itself for the shift in how computing is 
delivered to the end user. 

------------------------------------------~ 



Table of Attributes, Characteristics, and Processes 
of the Digital HDTV Terrestrial Broadcasting Systems 

Picture: 

Lines/Frame 
Frames/Sec 
Interlace 
Horiz Deflection 
Aspect Ratio 
Active Pixels lumi 

chroma 
Pixel Aspect 
Bandwidth lumi 

chroma 
Colorimetry 
Video Compression 
Block Size 
Sample Frequency 

Audio: 

Bandwidth 
Sample Freq 
Dynamic Range 
Channels 

Date Rate: 

Video 
Audio 
Control Data 
Auxiliary 
Sync 
Total Data 
Error Correction 

Terrestrial: 

RF Modulation 
3 db Bandwidth 
C/N Threshold 
Channel Equalization 

satellite: 

RF Modulation 
3 db Bandwidth 
C/N Threshold 

GI 
ATVA-I 

1050 
29.97 
2:1 

31. 469 
16:9 

1408:960 
350:480 

33:40 
22. 
5.5 

240M 
mc OCT 

8:8 
51. 8 

20 . 
48. 
85. 

4. 

13.83 
1760. 

126. 
126. 
n/a 

19.43 
3.59 

16 QAM 
4.86 

19. 
2-32 

QPSK 
24 /2 

8. 

AT&T 
Zenith 

787/788 
59.94 

1:1 
47.203 
16:9 

1280:720 
640:360 

1:1 
34. 
17. 
240M 

me DCT/VQ 
8:8 

75.3 

20. 
47.203 
96. 

4. 

17.2 
500. 

40. 
600. 
580. 

21.52 
2.5 

4 VSB 
5.38 

18. 
-2-20 

MSK 
20 /1 

8. 

Sarnoff 
ADTV 

1050 
29.97 
2:1 

31. 469 
16:9 

1440:960 
720:480 

27:32 
27. 

240M 
mc OCT 

8:8 
54. 

20. 
48. 
96. 

4. 

14.98 
512. 

40. 
512. 
n/a 

21. 00 
4.96 

QAM 
5.2 

20. 
16-40 

QPSK 
36 /3 

8. 

MIT 
ATVA-P 

787/788 
59.94 

1:1 
47.203 
16:9 

1280:720 

1:1 
34. 
34. 
240M 

mc subband 
8:8 

75.3 

20. 
48. 

4. 

15.636 
500. 
126. 
126. 
n/a 

19.43 
3.042 

16 QAM 
4.86 

19. 
2-32 

Hz 

KHz 

h:v 
h:v 
v:h 
MHz 
MHz 
SMPTE 

pixels 
MHz 

KHz 
KHz 
db 

Mb/S 
Kb/s 
Kb/s 
Kb/s 
Kb/s 
Mb/s 
Mb/s 

MHz 
db 
us 

MHz 
db 



Addendum An Abbreviated History 

The idea of an enhanced television with improved picture and sound began 
25 years ago. The simple intent was to provide 35mm film quality 
pictures and high fidelity stereo sound. (Film and audio have improved 
since then. What we have now in HDTV is the quality of 25 year old film 
and audio.) The expectation was that this new television would be in 
the same mold as existing color television (NTSC), i.e., analog . 

1968 NHK (Japanese Broadcasting Co.) began research program 

1972 NHK defined the basic parameters of their HDTV proposal 
(5:3 aspect ratio, 1125 lines, 60 Hz interlaced refresh) 

1981 -- NHK with Sony demonstrated prototypes for cameras, video 
tape recorders, satellite transmission, and displays 

1982 -- FCC forms Advanced Television Advisory Committee (ATSC); 
their underlying agenda is to standardize on the NHK system, 
now called MUSE (MUltiple Sub-nyquist Encoding) 

Though all along, some research occurred in the U.S. and Europe, Japan's 
growing strength in consumer electronics motivated them to greater 
levels of investment. It appeared that MUSE would be adopted as a 
worldwide HDTV standard. However: 

1986 -- European consumer electronics companies blocked adoption (for 
economic reasons) of the MUSE system parameters at the plenary 
meeting in Dubrovnik of the CCIR (-Consultive Committee for 
International Radio) 

In the meantime, there was rapid development of digital signal 
processing, digital signal transmission, high performance computing, and 
computer networks. This led a few people (mostly researchers at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT» to realize the feasibility, 
advantages, and implications of digital rather than analog HDTV. 
Results of their early messages were: 

1988 -- FCC creates Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service 
(ACATS) to guide a competitive trial of HDTV proposals 

1988 -- FCC mandates that HDTV fit within the same 6MHz spectrum 
allocations as existing television -- a constraint that 
favored digital compression techniques 

1988 -- DARPA recognizes national interests in display technology and 
derivative video and signal processor technologies 

There was a growing realization of the broader industrial derivatives of 
HOTV, represented by news media coverage and American Electronics 
Association's (ABA) call for addressing the "technology food chain". 
Then, the full implications of merged computing , communications, and 
television technology was raised: 

1990 -- Committee on Open High Resolution Systems (COHRS) was 
initiated through MIT as an ad hoc multi-industry committee 
(including computer interests, e.g., Digital Equipment Corp.); 
COHRS promotes "architectural goodness" criteria of open 
systems, extensibility, scalability, interoperability, etc. 
to the FCC, Department of Commerce, State Department, U.S. 
CCIR committee, etc. 

1990 -- (June) General Instruments proposes the first "all digital" 
HDTV system; MIT's system long was an analog/digital hybrid 



i99l·-- (January) Four of six HDTV proposals to the FCC adopt all 
digital systems 

1991 -- (summer) COHRS "architectural goodness" criteria adopted as 
part of the FCC testing process to select a U.S. HDTV system 

1991 -- (August) CableLabs issues RFP for digital compression 
methods and equipment for cable TV systems 

The FCC testing process is now beginning. Initial testing results will 
be reported in June 1992. Additional terrestrial broadcast and cable 
testing will occur in late 1992. Final reports will appear in early 
1993. And, the final FCC ruling on a U.S. HDTV system will appear in 
mid 1993. 
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TO: 

CC: 

BILL JOHNSON 

GRANT SAVIERS 
DICK FISHBURN 
BILL STRECKER 
DOM LACAVA 
HENRY CROUSE 
SAM FULLER 
JAC SIMENSEN 
MIKE THURK 

SUBJECT: HDTV 

BJ, 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 
FROM : 
DEPT : 

PHONE: 
KAIL: 
ENET: 

20 DEC 91 
LARRY CABRINETY 
VIDEO, IMAGE & PRINT 
SYSTEMS GROUP (VIPS) 
235-8209 
DSG2-2/ J5 
ROYALT::CABRINETY 

we, Digital, are reasonably well pOSitioned to provide monitor/ TV capability 
to meet future HDTV worldwide requirements. For example, we know that the 
optimum resolution is 1600 x 1200 and we have positioned ourselves to be 
able to provide leaderShip FTM technology from Zenith from a CRT viewpoint 
and within 5 years we would expect that flat panel technology in either EL 
or LCD would provide sufficient resolution capacity in large screens to 
meet the optimum requirements. From a Digital perspective, I believe our 



major stumbling bloc k is receivers and transmitters. Is this being 
addressed by your fo r mer telecommunications group? If so, who should we 
work with? 

Larry 
LPC/ ihs 
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Bill Johnson 
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Subject: UPDATE : SUPPORTING DIGITAL ROADSHOW IN N. AMERICA 

Digital's Open Advantage in Action world Tour is on its way to the fifth of 
32 North American cities to be visited between now and April 24, 1992. 
Approximately 10,000 customers are expected to attend the roadshow, 
offering Digital -- for the seventh year -- a unique opportunity to bring 
its software, networking, services and systems solutions directly to the 
customer. This year's show will highlight Digital's Open Advantage through 
examples of our open technology, open services and open business practices. 

I would personally like to invite you to host one or more of these shows by 
presenting the opening remarks of the day and meeting one-on-one with 
customers. Your participation in last year's events illustrated Digital's 
commitment -- at the highest levels -- to customer satisfaction. 

Attached are the dates and locations of this year's shows and the current 
commitments. Please review the list and let us know which of the remaining 
shows you will be able to host. 

Responses can be sent to Sue Skonetski (FROSTY::SKONETSKI or SUE SKONETSKI 
@MKO), if you have any questions concerning the roadshow please call Sue at 
DTN 264-3022. 

Regards, 

B. J . 

/ km 



• 

DIGITAL WORLD TOUR SCHEDULE 
DECEMBER 19, 1991 

Date Day City Executive 

12/ 05 THU ROCHESTER 
12/ 10 TUE HARTFORD 
12/ 17 TUE BOSTON Rose Ann Giordano 

XMAS BREAK 

01 / 07 TUE ALBANY 
01 / 09 THU WILMINGTON DEL. John Sims 
01 / 14 TUE LOUISVILLE 
01 / 16 THU CLEVELAND 
01 / 21 TUE COLUMBUS 
01 / 23 THU ATLANTA 
01 / 30 THU CHARLOTTE Jim Cudmore 
02 / 04 TUE ORLANDO Jack Smith 
02 / 11 TUE HOUSTON 
02 / 13 THU AUSTIN 
02 / 18 TUE DETROIT 
02 / 25 TUE ANAHEIM 
02/ 27 THU SANTA CLARA 
03/ 03 TUE ST LOUIS Jim Cudmore 
03 / 05 THU KANSAS CITY 
03 / 10 TUE CHICAGO (POSSIBILITY) 

BORDER CROSSING 

03 / 19 THU HALIFAX 
03/ 24 TUE QUEBEC CITY Graeme Woodley. 
03/ 26 THU MONTREAL Graeme Woodley. 
03 / 31 TUE OTTAWA 
04 / 02 THU TORONTO Dick Poulsen 

04 / 06 MON WINNIPEG 
04 / 09 THU REGINA 
04 / 14 TUE EDMONTON 
04 / 16 THU CALGARY Dick Poulsen 
04 / 22 WED VANCOUVER 
04 / 27 MON VICTORIA Jack Smith 

*The Sales team has requested that the introduction be done in French 

Distribution: 

TO: John Alexanderson ( ALEXANDERSON.JOHN ) 



From: JRDVOA::SIMENSEN 10-DEC-1991 01:45:56.64 
To: MILPND: :STRECKER,ASABET: :CROUSE,MRGATE: : "MLO: :Dick Fishburn",CRA: :FULLER 
, SSVAX: : SAVIERS,MRGATE: : "TKO: :Reilly" , ROYALT : :CABRlNETY 
CC: SIMENSEN 
Subj: FYI ..... More Japanese FPD Data 

FPD (LCD) STATUS in Japan 

1 . LCD Technology Comparison 

10-DEC-1991 
T.Hayashi 

----------------------+---------------------------+----------------------------
I Simple Matrix I Active Matrix 

Item +---------------------------+----------------------------
I STN I FLC I TFT I MIM 

----------------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+--------------
Contrast Ratio 10-20 : 1 I 40: 1 100-150 : 1 50-100 : 1 

Viewing angle 

Reponse Time 

Grey Scale 

Cell Gap 

Flicker 

X-talk 

To tal Display 
Quality 

x 
y 

60 deg 
30 deg 

I 
I 
I 
I 

50 deg 
40 deg 

100-300ms I 70us / line 

16 (FRC) 

4-7 urn 

large 

large 

Low 
(Limited use) 

I 
I 16 (FRC) 
I 
I 1.5-2 urn 

large 

large 

Midium 
I 

120 deg 
60 deg 

50ms 

16 (AM) 

10-15 urn 

small 

small 

I Excellent 
I 
I 
I 

1 00 deg 
45 deg 

50ms 

16 (PWM) 

10-15 urn 

small 

midium 

Good 

Issue for product Speed up Productivity I Yield Yield 
I (Price) (Price) 

----------------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+--------------

2 . Recent LCD Vendors Status 

2 -1 Vendor Category 

o Objects of High Resolution LCD Vendor 

Sharp, Hitachi, NEC, Toshiba, HOSHIDEN, 
Matsushita, Seiko EPSON, Canon 

o Category 

GROUP A : Hitachi, NEC, Toshiba 
- PC & WS system vendor 
- Large internal needs for High Resolusion LCD 

--> Priority on internal customer 



GROUP B : Sharp, Seiko EPSON, Matsushita, Canon 

- PC system vendor 
- Small internal needs for High Resolution LCD 

--> Priority on selling outside 

GROUP C : HOSHIDEN 

- LCD component vendor 

2-2 Vendor Status 

1) Sharp 
- STN, TFT 
- Largest LCD vendor in the world 
- Business goal : 50% of LCD market (1995) 
- Concentrating on yield improvement of VGA class TFT color LCD 
- High Resolution TFT schedule 

o Sample '93/01-02 
o FVS :' 93/04 

2) Hitachi 
- STN, TFT 
- Priority on internal customer 
- High Resolution TFT schedule 

o Sample , 92/Q4 
o FVS :' 93/01-

3) NEC 
- TFT color only 
- Concentrating on yield improvement of VGA class TFT color LCD 
- Priority on internal customer 
- High Resolution TFT schedule 

o Sample ? 
o FVS :' 93/01-

4) Toshiba (oTI) 
- STN, TFT 
- Joint TFT business with IBM 
- Concentrating on yield improvement of VGA class TFT color LCD 

5) Matsushita 
- STN, TFT 
- Investigating mass-productivity of High Resolusion TFT till 1992 
- High Resolution TFT schedule 

o Sample ? 
o FVS :' 93 or' 94 

6) Seiko EPSON 
- STN, MIM 

Improving display quality of HIM for High Resolution panel 
High Resolution MIM schedule 

o Sample '92/Q2 
o FVS :' 93/01-02 

7) HOSHIDEN 
- TFT only 
- Concentrating on High Resolution TFT development 
- Needs joint-development contract for High Resolution TFT panel 

8) Canon 
- FLCD only 
- Attractive technology for large scale & High Resolution panel 



- They had already contracted with HP. 
No chance for DEC ? 

- High Resolution MIM schedule 
o Sample , 92/Ql 
o FVS : '93/Q3- Q4 

3 . Conclusion 

o Possible High Resolution LCD vendor for DEC would be GROUP B or C. 

o DEC should more closely contact to GROUP B or GROUP C vendors for 
High Resolution TFT/MIM color LCD with financial commitment. 



~ ., -

[Major LCD vendor's Investment & Volume Plan] 

Sharp 

Hitachi 

NEC 

Toshiba 

HOSHI DEN 

19B9 

Vol. $350M 
Invest. $llOM 

Vol. $170M 
Invest. $eOM 

Vo l.. 
Invest . $15M 

Vol. $150M 
Invest. 

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

$520M $BBOM $1270M $2l30M $2990M $3B50M 
<------ $770M ---------> <------- $770M --------> 

$230M 

$60M 

$200M 
$250M 

$3l0M $380M $560M $740M $920M 

$140M 
$60M 

$220M $300M $3BOM $460M 
<------------ $460M ------------> 

$2BOM $400M $520M $650M $770M 
<------- $370M --------> 

Vol. $80M $120M $120M 
Invest. <------- $150M --------> 

$190M $3l0M $430M $540M 
<------------ $230M ------------> 

Matsushita Vol . $100M $150M $150M $380M $770M 

Seiko 
EPSON 

SANYO 

Optorex 

Seiko 
Densi 

CITIZEN 

Stanley 

Canon 

Invest . 

Vol. $350M 
Invest. $eOM 

Vol. $170M 
Invest. $40M 

Vol. $220M 
Invest. $20M 

Vol. 
Invest . 

Vol.. 
Invest. 

Vol. 
Invest. 

Vol. 
Invest 

$80M 
$15M 

$50M 

$90M 
$40M 

<--- $3l0M ---> 

$460M 
$80M 

$200M 
$lOM 

$280M 
$80M 

$15M 

$lOOM 

$90M 
$4M 

$580M 
$80M 

$250M 

$770M 
$80M 

$B50M $930M 

<------------ $350M ------------> 
$320M 

$40M 

$lOOM 
$15M 

$120M 
$BOM 

$l10M 
$40M 

$15M 

$190M 

$130M 
$4M 

$150M 
$50M 

$160M 
$50M 

$190M 

$lOOOM 

$770M 

$3l0M 
$120M 

$3l0M 

$230M 

$2300M 
<----------------- $770M ----------------> 

I 



From : JRDVOA : : FUJII "AKIKO FUJII JRD / HQ 045-336-5506 06 - 0ec-1991 1009" 5 - 0EC 
-1991 2 0 :12:35. 0 8 
To: MILPND: : STRECKER 
CC: ASABET: : CROUSE , CORE: :FISHBURN,CRA: :FULLER,TKOVOA : : NAGAMINE , MTS$ " TKO: : ED 
REI LLY", SSVAX : : SAVIERS, SIMENSEN,FUJII 
Subj: Flat Panel Display Tec hno l o gy 

To: Bill Straokar 

cc : aanry Crou.a 
Diok ri.bburn 
s_ rull.r 
To.hio Nagam.ine 
Ed Reilly 
Grant Savier. 

Subj: Flat Panel Ci.play Taohnology 

Bill, 

No doubt you ara awara of tb. major advanc.. in Flat Pan.l Ci.play Technology 
that have ooourred in Japan own tha la.t two yaar. . Tha damo that St.v. 
Sever.on gav. yo u la.t we.k of tb. Japan R'C developed VLC portabla 
work.tation inoluded a proto type of a Mat.u.bita monoohrom. LCD wbiob will 
be in volum. produotion in about 7-8 month •. 

I think that .o.t of tha oo.t, performanoa and r •• olution i •• ue. witb rpc'. ara 
quiokly being r •• olv.d. Ther ••• ame little doubt that rpc'. will .oon r.plaoe 
CRT'. in lM>.t n.w PC'. and work.tation., both monochrome and color. During 
1992 and 1993, Hitaobi, To.biba and othar Japana.a oompania. will be bringing 
PC'. and Work.tation. to market wbiob will includa oolor and monocbr ome FPC'e 
with ra.pen.a time. Ie •• tban SO me and oontra.t of 50 : 1 to 30 : 1 . 
(See attac~nt 1 . 1 

The purpo •• o f thi. memo i. to highlight the .tratagic thraat rpc'. pr •• ant to 
Digita l and to propo.e .ever al action. to addre •• thi. thraat . 

The 9rowing opinion in Japan i. that ovar th. n.xt thr •• to five y.ar., 
damand for c~titive , bigh performanc., high r •• olutioD FPC'. i. lik.ly to 
exceed .upply. Digital naade to aot immediataly to a •• ura our •• lv.e of 
aoo ••• to competitiva FPC'. in quant i tie •• ufficiant for our n.ed •. Sy.tams 
.upplier. like Bitachi , To.biba and NEC ara unlikaly (or will parbap. be 
unwilling I to produoe competitive FPC'. in quantity fo r competitor • . Oth.r 
FPC' mak.r. like S.iko Dan.hi , Optorex , po •• ively Mat.u.hita ar. alr.ady 
involv.d in alliance. whara thair partner. will hav. fir.t calIon th.ir rpc 
output. 
(Sa. attao~nt 2 . ) 

Oivan wbat we'v. baen abla to di.eover in Japan, it look. lika only a few 
.uppliar. of competitiva LCD rpo'. remain a. raliabla pot.ntial .ourea. for 
Cigital ovar the naxt thraa to five yaar.; the •••• em to be Sharp, Saiko 
Ep.on and pe •• ibly cannon. rrom a ebort to medium tarm per.pactive, Sbarp 
.aame to be tha be.t bat. 

Raoomnandatione 

---------------
To addra.. the i •• u e . rai •• d in thi. memo, I .ugg •• t you con.ider four 
action.: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

•• 

Xnveetigate tha likelihood of a naar t.rm FPC .bortaga and the dagraa of 
ri.k to Digital of a thraa to fiva yaar .hortaga in .upply . 

z.tabli.b a o ne or two pareon FPD Tachnology Can tar in Japan to track FPD 
taohnology progre •• and FPD oo=pany .tatu. and .lignment . Thie would 
inoluda trucking t ba progr... of J.pana.a projaot. to intagr at. .yetama 
.laotronic. into tba di.play modul., pe.aibly onto tb •• am. .ubatrata . 

Conaidar an FPD allianoa with Sharp, S.iko Ep.on, Cannon o r anothar . 

It tha FPD lockout i. oonaidar.d .ar iou. enougb or opportun i tiee gr.at 
.nough, eon.idar allianoe with a Japanaaa oompany to produce oompetitive 

---~----------------------~ 



FPD'. ia tha tlSA . (Obv iou.ly • major inv.stmant.) 

Pl •••• l.t me know if Japan RiD oan provide furth.r information or 
••• t.tuea. 

CJI/af 

1 



1024 x 768 ola.. MONOCHROME 

(At.t.aohment. 1) 
l8 -Nev-UU 
'f.Haya.hi 

----------+--------+------------------------------------+-----------------+ I Vendor 1 Tech. t S P B C. IOeliveryl Price I 
I I 1------------------------------------1 I (yen) I 
1 I I R ... I Sin I Pit.chl C/G I Speed I t I 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 tMat.auabit.al STH 11024 I 12.6~1 0 .25 I 2qreYI 200m. 1 92/Feb I 77~ I 
II/MONO 1 x768 I 1 1 I I 1 I 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
2 I SRAJUI 1 TSTN 11 024 I 9.6~ I 0.19 1 29reyITr : 600m." Now , TBD I 

, I /HONO, x768 I , , ITf : 250ma1 , I 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 

3 I Bit.ach1 ,STH 11024 I 11. 4-, 0 .23 1 29reyl 700m8 1 Now 1 7021: I 
I I /MONO t x768 I 1 1 I I , I 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
4 I Seiko ,OSTH 11024 I 13- 1 0 . 25 1 2qreyl 700ma I New I 115~ I 

I EPSON I /HONO 1 x768 I 1 I I I I I 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 

5 I SAN¥O I STH 11120, 10 . 1-1 0 . 19 1 2qreyl 500ma 1 New I 6S11t 1 
1 1 /HONO 1 x780 I I 1 1 1 I I 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 

2. 1024 x 768 cIa •• COLOR 

---+----------+--------+------------------------------------+-----------------+ 
Nol Vendor , Tech. 1 S P E C . I Delivery 1 Pr1ce 1 

1 I 1------------------------------------ 1 1 (yen) 1 
I 1 1 Rea. 1 Size 1 Pitch 1 C/O 1 Speed , 1 1 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 I SHARP 1 'fF'f 11024 1 11.S-1 0.2341 512 ,Tr:<50m8, TBD 1 TBD 1 

I I /COlerl x768 , , 1 Color,T!:<50m8, 1 , 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 

2 I seike 1 MIM 11280 1 13~ I 0 . 2U14096 , , 1 1 
, EPSOM 1 /Colorl x800 1 , 1 Color' , 1 1 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
3 1 Seiko 1 MIM 11024, (13~) 1(0 . 25) 14096 , ,92/2Q 1 TaD 1 

I BPSON 1 /Colorl x768 , 1 1 COlor' , 1 1 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 

4 1 aitaohi I TFT 11120 1 ll~ I 0 . 2041 512 ITr:<50m81 92/4Q 1 TBD 1 
, I /Colorl x780 , I 1 colorITf:<5em., 1 , 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
5 IMatau.hital TF'f 11152, IS· I 0.2611rull l'fr : <Sem.1 'fBD 1 TBD 1 

1 , /Colorl dOO I I 1 Color 1 T!:<SOm.1 1 1 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 6 1 HOSIDBN 1 TFT 11280 I IS· I 0 . 25214096 1 Tr:<Sem.1 1 1 

1 1 / Colorl x800 I I 1 ColorITf:<S0m81 1 1 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 

7 I TOSHIBA 1 TFT 11152 I 13 . 8- 1 0 . 24 14096 l'fr: <6em.1 1 1 
, , /Color, x900 I I 1 ColorIT!: <60ma 1 1 1 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 



1280 x 1024 oa1aa MONOCHROME 

---+----------+--------+------------------------------------+-----------------+ 
!lol Vendor I Teoh. I S P E C. I Delivery I Prioe I 

I I 1------------------------------------ 1 I (yen) I 
I I I Res. I Sin I Pitoht c/a I Spe,ed I t I 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 I CANON I FLeD 11280 I IS" I 0.22 I 4qreyl 70u. I 92/10 I TBO I 

I I /MONO I xl0241 I , I /line I I I 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
2 / SHARP I TSTN 11280 I 15.P I 0 . 23 I 2quy/ 370ma I TBO I TBO I 

, , /MONO I xl024 I I I I 1 1 / 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
3 I SANYO I Tn 11280 1 12.9"1 0 . 20 I 4quYI 1 92/Aug I T&O 1 
II/MONO I xl024 I I I 1 I I 1 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
4 I HOSIDEN I TFT 11280 I 15.4", 0.2381 ? I Tr:20ma1 92/10 1 <200l( 1 

1 1 /HONO I x1024 I 1 , ,Tt:30ma, 11.20 I I 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 5, SHARP I EL 11280 I 12.9"1 0.20 I 4qreyt I 91/40 1 140l( I 

I I /MONO I xl0241 , , I I 1 11.200l(1 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 

Ii IHit.ubbbil POP 11280 1 16.8", 0.26 1 2quYI I 92/reb I 1 
1 I /MONO, xl0241 I I I I , I 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
7 I rujit.u I POP 11280 1 16.l" I 0.2.5 1 2quy I I Now I lSOl( , 

, , /MONO I xl0241 I , I I I I 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 

1280 x 1024 01... COLOR 

---+----------+--------+------------------------------------+-----------------+ 
Nol Vendor I Teoh. I S P E C. ,Delivery' Prioe I 

I I 1------------------------------------ 1 I (yen) I 
1 I I Rea . I Sin I pitohl c/a I Spe,ed I I I 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 I CANON I FLCO 11280 I IS· I 0.2171 16 I 10ua 'TBO I TBO I 

I I /Colorl xl0241 I I Color I /line I I I 
---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 

2 IHitaubiahi 1 POP 11280 I 20· 1 0.30 14096 I I 93/20 I 1 
I 1 /Colorl d024' ' jiO.321 Color I I I TBO I 

---+----------+--------+------+------+------+------+--------+--------+--------+ 



Major Alliances on FPD ' . 

Bitaohi 
To.biba 
SeikoDen.bi-=
SeikoEp.on -
Opt.or.x 
canon 
Hoshiden 

AEG (q.rmany) 
IBH 
Olivet.ti 
Rockw.ll 
Byundai (l':or •• ) 
HP _,. 

allianc. 
Joint venture 
Joint Venture 
sllianc. 
allianc. 
contract? 
contract? 

"-jor inv •• timant by Japan ••• company 

(Attaohment 2) 

Inv •• tment Volwn- (1991) 
------------------ ---------

Sbarp • 700 H (1990 - ") • 880 H 
Hitaobi 300 (1990 91) 230 
NEe 540 (1990 - 95) 
Tosbiba .00 (1990 ") 280 
(incl DU) 
Hoabiden 380 (1989 95) 120 
Sanyo 360 (1990 ." 250 
Mitsubish ,.0 (1991) 
"-tau.bite 300 (1990 ") ,.0 
C.aio .00 (1990 ") 230 
SaikoZp.on 300 (1989 - ") 570 
Optorax 130 (1989 - 91) 320 
SeikoDan.i 100 (1989 - ") 100 
Citil.an .0 (1991) 100 
Alpe 100 
Stanlay 130 (1989 ") 110 
Fujitau .0 (1990 91) 
canon 770 (1991 95) 
Xyoo.ra 
Sony 
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R.ceiv.d: by bu.boy . p • • dec . com; id AAOl141; Thu, 5 0.0 91 08 : 14:03 - 0800 
R.o.iv.d: by t.nri • . pa.deo.oom; id AA20802; Thu, S 0.0 91 08 : 1 4: 00 - 0800 
Oat.: Thu, 5 0.0 91 08:13 : 59 -0800 
H •••• g.- Id: <9112051614.AA20802@t.nri •• pa . d.o . oom> 
From : monaban@wrkay ••• n.t (JIM, WORJtSTATIONS FINANCE, 223 - 6436 05- 0.0- 1991 1113) 
To: Icompetitiv. 
Co : MONAHAN 
Subj.ot: fyi . . 2,037 liret day ord.r. on new Oec.t.tion 5000 •• 

• ouro. : 
Computer Indu.try N.w. ~rom MISG tor 12/4/91 
Courte.y ot Mioro T.ch R •••• rch, Ino. 

DIGITAL' . FOUR NEW LO" END WORltSTATIONS RECEIVED A WARM ANALYST 
RECEPTION. 

WorkGroup Teohnologie. an.1y.t John Dunkle •••• Digital a. h.ving 
• competitive low end work.tation lineup tor the fir.t tLme in • 
long while. Oigit.l .aid it h •• 2,031 fir.t day order. for the 
new DEC.tation 5000 model. . Dunkle beli.v •• that giving .xi.ting 
Digit.l DEC.tation 5000 u.er. the ability to trade up to th. new 
RISC .ngin. will h.lp to boo.t the firm'. 15.2' market .har • . 
Aberd •• n analy.t Thoma. Wilmott noted that Digit.l i. t r ying to 
recoup mark.t .h.re lo.t to Sun over the l.at lour or five 
y •• r.. Wilmott expeot. oompetitive re.pon ••• trom IBM, HP and 
Sun .hortly. B ••••• IBM and BP dominating the high .nd, while 
Digital and Sun dominate the low .nd work.tation mark.t at 
pre •• nt . (BG,12/4/91,p10) 


